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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

In support of facilitating ongoing economic development within the region, Central Highlands
Regional Council (CHRC) has zoned a 2000+ ha portion of land, located approximately 17 km
east of Emerald. This parcel of land is to be known as the Yamala Enterprise Area (YEA), and is
indicated in Figure 1-1 below. Under CHRC’s planning scheme, a portion of this area is zoned
Special Industry (including the CQ Inland Port) with the remaining land zoned Industry
Investigation.

Figure 1-1 Locality Plan
CHRC successfully obtained funding for the “YEA Water Infrastructure and Design Study,” to
progress a business case investigating supply of raw and or potable water to the YEA industrial
precinct. This report identifies a long list of potential water supply options that could meet the
near, medium and long terms water needs of the precinct.

1.2

Scope of Works

The scope of work covered by this report regards the identification of a long list of potential
water supply options to meet the immediate and long-term water needs of the site. The report
also outlines a proposed multi-criteria analysis and assessment criteria in shortlisting options for
more detailed assessment. Options were considered in the context of:


Other potential competing water demands in the region



Reliability of water allocation sourced



The regulatory context i.e., Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011 and the Fitzroy Basin Water
Management Protocol, June 2018 (Amended May 2019).



Location of potential water supply sources and demands



System constraints
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1.3

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to assess and document a long list of potential water supply
options that could meet the immediate and long-term water needs of the YEA and propose a
multi-criteria analysis for CHRC’s consideration in shortlisting potential water supply options for
more detailed investigations.
The limitations of the assessment are described in Section 1.4.

1.4

Limitations

This report has been prepared by GHD for CHRC and may only be used and relied on by CHRC
for the purpose agreed between GHD and CHRC as set out Sections 1.2 and 1.3 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than CHRC arising in connection
with this report. GHD also exclude implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally
permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by CHRC, and others who
provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD has not
independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept
liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the
report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.

1.5

Assumptions

This assessment identifies a long list of potential water supply options that could meet the near,
medium and long-term water needs of the YEA development. In completing the assessment, a
number of assumptions have been made in relation to the scope of works, which have been
summarised below:


Specific assumptions in regard to potential water demand for the YEA development are as
outlined in the report, Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure, Water Demand
Assessment (GHD, March 2021).



Other assumptions used in preparing this report have been stated throughout the document
where relevant.



GHD assumes that information previously published and referenced throughout this report
remains valid in the specific context stated throughout this report.
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1.6

Glossary of Terms

Abbreviation

Description

AD

Average Day Demands

AHD

Australian Height Datum

AMTD

Adopted middle thread distance

CHRC

Central Highlands Regional Council

CQIP

CQ Inland Port

DNRME

Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy

DRDMW

Department of Regional Development, Manufacturing and Water

EFO

Environmental Flow Objective

FIN

Fairbairn Irrigation Network

GAM

Goals Achievement Matrix

GMA

Groundwater Management Area

ha

Hectares

IQQM

Integrated Quantity and Quality Model

km

Kilometres

LGA

Local Government Area

MCA

Multi-Criteria Assessment

ML

Megalitres

NMWSS

Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme

RWSSA

Regional Water Supply Security Assessment
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2.

Approach
2.1

General

The approach to identifying suitable supply sources for the YEA is as follows:
1.

Understand demand profile

Develop an understanding for the site and potential development profiles and associated water
needs. This is explored in Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure, Water Demand
Assessment (GHD, March 2021), with subsequent updates following CHRC feedback.
2.

Legislative Review

Determine the legislation which will apply for taking water for the YEA, including associated
water allocation reliability, limitations and opportunities.
3.

Establish Level of Service Requirements

Understand what level of security is needed to supply the YEA, and the types of water usage
required (e.g., potable/non-potable).
4.

Consultation

Liaison with existing and potential proponents of the YEA regarding development profiles and
demand requirements
Liaison with local water service providers regarding potential supply options
Liaison with CHRC regarding existing supply infrastructure and allocations
5.

Supply Options Development

Having established the understanding of the above, assess potential options and determine
feasibility for supplying the YEA. At this stage, high level screening of options is undertaken to
progress to infrastructure options development.
6.

Infrastructure Options Development

With supply sources identified, determine infrastructure needs and configuration for various
water supply options. Refer to separate infrastructure options report for further detail.

3.

Demand Profile
3.1

Overview

The Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure, Water Demand Assessment (GHD, March
2021), establishes potential water demand projections for the site. Following CHRC feedback
and further information from existing and potential proponents on the site, the following demand
scenarios have been identified:
Table 3-1 Demand scenarios
Scenario
Description

Baseline
Baseline
Development
profile for major
uses, plus
balance lots
developed with
demand at
Planning Scheme
Rate of 10 EP/Ha
(8620 L/ha/d)

Total AD
(ML/a)
(ultimate)
Stage 1 CQIP + Lot
H ML/a

1315

Scenario 1
Baseline
Development
profile for major
uses, plus
balance lots
developed 80%
light industry,
10% medium
impact industry
and 10% high
impact industry
1210

390

330

Scenario 2
Baseline
Development
profile for major
uses, plus
balance lots
developed 50%
light industry,
45% medium
impact industry
and 5% high
impact industry
1150

340

Scenario 3
Baseline
Development
profile for major
uses, plus
balance lots
developed 90%
light industry, 7%
medium impact
industry and 3%
high impact
industry
810

250

Stage 1 identified above, comprises the Special Industry Zone development (Lots C, D, E, F
and G in the figure below), plus Lot H, which is assumed to be a central services site at the
frontage of the YEA to the Capricorn Highway (service stations, fast food etc).

Figure 3-1 – YEA lot identification
Please refer to the Water Demand Assessment report for further details on the establishment of
the demand profile.

4.

Water Regulatory Environment
4.1

Overview

The Queensland Government manages water resources throughout Queensland through water
plans. The YEA project is located within the Fitzroy River catchment area. Surface water and
groundwater management and allocations across the Fitzroy catchment are governed and
guided by the following legislative documents and regulations:


Water Act 2000 (Qld) (Water Act)



Water Regulation 2016



Water Plan (Fitzroy basin) 2011



Fitzroy Basin Water Management Protocol, June 2018 (Amended May 2019).

4.1.1

Water Act

The Water Act provides the legislative and institutional framework for water planning and water
entitlements for all naturally occurring freshwater resources in the State. Under the Water Act,
all rights to use water are vested in the State. The Water Act specifies the conditions under
which a water entitlement is required for the taking of water and provides for the creation of
Water Plans (WPs) and Water Management Protocols (WMPs) to allocate and manage water.
Under the Water Act, the taking of surface water from a watercourse, lake or spring requires a
water entitlement, except for prescribed minor uses such as for stock and domestic purposes.
The Water Act also specifies the process for development of WPs and WMPs, including the
requirements for resource assessments, the need to consider future requirements and the need
to undertake community consultation. Water related development is regulated by the Water Act
in parallel to the Planning Act 2016 (Qld).
4.1.2

Water Plans

Water resource planning in Queensland is prescribed under the Act to meet the challenges of
maintaining river health and groundwater reserves. Catchment specific WPs (as outlined
above) set out the strategic framework for the allocation and sustainable management of water.
Each WP has a 10-year life.
As subordinate legislation, WPs are the legal templates specifying the outcomes and strategies
used to address the full range of social, economic and environmental goals for each plan area.
The WMP is used to implement strategies laid out in the corresponding WP. The WMP
achieves the objectives set out in the WP by defining the rules that guide the management and
allocation of water. A resource operations licence (ROL) is then granted under section 108 of
the Water Act in accordance with the WMP and includes information on the licence holder, the
WMP to which the licence relates, the water infrastructure, covered by the licence, and any
conditions that the holder of the licence must comply with, including operating arrangements
and water supply requirements. Water allocations are managed under the resource operations
licence.
The WMP also specifies water trading zones and associated limits and conditions associated
with potential water trading. Trading Zones have been established to control the use and
transfer of water in each WP area in order to balance consumptive use and achieve
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environmental targets. Environmental flow objectives (EFO’s) have also been established to
ensure that the extraction of water does not adversely affect the environment.
Each Trading Zone incorporates a discrete reach of the respective river/catchment. The WMP
does not typically restrict the trade of water allocations within a zone but limits the trading of
water between zones to maintain maximum and minimum water allocation volumes within each
zone. This is discussed further in following sections. Any proposed trading/transfer that
exceeds the maximum or minimum water allocation volumes assigned to each zone would
need to be supported by hydrological modelling to demonstrate that such a trade/transfer will
not adversely impact the:


Performance (reliability) of existing water entitlement holders (including WASOs and
infrastructure constraints).



EFO’s.

4.2

Applicability to the YEA

Since the YEA is located within the area of the Fitzroy water plan, water taken within this
catchment is dictated by the plan rules. Therefore, in examining potential supply options, review
of available supply needs to consider:
1.

Ability to obtain new licence/water allocation from available supplies

2.

Ability to transfer licence/water allocation in whole or part thereof

3.

Ability to take water without licence, in accordance with plan rules.

Potential constraints on these options are:


Water plan rules



Existing demand on various schemes within the water plan and their expected decline or
growth and long-term hold of licences/water allocations



Local climate (hydrology).

These options are explored through the source options review in the following chapter.
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5.

Potential Water Source Options
5.1

Overview

The following potential sources of water supply to the YEA are discussed in this section. They
include:


Accessing unallocated water reserves



–

Surface water

–

Groundwater -high level assessment only, previous investigation by Integrated
Infrastructure Planning (June, 2019), showed that groundwater in the area is typically
highly saline due to excess draw from the basin, and that flow rates would not be
sufficient to meet development demand). As a result of this previous assessment
Groundwater is excluded from the scope of the current study.

Water Allocation Trading



–

Trading of allocations from the Nogoa-Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme or other
sections of the Fairbairn Irrigation Network (which may or may not also apply to the
following options)

–

Trading via potential excess allocations to urban supply schemes

–

Trading via Mine water being freed up through mine closure

–

Trading of allocations from existing irrigation users

–

Trading of allocations from local landholders

Local Water Harvesting
–

Stormwater Harvesting

–

Rainwater Tanks

Recycled water use – utilisation of effluent available from local sewage treatment plants.



The opportunity to utilise these sources, along with their constraints is discussed in the
following sections.

5.2

Unallocated water

The YEA falls within the Nogoa sub-catchment area and the Highlands Groundwater
Management area (GMA) of the Fitzroy Water Plan. The Fitzroy Water Plan applies to the area
shown in Figure 5-1 and is divided into the sub-catchment areas as shown.
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Figure 5-1 Sub-catchments of the Fitzroy Water Plan Area1
Of specific relevance to the YEA Project is the Nogoa, Comet and Upper Mackenzie subcatchments.
Similarly, the Water Plan covers the groundwater management areas as shown in Figure 5-2.

1

Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011, Schedule 2, at
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/sl-2011-0283# (Accessed 17/3/2021)
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Figure 5-2 Groundwater management areas of the Fitzroy Water Plan Area 2
Of specific relevance to the YEA Project is the Highlands Groundwater Management Area
(GMA).
The WP has identified unallocated water reserves for these sub-catchments as shown in Table
5-1.

2

Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011, Schedule 3, at
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/sl-2011-0283# (Accessed 17/3/2021)
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Table 5-1 Summary of unallocated water reserves in the Nogoa, Comet and
Upper Mackenzie sub-catchments3
Catchment
Area/GMA

Nogoa
Comet
Upper Mackenzie
Highlands (GMA)
other than Sandy
Creek Alluvium
groundwater subarea

Strategic
unallocated
surface water for
State purposes
(ML)
15,000

Strategic
unallocated
surface water
for Indigenous
purposes (ML)
5,000

Strategic
unallocated
groundwater
reserve (ML)

General
unallocated
surface
water (ML)

N/A

General
unallocated
groundwater
(ML)

0

N/A

3,000

7,000

The Water Plan makes provisions that could potentially support water supply to the YEA i.e.:


Up to 15,000 ML of surface water allocation from the strategic reserve



Up to 10,000 ML of groundwater (3,000 ML strategic and 7,000 ML general reserve) - refer
to Table 5-1.

In addition to the above, conceptually a further 5,000 ML of surface water could be accessed if
linked to an indigenous purpose i.e., a purpose of helping an indigenous community achieve its
economic and social aspirations.
Strategic water reserves may be granted by the State Government only if water is to be taken
for a State or Indigenous purpose. State purpose means—
a.

A coordinated project; or

b.

A project of regional significance; or

c.

Town water supply use; or

d.

Use by Indigenous peoples for non-commercial purposes, including cultural and traditional
purposes.

In preparing and implementing the process for accessing unallocated water reserves, the Chief
Executive (of DNRME/DRDMW) is to consider the following:

3

a.

The purpose for which the water is required

b.

The efficiency of existing and proposed water use practices

c.

The extent to which water is being taken under existing authorisations in the plan area

d.

The availability of an alternative water supply for the purpose for which the water is
required

e.

The impact the proposed taking of, or interfering with, the water may have on existing
water users and the operations of resource operations licence holders and interim resource
operations licence holders in the plan area

f.

The matters mentioned in (a) to (d)

g.

For the taking of groundwater, the availability of water within a given aquifer

Ibid, Schedule 8
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h.

Any other matter the chief executive may consider relevant 4.

5.2.1

Unallocated surface water reserves

Accessing the strategic unallocated surface water reserves for State purposes is still likely to
face a range of challenges, noting that this volume is set aside by the State to ensure the
system can meet future water needs for a number of urban centres across the Nogoa, Comet
and Upper Mackenzie sub-catchments. It would also be likely that in addition to demonstrating
the project aligns with the purposes outlined above, the Department of Regional Development,
Manufacturing and Water (DRDMW) would require IQQM/Source hydrologic modelling to be
undertaken to demonstrate, the availability of water at the proposed offtake point in the system,
the need or otherwise of additional water storage (e.g. off-stream storage) and the likely impact
on the Water Plan’s Environmental Flow Objectives (EFO’s) and Water Allocation Security
Objectives (WASO’s).
A similar process could be expected with regard to the potential opportunity to access the
Strategic unallocated surface water for Indigenous purposes with modelling perhaps less
onerous depending on the volume sought.
In addition, it could be expected that any volumes acquired through this process would be
retained as a licence rather than a tradeable water allocation 5.
5.2.2

Unallocated groundwater reserves

It is understood that DNRME/DRDMW facilitated the release of a volume of General
unallocated groundwater approximately two years ago (via open tender) and there is no priority
to release the remaining 7,000 ML in the near term 6.
Accessing Strategic unallocated groundwater would be required to meet similar conditions to
those outlined above for surface water with modelling focused on the cone of influence from
any production bore or borefield7.
As previously mentioned, groundwater options remain out of scope due to insufficient quantities
and poor water quality.
Notwithstanding the above we do note emergent technology that significantly reduces the cost
of desalination with the whole desalination process taking place underground with a very low
environmental footprint. The disposal of residual fluids is integrated into the subsurface process
which is designed to minimise environmental impacts 8.
5.2.3

Summary – Unallocated Water

Based on the above review, it is expected that obtaining water allocation from strategic reserve
solely for the YEA would be challenging in terms of aligning to the purpose of the reserve (i.e.
primarily for urban supply) and the likely extended timeframe to secure the necessary
approvals (with no guarantee of success), and therefore this option source option is not
considered further.

4

Ibid, Subdivision 6
Personal comment DRDMW (24/3/2021)
6 Ibid
7 Ibid
8 https://www.c2water.com.au/ (Accessed 24/3/2021)
5
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5.3

Water Allocation Trading

5.3.1

Potential Allocations from the Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply
Scheme (NMWSS) and applicable rules

The YEA is located within the NMWSS. This scheme services the water requirements of
Central Queensland communities, with Fairbairn Dam on the Nogoa River the main water
storage for the scheme.
From 1 July 2019 Fairbairn Irrigation Network Pty Ltd took over ownership and management of
the scheme. Sunwater continues to manage the bulk assets, including Fairbairn Dam and the
Nogoa River Weirs. Water uses for the scheme include:


Irrigation water for cotton, citrus, grapes, wheat, pulse crops, sorghum, maize, lucerne,
oats, barley and sunflowers



Urban water supply for Emerald, Blackwater, Bluff, Tieri, Dysart and Middlemount



Industrial water supply primarily for mining.

Recent water availability and usage statistics for the scheme are shown in Table 5-7.
Key water assets supplying the scheme are shown in Table 5-2.
Fairbairn Dam
The Fairbairn Dam is an earth-filled embankment dam across the Nogoa River, located
southwest of Emerald in Central Queensland, Australia. Constructed in 1972 for the primary
purpose of irrigation, the impoundment created by the dam serves as one the major potable
water supplies for the region and assists with some flood mitigation. Lake Maraboon has an
active capacity of 1,301,000 ML. The dam and reservoir are operated by SunWater.
Water from the Fairbairn Dam is released down the Nogoa River to the Selma Weir for supply
to the town of Emerald. Supplies are diverted by pipelines to the towns of Blackwater, Bluff,
Tieri, Dysart and Middlemount. Water from the dam also supplies coal mining developments in
the Bowen Basin.
Figure 5-3 shows the storage performance of the dam since December 1973. The lowest the
storage has ever reached was 97,886.02 ML on December 22, 2020. Current trends of storage
volume are decreasing, with the dam last at or above 50% in October 2016. This year
(2020/21) was the first time since 2002 where the high priority allocation was not set at 100% at
the beginning of the water year (1st July), instead set at 80%. High priority allocation has been
revised up for 2020/21, and currently sits at 100%. Since 2002, medium priority allocations are
generally revised up to 100% before the end of the water year, with only three times previously
where this hasn’t occurred – 2006/07 (80%), 2018/19 (83%), and 2019/20 (45%). At the time of
writing, medium priority allocations were at 66%. The historical announced allocations for the
NMWSS are shown in Appendix E.
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Figure 5-3 Fairbairn Dam storage performance9
Details on other key water storage assets across the region are shown in Table 5-2.

9

Nogoa River at Fairbairn Dam HW, Water Data Online, Bureau of Meteorology (retrieved 01/04/21)
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Table 5-2
Infrastructure

Key water storage assets10
Full Supply
Volume (ML)

Dead Storage
Volume (ML)

Cease to Flow
Level (m AHD)

Discharge Characteristics
(ML/d)

Local Supply Area

Upstream Storage

Fairbairn Dam Pond
and downstream (excl.
Bedford Weir Pond)
Fairbairn Dam Pond
and downstream (excl.
Bedford Weir Pond)
Bedford Weir Pond and
downstream (excl.
Bingegang Weir Pond)

N/A

32

Fairbairn Dam

23

Fairbairn Dam

54

Bingegang Weir Pond
and downstream (excl.
Tartrus Weir Pond)

Bedford Weir

89

Tartrus Weir Pond and
downstream to
Springton Creek
junction

Bingegang Weir

129

Fairbairn Dam
(Nogoa River)

1,301,000

12,300

River Outlet 190.71

600 (1600 siphon)

Selma Weir
(Nogoa River)

1,180

25

Outlet works –
165.52

35

Bedford Weir
(Mackenzie River)

22,900

3,290

Original Outlet
works – 112.88
New Outlet works
– 116.08

Bingegang Weir
(Mackenzie River)

8,060

1,400

Tartrus Weir
(Mackenzie River)

12,000

2,530

Original Outlet –
94.81
Invert Level of
Scour – 94.97
New Outlet Works
– 98.74
Outlet works –
76.85
Nib – 76.9

Original outlet – 160
New outlet – 890
Selective withdrawal
capabilities
Original outlet – 92
New outlet – 690

10

Queensland Water
Resources Commission
outlet rating curve No. CQA2-4903.

Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme Resource Operations Licence, QLD DNRME, 2019

Distance to YEA
(km)

Resource Operations Licences (ROL) are in place which authorizes the holder to interfere with
water flow to the extent necessary to operate water infrastructure to which the licence relates.
By way of example an overview of Sunwater’s ROL is provided in Appendix C.
Annual water charges also need to be considered for potential water supply options. For the
NMWSS the Draft Service and Performance Plan outlines irrigation water charges for 2021/22
(as shown in Appendix A).
Water trading zones
Water trading is facilitated within the NMWSS (supplemented water) and Nogoa Mackenzie
Water Management Area (unsupplemented water) based on zones as outlined in Table 5-3
below.
Table 5-3 Zones that apply to the NMWSS and Nogoa Mackenzie Water
Management Area11
Zone

AMTD (km)

Description

A

310.3 – 339.3

Dawson River junction to Springton Creek junction

B

339.3 – 376.0

Springton Creek junction to Coolmaringa Gauging Station
(GS130105)

C

376.0 – 429.5

Coolmaringa Gauging Station (GS130105) to Tartrus Weir

D

429.5 – 460.5

Tartrus Weir to effective upstream limit of Tartrus Weir

E

460.5 – 465.5

Effective upstream limit of Tartrus Weir to Isaac Mackenzie
waterharvesting upstream limit

F

465.5 – 489.2

Isaac Mackenzie waterharvesting upstream limit to Bingegang Weir

G

489.2 – 513.0

Bingegang Weir to effective upstream limit of Bingegang Weir

H

513.0 – 548.8

Effective upstream limit of Bingegang Weir to Bedford Weir

I

548.8 – 585.8

Bedford Weir to Effective upstream limit of Bedford Weir

J

585.8 – 611.5

Effective upstream limit of Bedford Weir to Comet River junction

K

611.5 – 615.1

Comet River junction to Comet Mackenzie water-harvesting upstream
limit

L

615.1 – 649

Comet Mackenzie water-harvesting upstream limit to Theresa Creek
junction

M

649 – 685.6

Theresa Creek junction to Fairbairn Dam

N

685.6 – 737.5

Fairbairn Dam to upstream limit of Fairbairn Dam

Specific Zones of relevance/interest include Zone D through to Zone M as show in Appendix D.
The Fitzroy Basin Water Management Protocol allows:

11

Provisions of the Fitzroy Basin Resource Operations Plan taken to be included in the Water Plan
(Fitzroy Basin) 2011 –ss. 1259 and 1264 of the Water Act 2000, DNRME, P16
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(a) a change to the location for the taking of water under a water allocation if the
change—
1. results in the location of the allocation being either zones Mackenzie B, C,
D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M or N; and
2. would not result in a total nominal volume in a zone that is greater than
the maximum volumes or less than the minimum volumes in table below;
(b) a change to the purpose where the change results in the purpose being
'agriculture' or 'any'.
A change to the location of a water allocation is possible between zones. If the change can be
made within the maximum and minimum constraints (as shown in Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 ) set
by the trading rules, then the change will generally be approved.
Table 5-4 Nominal high priority water allocations (ML) by Mackenzie Zone
Location /
Zone

Minimum Volume
(ML)

Zone B
Zone C

Current Volume
(ML)

Maximum Volume
(ML)

0
0

Projected
Volume (ML)
*

0
700

0

0

Zone D

0

0

Zone E

0

0

Zone F

10,000

Zone G
Zone H
Zone I

0
12,902

12,000

290

56,000

Combined
maximum
applies**

0
12,902
290

13,526

13,526

Zone J

0

0

Zone K

0

0

1,500

1,500

Zone M

9,466

9,466

Zone N

8,443

8,443

Zone L

0

All values in Megalitres
* This represents the forecasted “current volume” assuming all outstanding dealing certificates or matters
under review are registered on the water allocations register.
** Total current volumes for combined high and medium priority in zones Mackenzie E, F, G, H and I must
not exceed 46,000 ML.
A combined maximum or minimum volume for two or more zones means the total current volume for all
those zones, when added together, must not breach that maximum or minimum figure. For example, if two
zones have a combined maximum volume of 1,000ML then the current volume of both zones must always
be at or below 1,000ML.
Some zones will also have individually specified maximum or minimum volumes as well as a combined
maximum or minimum volume. For example, if Zone 1 and Zone 2 specify a maximum volume of 800ML
and 950ML respectively, then the current volume for each zone must not exceed the volume specified for
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the zone value. If both these zones also have a combined maximum volume of 1,500ML then the current
volume of both zones combined must not exceed 1,500ML.12

Table 5-5 Nominal medium priority water allocations (ML) by Mackenzie
Zone
Location /
Zone

Minimum
Volume (ML)

Zone B
Zone C

Current
Volume (ML)

Maximum Volume (ML)

1,270
5,182

1,764

18,182

Projected
Volume
(ML)*
1,270
1,764

Zone D

2,330

2,330

Zone E

852

852

Zone F

0

Zone G
Zone H
Zone I

638
3,616

0

1,128

191,000

18,000 plus
combined
maximum
applies**

638
3,616
1,128

1,345

1,345

Zone J

1,104

1,104

Zone K

11,480

11,480

25,002.9

25,002.9

Zone M

20,295

20,295

Zone N

114,907

114,907

Zone L

0

All values in Megalitres
* This represents the forecasted “current volume” assuming all outstanding dealing certificates or matters
under review are registered on the water allocations register.
** Total current volumes for combined high and medium priority in zones Mackenzie E, F, G, H and I must
not exceed 46,000 ML.
A combined maximum or minimum volume for two or more zones means the total current volume for all
those zones, when added together, must not breach that maximum or minimum figure. For example, if two
zones have a combined maximum volume of 1,000ML then the current volume of both zones must always
be at or below 1,000ML.
Some zones will also have individually specified maximum or minimum volumes as well as a combined
maximum or minimum volume. For example, if Zone 1 and Zone 2 specify a maximum volume of 800ML
and 950ML respectively, then the current volume for each zone must not exceed the volume specified for
the zone value. If both these zones also have a combined maximum volume of 1,500ML then the current
volume of both zones combined must not exceed 1,500ML.13

Temporary water transfers
The Temporary Transfer (TT) market historically has been driven by the percentage of
announced allocation, the volume of water carried over from the previous water year, weather
conditions and total cropped areas. The market for TT water has also been influenced by large
areas of permanent crops being planted and these growers purchasing water to be carried over
to cover future water requirements. Over the last 10 years, irrigation and industrial water users
have competed for access to water allocations. Industrial water users historically have only
competed in the permanent market for water and have only been sellers of water onto the

12

https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energy-water/water/water-markets/currentlocations/nogoa (Accessed 29/3/2021)
13 Ibid
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temporary market. The permanent sale price is driven by demand coming from the temporary
market price, which in turn is driven by availability 14.
It is not considered that the TT market would provide the level of water supply certainty
necessary to support private or government investment in YEA related enterprises. As such the
TT market is not considered further in identifying a long list of potential water supply options.
However, the TT market may provide a stopgap measure during the early development phase
of the YEA in combination with current under-utilised urban water allocations as more
permanent sources of supply are developed/commissioned.
Permanent water transfer
Permanent water allocation transfer/market activity is relatively thin within the NMWSS and may
involve its inclusion as part of a property sale or with water sold independent of the property. By
way of example over the period February 2020 to February 2021:


55 trades occurred



Volume traded was approximately 8,000 ML



Weighted average price was approximately $2,200/ML 15.

It should be noted that the price reflected above is for medium priority water allocation which
amounted to approximately 98% of all permanent trades i.e., there was very limited trading of
high priority water allocation. However, the opportunity exists for CHRC to actively participate in
this market to procure the YEA’s water needs over time.
Conversion of medium to high priority water allocation
Medium priority water allocations typically have lower reliability than that expected of an urban
water supply and are mainly used for agriculture. During drier conditions/periods of low storage,
these water allocations are the first to be restricted. However, converting medium to high priority
water allocation can be done in this scheme with some limitations displayed in the Table 5-6.
The conversion rate is at 3 ML medium to 1 ML high security water allocations and will only be
allowed if the Fairbairn Dam is above EL 199.5 AHD (approx. 61% of Full Supply) at the date of
application for the change16.
Table 5-6 Limits of total nominal volume (ML) in a management zone

Priority
Group

Volume of
water
allocation
(ML)

Mackenzie
N, M, L, K
&J

Mackenzie
D, C & B

56,000

High

Medium

Mackenzie
G, F & E

700

Maximum
volume
Minimum
volume

Mackenzie I
&H

0

12,000

10,000
18,000

0
18,182

14

Water Market Assessment, Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme, Jacobs November 2016
Compiled from QLD water market data sourced from
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energy-water/water/water-markets/marketinformation (Accessed 22/3/2021)
16 Fitzroy Basin Water Management Protocol, June 2018 (amended May 2019), DNRME, P14.
15
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Priority
Group

Medium and
High

Volume of
water
allocation
(ML)

Mackenzie
N, M, L, K
&J

Mackenzie I
&H

Maximum
volume

191,000

Minimum
volume

0

Maximum
volume

Mackenzie
G, F & E

Mackenzie
D, C & B

5,182

46,000

NMWSS Usage overview
Recent statistics for the NMWSS are provided in Table 5-7 below.
Table 5-7 Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme Statistics17
Water Supply
Scheme

Customer
Segment

Water
Entitlement
(ML)

Available Water
(ML)*

Water Deliveries
(ML)

2016/17

Industrial

29,420

26,663

12,282

(391 customers)

Irrigation

160,132

204,613

160,988

Urban

8,548

7,793

6,794

Other

331

343

213

Sunwater#

32,090

30,537

11,748

Total

230,520

269,950

192,025

2017/18

Industrial

27,807

27,570

12,671

(398 customers)

Irrigation

163,083

219,220

145,700

Urban

8,548

8,412

6,137

Other

339

407

251

Sunwater#

32,081

29,638

14,152

Total

231,859

285,247

178,911

2018/19

Industrial

27,807

29,385

14,156

(399 customers)

Irrigation

163,083

210,995

88,291

Urban

8,548

10,275

5,993

Other

339

425

290

Sunwater#

32,081

11,968

11,232

Total

231,858

263,049

119,951

Industrial

28,146

Not available

15,273

2019/20
17

2016-2017, 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 Annual Reports, Sunwater,
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Water Supply
Scheme

Customer
Segment

Water
Entitlement
(ML)

Available Water
(ML)*

Water Deliveries
(ML)

191,780

Not available

102,493

Urban

8,548

Not available

6,310

Other

313

Not available

0

3,071

Not available

41

231,859

Not available

124,117

Irrigation

Sunwater#
Total

# Incorporates Sunwater’s provision to deliver customers’ water.
* Reflects announced allocation, carryover etc.

Water deliveries and underutilisation of irrigation water is typically a function of one or more of
the following factors:


Seasonal conditions



Energy costs (associated with pumping)



Holding additional entitlement to bolster water reliability/security



Planned irrigated cropping expansions



Spare system capacity.

The ability to trade allocations through the various water sector usages of the NMWSS is
discussed further below.
5.3.2

Underutilised industrial water (including Mine Water)

Under-utilised industrial water is typically held by mining companies and supplied directly from
the river system (rather than the channel network). Historically very little of this water has found
its way onto either the temporary or permanent water market even with approximately 50% of
the available allocation being utilised in any year. Refer to Table 5-7.
Several mining developments (production permits) requiring supply of raw and potable water
are present within the Fitzroy Basin. A production permit authorises the extraction and recovery
of resources with Mining Leases and Petroleum Leases being the associated application types
(Mining Claims have been excluded due to their being small scale mining activities such as
hand mining and prospecting i.e., not requiring large amounts of water). Current permits and
permits under application are outlined in Figure 5-4. Note that analysis of water pipelines and
mine locations throughout the Fitzroy Basin has identified the potential for most mines north of
Emerald to be supplied from the Burdekin Basin from existing under-utilised capacity i.e., it is
not anticipated that prospective mines in this area would increase demands within the Fitzroy
catchment.
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Figure 5-4 Current Production Permits - Fitzroy Basin
High-level investigation into the feasibility of mine water utilisation at YEA yielded the following
conclusions:

18



It is understood that Sunwater retains ownership of most (if not all) mine related high
priority industrial water allocations with mine operators having effectively a long-term lease
for use of a specified volume of water for the life of the mine under a water supply
agreement. Water allocation reverts to Sunwater’s allocation pool at the closure of the mine
or at the termination of the lease. Mine operators may choose to temporarily trade
unutilised water allocation within the life of the lease arrangement/supply agreement 18.



Even though mines have been noted to underutilise their specified water agreement
allocations (see Table 5-7), the remaining unutilised allocation is essential for mine

Personal comment, Sunwater (13/4/2021)
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operations in emergency events. As such, mines would be highly unlikely to relinquish part
of their allocation whilst in a fully operational mode.


Based on our knowledge and experience working with mines in the region, there is a trend
of mines experiencing a “negative water balance”, meaning mines are in need of water to
service their operations. Therefore, they would be unlikely to relinquish their allocation in
whole or part.



Mines within proximity to YEA are seen to have relatively long remaining resource lives,
meaning their water allocations will not be available in the near future. For example,
Ensham Mine (35 km East of Emerald) is forecasting a Life of Mine to 2037 with proposed
upgrades19, meaning that any potential supply wouldn’t be available until at least 2037.



If any water was sourced from existing mine operations, it would likely need to undergo
substantial treatment processes due to it being “mine affected water” (water that has been
utilised as part of mine operations, that may have been used as part of a process or is
wastewater). Given the region’s mines are largely coal mining, which can produce highly
saline water as part of extraction processes, Reverse Osmosis RO) treatment is anticipated
to be the minimum requirement. This process separates salts and impurities from a water
solution by exerting pressure on a semi-permeable membrane, where the salts can’t pass
through and are collected.

•

Even though the closure of mines is possible, utilisation of their allocation is unreliable due
to potential for mine restart or other such mining processes. As such, long term assurance
for YEA may not be guaranteed in the absence of specific permanent mine closures.
Industrial water supply for mining operations provides potential opportunity for water
supplies, but for reasons stated above, confidence of obtaining a supply from this source in
the short term is low, however should be monitored for longer term expansion of YEA site
supply.

5.3.3

Potential Excess Allocations for Urban Supply Schemes

The Central Highlands local government area (LGA) spans an area of approximately
60,000 km2. There are numerous townships within the region all serviced by their own water
supplies, the largest, and closest to YEA is Emerald20.
Only towns with an urban supply that could influence supply opportunities to the YEA have been
considered, as they either are close to the YEA, or because of their surface water licences
being held within the Nogoa Mackenzie WSS i.e., provide opportunity for transfer. These towns
include Emerald, and Blackwater. Figure 5-5 shows all of the surface water supplied towns in
the CHRC.

19

https://www.idemitsu.com.au/mining/projects/ensham-life-of-mine-extension-project/ (Accessed
8/04/2021)
20 https://www.centralhighlands.qld.gov.au/about-central-highlands/ (Accessed 22/3/2021)
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Figure 5-5 Towns with surface water supply
The following table describes the existing surface allocations held by CHRC.
Table 5-8 Central Highlands Regional Council Water Allocations
Surface Supply
Licence

Supply Scheme

Zone

WA304/AP6829

Blackwater

Zone Mackenzie I

1,595

AAR379/AP6829
(SUNWATER)

Blackwater

Zone Mackenzie I

1,155

WSA804/AP6829

Emerald

Zone Mackenzie M

3,505

WA852/AP6829

Emerald

Zone Mackenzie M

2,195

WA324/AP6829

Duaringa

Zone Dawson B

91

Duaringa

Zone Dawson B

259

1397 on Crown
Plan AP6829

Comet

Zone Comet A

65

1155 on Crown
Plan AP6829

Rolleston

Zone Comet C

236

No Details (Order in
Council being
transferred to WL)

Dingo

Springton Creek

18

Allocation (ML)

AAR319 / AP6829
(SUNWATER)
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Surface Supply
Licence
57703WF Water
Harvesting - Lot 15
on RP620814

Supply Scheme

Zone

Allocation (ML)

Capella

Capella Creek

Channel with depth
4.5m and length
519m

A review of latest demand and population projections has been made across all townships to
determine whether any supply capacity is expected to be available to the YEA from existing
schemes, now or into the future. The assessment is included in Appendix F. Critical to the
assessment is the reduction in growth since the 2013 planning studies (GHD) and the latest
LGIP Amendment (2020). Variance in growth will have a substantial impact on available supply
in these systems and time for exhaustion of supply. This is particularly critical at Emerald, where
the Regional Water Supply Security Assessment (RWSSA), which aims to provide a guide into
whether Emerald will experience supply shortfalls into the future, showed that allocations would
be exhausted by 2031 (see Figure 5-6), whereas reduced growth projection since the RWSSA
yields that this timeframe is extended to around 2050 (see Figure 5-7).

Figure 5-6 Emerald RWSSA projected water demand
It is noted that only schemes within the Nogoa Mackenzie would enable trade or transfer to an
extraction point off the Nogoa system in close proximity to the YEA. Any other supplies would
require extraction within that catchment and transfer (piping) of supply to the YEA. The
distances to water supplies in other zones is deemed too far to provide a viable supply. Further,
towns with identified viable supply are far less than that required for the YEA, meaning that a
minimum of two systems would be required. Where single supply options are available, these
would be far more viable than systems which multiple pipelines from different sources due to
decreased costs and smaller impacts on multiple water supplies. Thus, transfer from beyond the
NMWSS area is not further considered.
The following plots show the towns with potential surplus supply at present.
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Figure 5-7 Emerald projected water demand and surface supply

Figure 5-8 Blackwater projected water demand and surface supply

Of the surface supply options available, only Emerald and Blackwater can be considered as
potential water source options due to the other townships’ locations in relation to the YEA.
Emerald and Blackwater have a combined potential surface water supply of 900 ML at present,
which would be potentially exhausted through town population growth and urban supply needs
in the future.
It would be risky to CHRC to forego supply that is available for town population growth for the
purposes of YEA. As such, the trading of surface water between zones on the Mackenzie River
to facilitate the YEA isn’t considered a viable option. This option remains open to CHRC if it
chose to acquire additional allocation through trading within the NMWSS.
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5.3.4

Trading of Allocations – existing irrigation/agricultural users

The NMWSS is the dominant source of water supply for irrigation/agricultural production in the
Emerald region. This scheme has gone through many changes to water use over the last 20
years. This has included the development of areas for irrigation outside of the original irrigation
area, mining requirements and the growth of other crop types including citrus, table grapes and
macadamias21.
The irrigation area was originally limited to the two channels being Weemah and Selma with
some water use direct from the river and ponded area of the dam. In the 1990’s the irrigation
area expanded with new areas planted to peanuts, citrus, table grapes and cotton. The
expansion of areas was mainly from water accessed from the river and Weemah Channel.
However, many original irrigation farms introduced tail water recycling systems (and improved
on-farm water use efficiency) and developed more of their properties to irrigated crop production
as a result of water savings.
One of the biggest changes of water usage was the purchase of land and water for citrus and
table grape production. This reached a peak from 2002 to 2005. Citrus canker (bacterial
disease) interrupted production for a period of time but there was continued growth in table
grape production. Citrus has since recommenced production and is now larger than pre-canker.
From 2005 the mining industry became more active in securing and using water allocations. The
floods in 2008 and 2010/11 turned the mining industry into exporters of water and saw an end to
any growth in usage. With the downturn of mining at present some mining water allocation is
being used in the agricultural industry through the Temporary Transfer market with a small
amount being traded permanently. Trading of allocations for the YEA from this source is not
expected to be a feasible option since all allocations are ultimately held by Sunwater.
The floods also slowed water usage direct from the river with the need to repair large flood
damaged areas on existing irrigation farms. This is now complete with new areas being brought
into production through centre pivots and macadamia plantations.
The following factors are influencing the increasing irrigation water demand in the NMWSS:


Citrus production, now larger than pre-canker



The redevelopment of the river area, now larger then pre-the floods



The redevelopment of the less productive cotton farms to other uses (hay, mungbeans and
chickpeas)



New Macadamia area22. Noting that a 4,500-ha cotton property was purchased in 2017 and
is converting across to macadamia production (600 ha planted in 2017). 23

Water usage by irrigated crop production is continuing to increase in the region, notwithstanding
the likely opportunity presented by the permanent trade of in the order of 8,000 ML 24 of general
security water allocation per annum. In the absence of shocks in agricultural markets, floods or
droughts, it is likely that available water allocation will be the limiting constraint on irrigated
agricultural production i.e., the opportunity to secure under-utilised water allocation will tighten
over time.

21

Water Market Assessment, Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme, Jacobs November 2016
Ibid
23 https://www.freshplaza.com/article/2010345/world-s-largest-macadamia-grower-expands-inemerald-australia/ (Accessed 22/3/2021)
24 Refer to Section 5.2.3.
22
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5.3.5

Allocations Trading – Local Landholders

Surface water licences
Advice from DRDMW regarding the limitations of the Fitzroy water plan (see also Appendix G)
have confirmed that:


Presently all surface water in the catchment is allocated, except for unallocated reserve
(see section 5.2.1)



Unlicensed surface water extraction is permitted, for volumes up to 50 ML/a. This is further
explored in section 5.4 below.



Any licenses that do exist and that could be considered for purchase are assigned to the
land on which the water take applies, therefore it is likely that land would need to also be
purchased, and that several properties may require acquisition to obtain sufficient
allocation.

Fairbairn Irrigation Network (FIN) Allocation
The current owner of the CQIP development holds 20 ML/a allocation off the FIN, which is
potentially available for trading to CHRC should it be desired for water supply to service the
YEA. This allocation is a Medium priority allocation, which would be subject to the trading rules
as described under section 5.3.1. As such, conversion of this allocation to High Priority would
result in a 1:3 conversion factor, yielding 6.67 ML/a to the development.
5.3.6

Access off Weemah Channel

If allocation trading eventuates as a supply outcome for Yamala, access to supplemented water
allocations would occur off the NMWSS. The Weemah Channel is the closest access point on
the NMWSS to the YEA site and is situated adjacent to the Capricorn Highway. This channel is
operated by the FIN. Discussions with FIN have indicated:


An offtake pipeline from the Weemah Channel, with solar powered pump station, presently
exists with a supply line to rural landholder at Yamala (on opposite site to the Capricorn
Highway). Review of this main size by GHD (150 mm dia), shows it is insufficient to be
adapted to supply demand for the YEA.



FIN has indicated that their channel systems are taken offline annually for maintenance
activities. Therefore, any supplies to the YEA from this network would need to incorporate a
balancing storage to provide for demand during the above outage period.

5.4

Local rain harvesting

5.4.1

Stormwater Harvesting

A stormwater harvesting assessment has been undertaken for the Yamala site to determine
whether this would be a reliable and viable means to supply water demand at the site. To
complete the assessment, a water balance model was established based on the 5 th percentile
rainfall for the site, meaning that derived storage options would be 95% reliable. This is aligned
to expected reliability levels for urban water supply (minimum 95% - this is further discussed in
section 6.2). Note that this assessment is for overland flow capture and a separate analysis has
been completed for rainwater tanks in section 5.4.2.
Rainfall Data
Analysis of rainfall data was undertaken for rainfall station “35065 SPRINGSURE COMET”
accessed from SILO, over a data range from 1/1/1889 to 16/2/2021. Analysis of annual rainfall
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data determined that calendar year 1932 was representative of the 5.3 percentile rainfall. This
was the nearest match to the target 5th percentile rainfall.
Water Balance
Having determined the representative rainfall year, a daily water balance model was developed.
The model considers site area with various assumptions regarding building footprint, hardstand
and pervious area for consideration in the model, along with water demand determined in
accordance with section 3 of this report. For all lots besides Lot A and B, it was assumed that
the building footprint would take up 50% of the lot, with 40% hardstand, and 10% pervious. In
Lot A, the building footprint and hardstand were assumed to total 50%, with 50% pervious due
to the site being considered for beef processing. As Lot B is proposed to be completely open
space, it comprises of 100% pervious land/
Initial modelling for the whole of the site showed that, if stormwater harvesting is undertaken for
the whole site, at a central storage facility taking up 5% of the total site area, then all site
demands could be reliably supplied, and the storage facility does not empty over the time.

Figure 5-9 Whole of Site Stormwater Harvesting System
However, with this site configuration, total capture would be in the order of 5800 ML/a. This is
not compliant with the rules of the Fitzroy Water Plan, which requires a license to take over
50 ML/a on a site. Further, there is presently no surface water allocation available in the plan
and thus obtaining a license of this order is not feasible at this time.
Subsequent analysis was then undertaken, to determine the maximum site lot size that would
facilitate capture of no more than 50 ML of overland flow, with provision of a turkey’s nest dam
with a footprint no greater than 5% of the site area for onsite storage. This assessment
considered development of each site with low, medium or high impact industry with demand
rates in accordance with the demand assumptions in section 3.
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A site area of around 15 ha is the maximum size lot for a low or medium impact style
development that could enable demand to be serviced through stormwater capture. As shown
in the plot below, medium and high impact development demand could not be serviced
satisfactorily with this amount of stormwater harvesting. With a larger storage, taking up 10% of
the site area, the storage is still insufficient to buffer demand.

Figure 5-10
Stormwater Harvesting Assessment – 15 Ha site (50ML take
limitation) - Low impact demand only viable
Based on land parcel sizing, the smallest land parcel is 15.2 ha therefore only 1 site could be
completely sustained by stormwater capture. Alternatively, based on capture limitations, a
maximum 90 kL/d could be serviced through stormwater capture on each lot.
The viability of providing a ring tank on each property in lieu of a centralized supply will be
considered as part of the options analysis.
5.4.2

Rainwater Tanks

A rainwater harvesting analysis for the YEA site was undertaken to examine the potential
benefit of rainwater tanks for developments on the stie. The stormwater harvesting model was
adapted for rain tank analysis, assuming various sizes of roof capture area, along with relevant
assumptions for absorption and first flush losses. For the estimated demand at each property
(ranging from 5 to 500 kL), a building footprint was estimated, based on comparative building
sizes for similar style developments in other parts of Queensland. Testing of roof areas of
200 m2 up to 5000 m2 demonstrated that rain tanks could not capture sufficient demand to
service the estimated needs for the respective development on site. The following plot shows
results with a 3000 m2 roof area along with a 153-kL rainwater tank. Given the ongoing failures,
rainwater harvesting at this scale is not sustainable.
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Figure 5-11
Rainwater Harvesting Assessment – Various site demands,
3000 m2 roof area
A further investigation into what demands could realistically be serviced by rainwater harvesting
was subsequently undertaken. Through this investigation, demands were altered until:


No shortfalls were apparent



Minimal shortfalls were apparent



A high number of shortfalls were apparent (high shortfalls).

Through this modelling, various demands were tested for a 47 kL tank (minimum required on
site per development applications), along with a 3000 m2 roof area. Results are provided below,
note the legend of each graph shows what daily demand (kL) is being applied.
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Figure 5-12

47 kL Rainwater Tanks – 3000 m2 roof area

For a demand of 0.55 kL/d, a 47-kL tank is sustained in the 95% reliability rainfall year. On this
basis, it is concluded that rainwater tanks would only provide enough for minimal indoor use
(say drinking water and minimal flushing), for a few staff members only.
The benefit of rainwater tanks as part of major supply options for YEA is not further considered.

5.5

Recycled water

Review of potential for use of recycled water from CHRC’s existing sewage treatment plants has
been considered for the YEA. The following table provides an overview of existing STP
capacities, current effluent quality along with any existing use of effluent.
Table 5-9 Sewage Treatment Plants within CHRC
Township

Emerald

Emerald

Black

Park

Gully

Avenue

WWTP

WWTP

STP License

4000 -

10000 -

value (EP)

10000

50000

A/B

A/B

STP

Rolleston

Capella

Springsure

Blackwater

Tieri

Rolleston

Capella

Springsure

Blackwater

Tieri

WWTP

WWTP

WWTP

WWTP

WWTP

100 - 1500

100 - 1500

100 - 1500

4000 -

1500 -

10000

4000

D

A/B

B/C

A/B

A/B

Class of
effluent
produced
Recycled
water use

Yes farm

Yes farm

No evaporation

Yes – golf,

No –

cemetery

surface

Yes – golf,

Yes –

and

water

WWTP

release –

golf

site and

showgrounds

golf have
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Township

Average
inflow/outflow
(kL/d)

Emerald

Emerald

~1700 /

~2000 /

1250

1700

Rolleston

~25

Capella

~160 / 110

Springsure

Blackwater

requested

vacant

access

fields

~200 / 190

~1600

Tieri

~ 320

The above table shows that of available effluent, only effluent from Rolleston and Springsure
potentially available for use. That is, effluent at all other treatment plants is currently being
reused beneficially. The available flows from Rolleston and Springsure are far less than that
required for the YEA, and at a distance of over 150 km, is deemed unviable to supply YEA with
recycled water.
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6.

Options Shortlisting
6.1

General

Considering the options explored in section 5 of this report, a short-listing process has been
undertaken to facilitate infrastructure analysis only for options deemed viable either technically
or within the regulatory controls of the Fitzroy Water Plan. Thereafter, infrastructure sizing is
undertaken for shortlisted options and exploration of other legislative issues (e.g.,
environmental), cost comparison and multi criteria analysis is undertaken.

6.2

Level of Service Considerations

Level of service for the YEA considers:


Required level of reliability of supply source



Required water quality to facilitate proposed site activities.

6.2.1

Reliability Level of Service

In order to provide confidence to investors at the site, a supply reliability of 95% is deemed the
minimum requirement, which aligns to a recommended minimum for town water supplies.
Supplemented High Priority allocations on the NMWSS has shown 100% reliability over the
period of record reviewed (2002/03 – 2019/20). Supplementary Medium Priority allocations have
shown varying reliability, with as low as zero allocation announced for 2019/20. 25. Thus, any
water taken from the NMWSS should consider a high priority allocation (or ultimately conversion
of medium to high priority).
6.2.2

Water Quality Needs

Given the nature of the development proposed is for special use industry, the need for potable
supply expected is deemed to be for:


Internal and/or facilities usage for works



Central services site (block H), for fast food and service stations etc.

Further, any specific manufacturing or processing facilities may need to “polish” water specific to
their process needs and therefore, provision of a water treatment plant may be excessive to the
site needs.
On this basis the following is recommended to take through to the infrastructure assessment of
shortlisted options:

25



Analyse the minimum internal use for provision of sanitation and drinking water for workers
at each site.



Consider benefit of rain tanks for this type of usage.



Consider small package units to be provided on site for sanitation and drinking only. These
may be at CHRC cost or owner costs, depending on the ownership model adopted by
CHRC.



Consider whole of site treatment plant and consider the timing for this as part of staging
plans to the site.

waterexchange.com.au
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The benefit of a dual supply system (potable/non potable) will be incorporated into the
infrastructure options assessment.

6.3

Summary of potential water supply options

Based on the earlier commentary in section 5 of this report the following long list of potential
water supply options to the YEA have been developed as summarised in Table 6-1. Items in
Green are considered to be suitable solutions with ability to implement in the near term, while
those highlighted in yellow are retained and recommended for incorporation into longer term
supply options for the site, should water become available.
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Table 6-1 Summary of potential water supply options
Option Number

Option Description

Potential Volume Available
(ML)

Summary of
Constraints/limitations

Viability Comments

Accessing Water from Strategic Reserves
Required to demonstrate
State Purpose (e.g.,
Business Case to support
application), would require
IQQM modelling to support
case and subsequent
consideration by
DNRME/DRDMW.

1

All YEA water demand is
sourced from unallocated
strategic surface water
reserve for State purpose

In excess of YEA demand
(15,000)

Not considered further as
state reserves typically for
securing water for urban
supplies in the long term.

2

Strategic unallocated surface
water for Indigenous
purposes

5,000

As per above plus support
from relevant traditional
owner group.

Not considered further as
state reserves typically for
securing water for urban
supplies in the long term.

3

Strategic unallocated
groundwater reserve

3,000

As per above plus volues
and water quality issues
identified.

Not considered further.

4

General unallocated
groundwater

7,000

As per above.

Not considered further

Accessing water via the
temporary transfer market

Subject to annual seasonal
conditions

Amounts available subject to
seasonal conditions.

Allocation Trading
5

Considered that this option
would not provide the level
of water security ultimately
required to drive business
investment in the YEA.
Potential opportunity as a
‘stop-gap’ measure during
early development phase.
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Option Number

Potential Volume Available
(ML)

Option Description

Summary of
Constraints/limitations

Viability Comments

To be considered as part of
long-term infrastructure
action plan.
6

Purchase high security water
allocation from willing
sellers/miners.

Typically, only 50% of
approx. 28,000 ML used

High level of under-utilisation
but little is sold.

7

Purchase general security
(medium priority) water
allocation from willing sellers
within the NMWSS and
convert to high priority water
allocation.

Over 8,000 ML traded last
year.

Any volumes paid for would
be reduced by conversion
factor of 1:3 (1/3).

8

Trade allocations to facilitate
increased take at Emerald
Treatment Plants

9

Negotiate supply
arrangement with Sunwater
direct from the river

This would reduce the water
allocation available to
irrigators.
Allocations either through
trading or potentially a larger
increase of strategic reserve,
if this is sought for the town
itself.
To be advised

Requires obtaining an
allocation from Sunwater

Not viable – allocation is
ultimately held by Sunwater.
Miner also expected to hold
allocations until mine
closure.
Monitor the freeing up of
water from mine usage as
part of long-term supply
plan.
Option to consider the
conversion of water to HP.
Consider access off
Weemah Channel with
offstream storage to account
for supply outages expected
in the channel.
Consider as basis of cost
comparison, however
unlikely to need a full potable
supply on site.

Potential solution. New
pump station and pipeline
from Nogoa River.

Other potential solutions
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Potential Volume Available
(ML)

Option Number

Option Description

10

Stormwater Harvesting

11

Rainwater Tanks

Summary of
Constraints/limitations
Capped at 50 ML per annum
and only suitable for 15 Ha
sites or less.

Minimal usage

Limited supply available from
rainwater harvesting. Subject
to available roof capture
area.
May be suitable for
sanitation and drinking water
only, provided there is
sufficient buildings area to
service anticipated worker
demand.

12

Recycled Water (STP
Effluent)

Unviable, insufficient
volumes

Viability Comments
Due to a need to install a
system on every site, and
take limitations of 50 ML/a, it
is deemed that this solution
would not be a viable supply
to the YEA, when compared
to central servicing options.
Not considered a bulk supply
option for YEA. CHRC may
decide to continue the
provisioning of rain tanks on
developments however
recommended that a
justification of tank
size/investment vs. demand
applies to proposed
developments.

Not considered further
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7.

Infrastructure Assessment
7.1

Options Considered

The following options are considered for the bulk supply to Yamala, per shortlisted options in
Table 6-1. Note that variants of options were established through a meeting with CHRC on the
13 May 2021 (MCA Options Study).
Table 7-1 Yamla Bulk Supply Options
ID

1A, 1B

2A

3A, 3B, 3C

Long List
Option
Number (see
Table 6-1)
9

7

8

Option Overview



Negotiate supply arrangement with Sunwater direct from the
river



Provide new intake and pump station adjacent to Nogoa
River



Provide pipeline to Yamala site (likely to include underbore
of Capricorn Highway)



Provision of treatment facility and reticulation (dual or single)
subject to options evaluation process



Option 1A is based on an alignment option selected by GHD



Option 1B is based on an alignment option selected by
Sunwater



Purchase general security (medium priority) water allocation
from willing sellers within the NMWSS and convert to high
priority water allocation.



Obtain access off Weemah Channel in vicinity of highway



Run pipeline adjacent highway to Yamala site



Provide balancing storage at site to provide for anticipated 3week downtime of Weemah Channel



Provision of treatment facility and reticulation (dual or single)
subject to options evaluation process



Trade allocations to facilitate increased take at Emerald
Treatment Plants



Provide connection to nearest WTP at Emerald



Run pipeline from WTP via highway to Yamala site



Option 3A provides for a potable supply connection with
treated water being supplied to YEA. This will require top-up
chlorination dosing at the YEA, since this will be a potable
supply.
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4A

8&9
(hybrid)



Option 3B provides for taking of supernatant (non potable
water) from the Opal St WTP. This option was identified by
council officers as a potential given around 900 ML/a is
presently available, meaning that the need to acquire an
allocation in the immediate term is delayed.



Based on discussion with CHRC officers and the
understanding that any supplies off the river would be via an
allocation through Sunwater, it was determined that a
connection at Selma Weir may be more suitable, in
comparison to other options along the river, since
o

it is located close to town and existing infrastructure

o

Does not require detailed investigation into hydrology of
the take zone

o

The weir acts as a holding pool which would otherwise
need to be established as part of intakes at other parts
of the river.

A Multi-Criteria Assessment (MCA) has been undertaken to select the most appropriate supply
option. The process and selection of the preferred option is detailed in the Infrastructure Options
Report (GHD, 2021).
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8.

Summary
8.1

Overview

This report has presented evaluation of potential source supply options to the YEA. Shortlisted
options will progress to infrastructure evaluation in a separate report.
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Appendices
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Appendix A – Irrigation Water Charges for the
NMWSS
2021/22 Irrigation Charges
Tariff group

Product

2021/22 ($/ML)2

QCA cost –
reflective ($/ML)3

Subsidy ($/ML)4

Bulk water –
Medium priority

Allocation Charge
– Part A

12.22

6.79

N/A

Allocation Water
– Part B

0.86

0.86

N/A

Allocation Charge
– Part A

35.05

47.58

12.52

Allocation Water
– Part B

0.86

0.86

N/A

Bulk water –
Local
management
supply – Medium
priority

Allocation Charge
– Part A

6.79

6.79

N/A

Allocation Water
– Part B

0.86

0.86

N/A

Bulk water –
Local
management
supply – High
priority

Allocation Charge
– Part A

35.05

47.58

12.52

Allocation Water
– Part B

0.86

0.86

N/A

Bulk water – high
priority

1. This table includes bulk water charges only. Distribution charges are set by Fairbairn Irrigation Network Ltd.
2. As recommended by the QCA (excluding dam improvement costs). The Queensland Government has not yet determined
the irrigation charges to apply in 2021/22.
3. Reflects the cost-reflective price determined by the QCA in its 2020–2024 irrigation price investigation (excluding dam
improvement costs). Costs reflect lower bound cost recovery, i.e. recovery of future replacement and ongoing maintenance
and operations. Charges do not allow for any returns on existing assets.
4. The Queensland Government provides a separate Community Service Obligation to Sunwater for irrigators’ share of
prudent and efficient dam improvement costs, as determined by the QCA.
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Appendix B – NMWSS Scheme Operations
The NMWSS operates in the following manner (see Appendix D) for the scheme’s schematic
diagram):
•

Conservation of Nogoa River water by Fairbairn Dam

•

Water diverted from Fairbairn Dam to two channel systems via a network of mostly openearth channels

•

–

Selma Channel System – 47 km long, supplies water to the left bank, west and north of
Emerald

–

Weemah Channel System – 53 km long, supplies water to the right bank irrigation area
east of Emerald

Water is also released from the Dam to supply coal mining development on the Bowen
Basin.

Overall, the Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme supplies water for the following uses:


Irrigation (agriculture)



Urban water supply (Emerald, Blackwater, Bluff, Tier, Dysart and Middlemount)



Industrial water (primarily mining)

Stopping/restricting of supply in the Nogoa Mackenzie Scheme may apply in the following
circumstances:


During maintenance of Sunwater’s assets



During a peak demand period, when rosters or rations may apply



When the demand for water is so small it is impractical to supply it



When there is a need to make special releases to maximise efficiency at times of limited
supply



During rain shutdown



Infrastructure limitations which make delivery impractical



If supply could cause Sunwater to break the law



When operating under special notices or regulations issued by the Department of Natural
Resources and Mines {e.g., Water Amendment Regulation (No.3) 2006}



When widespread rain exceeds 40 mm in one day over the scheme (system may be shut
down)



When the dam level is low



When demand for water is larger than able to be released.

Note that Sunwater may also authorize the distribution operations licence holder to transfer
water from the Emerald Channel Scheme to Zone Mackenzie M.
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Appendix C – NMWSS Resource Operations
Licence Overview
The following watercourses may be utilized by Sunwater for the distribution of supplemented
water (including sections of tributaries where supplemented water is accessible):


Nogoa River from the upstream limit of Fairbairn Dam (AMTD 737.5 km) to the Comet River
junction (AMTD 611.5 km);



Mackenzie River from the Comet River junction (AMTD 611.5 km) to the Springton Creek
junction (AMTD 339.3 km); and



Retreat Creek from the confluence of Drain RR6 (approximate AMTD 9.5 km) to the Blair
Athol Railway line crossing of Retreat Creek (approximately AMTD 3.0 km) by
supplemented water releases from Emerald irrigation area.

The licence also outlines that Sunwater must monitor and document on the following:


Locations where continuous water data recording is required, these being daily inflow, daily
tailwater flow and water level/volume headwater data for Fairbairn Dam, Bedford Weir,
Bingegang Weir and Tartrus Weir.



Storage releases - daily volume released, release rate and reason for release. For storages
with selective withdrawal capabilities, the inlet level and reason for selecting said inlet level
must be made known.



Daily total volumes delivered to the Selma Channel System, Weemah Channel System,
Blackwater pipeline and part of Retreat Creek.



Announced Allocations



Details on any restrictions on volumes (start and end date, volume) – this does not apply if
the restriction is a result of an Announced Allocation



Total volume of Carry Overs



Total volume of water taken by each water user for each zone



Seasonal water assignments



Use of Waterholes.
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Appendix D – Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply
Scheme (supplemented water) and Nogoa Mackenzie
Water Management Area (unsupplemented water)
Management Zones26

Management Zones C to H

26

Provisions of the Fitzroy Basin Resource Operations Plan taken to be included in the Water Plan
(Fitzroy Basin) 2011 –ss. 1259 and 1264 of the Water Act 2000, DNRME, pp17-19.
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Management Zones H to K
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Management Zones K to M
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Management Zones M and N
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Appendix E – Nogoa Mackenzie WSS Announced
Allocations History
G:\42\12541668\Document Transfer\Incoming\GHD\Fitzroy Water
Plan\Nogoa_Mackenzie_AA_History.pdf
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Appendix F – Urban Water Use Assessment
Population Assessment
Population forecasts have been obtained from the following sources:


Queensland Government Statisticians Office (QGSO, 2018)



Emerald Regional Water Supply Security Assessment (RWSSA) (DEWS, 2017)



Background information for the Water Supply and Sewer Networks for the Central
Highlands Regional Council Local Government Infrastructure Plan Amendment 1 (CHRC,
2020)

Figure F-1 Emerald water supply system27
QGSO Population Projections
The population growth data from the 2018 QGSO/ABS SA2 Projections is shown in Table F-1.
This level of detail represents the region in three areas - Central Highlands – East, Central
Highlands – West and Emerald. Central Highlands – East incorporates the towns of Bauhinia,
Blackwater, Bluff, Dingo, and Duaringa, while Central Highlands – West incorporates the towns
of Anakie, Capella, Comet, Sapphire/Rubyvale, Springsure, Rolleston, Tieri and Yamala.

27

Emerald Regional Water Supply Security Assessment, CHRC/DEWS, 2017, P3
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Table F-1 2018 SA2 Projected Population (Medium Series)

2016

2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

Annual
Average
Growth Rate

Central
Highlands
- East

7,515

7,123

6,776

6,511

6,251

5,996

-0.9%

Central
Highlands
- West

8,278

7,964

7,923

7,987

8,066

8,151

-0.1%

Emerald

13,982

14,530

15,075

15,731

16,329

16,857

0.8%

RWSSA Projection (Emerald)
Population data has not been included in the RWSSA, apart from the statement that “Emerald’s
population is projected to grow from around 16,000 to about 25,000 by 2036.” As it was
released in 2017, it can be assumed that the 2013 QGSO/ABS SA2 Projections (Medium
Series) were used for these projections. shows these predictions and matches the RWSSA
values of 16,000 (2016) and 25,000 (2041).
Table F-2 2013 SA2 Projected Population (Medium Series)

2011

2016

2021

2026

2031

2036

Annual
Average
Growth
Rate

Central
Highlands
- East

7,812

8,342

8,547

8,693

8,822

8,935

0.5%

Central
Highlands
- West

9,073

9,672

10,125

10,465

10,760

11,014

0.8%

Emerald

13,632

16,064

18,276

20,372

22,520

24,714

2.4%

Comparing the annual average growth rates from 2013 and 2018, there has been a revision
down of growth, and in the cases of Central Highlands – East and West, a declining population.
Additionally, Emerald’s growth projections were revised down from 2.4% annual growth to 0.8%.
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Figure F-3 RWSSA (2013 QGSO Projected Population Data) vs 2018 SA2
Projected Population Data
Historical Studies
The following studies were reviewed to compare historical population projections for various
townships across CHRC:


CHRC Water Supply and Wastewater Networks Model Build and Infrastructure Planning
Reports (GHD, 2013)



CHRC Water & Sewer Planning Studies (Aurecon, 2014)



Background information for the Water Supply and Sewer Networks for the Central
Highlands Regional Council Local Government Infrastructure Plan Amendment 1 (CHRC,
2020).

It should be noted that the Aurecon reports used the 2013 GHD Model Build Reports as basis
for their population projections.
Populations for these studies are referred to as “Equivalent Population (EP)”. EP is the term
used to translate non-residential demands into an equivalent residential demands based on
projected usage. For example, a school student typically uses 20% of a typical resident’s usage
on any given day, or in other words, one student represents 0.2 EP. This distinction is important
when comparing population projections since QGSO and RWSSA figures are based on capita
populations (i.e. actual persons). EP’s are typically higher than residential population to account
for non-residential supply.
The population projections from the various planning studies listed above are summarised in the
plots below. The plots compare the projected EP growth reported in the GHD study, with the
growths specified in the CHRC LGIP. The plots have been completed only for townships that
had available data from the GHD reports completed in 2013. As seen in the below plots, in the
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majority of cases, the ultimate demands in both the GHD report and LGIP are the same,
however are reached in different timeframes – LGIP only reports as ‘ultimate’ and doesn’t
specify an exact year, hence 2050 being used for the plots.

Figure F-4 Blackwater/Bluff GHD Report vs CHRC LGIP Projected EP

Figure F-5 Capella GHD Report vs CHRC LGIP Projected EP
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Figure F-6 Emerald GHD Report vs CHRC LGIP Projected EP

Figure F-7 Rolleston GHD Report vs CHRC LGIP Projected EP
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Figure F-8 Tieri GHD Report vs CHRC LGIP Projected EP
Based on the reviews above, for the purposes of this study we have estimated urban usage for
each township as follows:


Base EP – 2021 LGIP data



Growth rate – 2018 QGSO SA2 Medium Series data

Note: SA2 growth rates will be used for the individual towns within that area eg. Central
Highlands – East and Central Highlands - West. Where the five-yearly growth rates are
negative, a flat population growth will be adopted to be conservative.

Demand Assessment
To determine the adopted unit rates for each town, unit demands from the CHRC Water Supply
and Wastewater Systems Model Build and Infrastructure Planning Reports (GHD, 2013), CDMG
Water Supply Network Design Guidelines, and values derived from the actual water
consumption in 2019/20 were compared. Latest consumption values were obtained from the
CHRC Annual Report 2019/20, then using the 2021 EP from the LGIP, to achieve a unit
demand. Although the data is only for one year, the data provides a good comparison with the
other unit demands. Table F-3 shows the comparison in values, and also the adopted AD
demand rates for each community.
Table F-3 Unit Demand Comparison
Adopted AD
Demand
Rate
(L/EP/d)

GHD (L/EP/d)

CDMG
(L/EP/d)2

2019/20 Water
Consumption
(L/EP/d)

396.71

833.3

466.5

467

Capella

482

833.3

568.2

569

Comet

-3

833.3

729.3

833.3

Community

Blackwater/Bluff
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Adopted AD
Demand
Rate
(L/EP/d)

GHD (L/EP/d)

CDMG
(L/EP/d)2

2019/20 Water
Consumption
(L/EP/d)

Dingo

-3

833.3

902.6

833.3

Duaringa

-3

833.3

758.2

833.3

Emerald

449.1

833.3

447.5

450

Rolleston

131

833.3

397.7

398

Springsure

411

833.3

704.8

411

Tieri

371

833.3

414.6

415

Community

Notes:
1.

The Blackwater/Bluff unit demand was stated in L/ET/d in the report, it has been converted
to L/EP/d using the adopted EP per tenement of 3 (per CDMG guidelines). Additionally,
the Blackwater Unit Demand has been used as it was larger, and therefore more critical
than Bluff.

2.

CMDG Guidelines are the demands for across the entire CHRC LGA. They have been
converted to L/EP/d using the adopted EP per tenement of 3.

3.

Previous water planning reports are not available for Comet, Dingo, and Duaringa.

The adopted AD demand rates were applied to the population projections and can be seen in
the following plots.

Figure F-9 Blackwater water usage and allocations
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Figure F-10

Capella water usage and allocations

Figure F-11

Comet water usage and allocations
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Figure F-12

Dingo water usage and allocations

Figure F-13

Duaringa water usage and allocations
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Figure F-14

Emerald water usage and allocations

Figure F-15

Rolleston water usage and allocations
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Appendix G – Advice from RDMW – Access of
Unallocated Water/Strategic Reserves
From: CAGNEY Kylie <Kylie.Cagney@rdmw.qld.gov.au>
Sent: Tuesday, 30 March 2021 4:41 PM
To: Murray Smith <Murray.Smith@ghd.com>
Cc: MEACLE Kristy <Kristy.Meacle@rdmw.qld.gov.au>
Subject: Nogoa Mackenzie Zones and Unallocated Water Info
Murray,
Kristy has asked me to provide some information to you as a result of your catch up on Wednesday
last week regarding the business case for water supply options for the Yamala Enterprise area.
Hopefully the following information may assist with your queries.
Water Supply Schemes, Water Management Areas and Zones (Nogoa Mackenzie)
Maps of these are included in the document Provisions of the Fitzroy Basin Resource Operations Plan
taken to be included in the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011 –ss. 1259 and 1264 of the Water Act
2000, which can be accessed by clicking the following link) Provisions of the Fitzroy Basin ROP taken
to be included in the Water Plan (resources.qld.gov.au).
Attachment 3 includes the map of the water supply schemes (supplemented water) within the Fitzroy
Basin, Attachment 4 includes the map of the water management areas (unsupplemented water) within
the Fitzroy Basin and Attachment 5, Part 2, includes details and maps of the Zones that apply to the
Nogoa Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme and Nogoa Mackenzie Water Management Area.
Unallocated Water
Unallocated water in the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) area is divided into a strategic reserve, strategic
water infrastructure reserve and general reserve.
Strategic Reserve
Unallocated water held as a strategic reserve may be granted only if the water is to be taken for a
State purpose or an Indigenous purpose. Indigenous purpose means a use for the purpose of helping
an Indigenous community achieve its economic and social aspirations. A State purpose means a
coordinated project, or a project of regional significance, or town water supply purposes, or use by
Indigenous peoples for non-commercial purposes, including cultural and traditional purposes. The
strategic reserve volumes can be found in the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011:
• The total of the nominal entitlements for all water licences to take unallocated surface water
for a State purpose granted from the strategic reserve in a sub-catchment area mentioned in
schedule 8, part 1, column 1 is stated in schedule 8, part 1, column 2 opposite the area.
• The total of the nominal entitlements for all water licences to take unallocated surface water
for a Indigenous purpose granted from the strategic reserve in a sub-catchment area
mentioned in schedule 8, part 1, column 1 is stated in schedule 8, part 1, column 3 opposite
the area.
• The total of the nominal entitlements for all water licences to take unallocated groundwater for
a State purpose granted from the strategic reserve in a groundwater management area,
groundwater unit or groundwater sub-area mentioned in schedule 8, part 2, column 1 is stated
in schedule 8, part 2, column 2 opposite the area.
To be able to access water from the strategic reserve, you must be able to prove the water is to be
used for a State purpose or an Indigenous purpose, as defined under the Water Plan, through a formal
submission. We are happy to discuss this in more detail if required. It must be further noted that while
a nominal entitlement is provided for surface water in Schedule 8, Part 1, this includes the total volume
combined across all sub-catchments of the Basin. It is highly unlikely that all of the nominal entitlement
for water licences would be released for one sub-catchment. It is up to the delegate to determine the
actual volume of water to be released in a particular area/for a particular purpose or project and this
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would require modelling against Plan Outcomes and Environmental Flow Objectives and Water
Allocation Security Objectives. This is relevant for Part 2 (groundwater) also.
Strategic Water Infrastructure Reserve
Unallocated water held as a strategic water infrastructure reserve only applies to water infrastructure
on the Dawson, Connors and Fitzroy Rivers.
General Reserve
Unallocated water held as a general reserve may be granted for any purpose. The general reserve
volumes can be found in the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011:
• The total of the mean annual diversions for all water licences or water allocations to take
unallocated surface water granted from the general reserve in a sub-catchment area, or a part
of a sub-catchment area, mentioned in schedule 8, part 3, column 1 is stated in schedule 8,
part 3, column 2 opposite the area or part.
• The total of the nominal volume for all water allocations to take unallocated surface water
granted from the general reserve in a sub-catchment area mentioned in schedule 8, part 4,
column 1 is stated in schedule 8, part 4, column 2 opposite the area.
• The total of the nominal entitlement for all water licences to take unallocated groundwater from
the general reserve in a groundwater management area, groundwater unit or groundwater
sub-area mentioned in schedule 8, part 5, column 1 is stated in schedule 8, part 5, column 2
opposite the area.
Note there are quite a few areas where general reserve is unavailable, including the Nogoa and Upper
Mackenzie sub-catchments. If there is general reserve available in a sub-catchment from which you
are interested in, you can register your interest in accessing water held in this reserve by completing
the expression of interest form, which I have attached to this email in both word document and PDF
formats. The completed form can then be sent directly to the unallocated water hub at
UAW@dnrme.qld.gov.au. The chief executive must decide to release water from the general reserve,
so recording an interest is the first step in this process.
Criteria
There are criteria (Section 48 of the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011) the chief executive must
consider in preparing to release unallocated water and this would need to be supported by hydrologic
modelling. Information we would require includes (but is not limited to) the volume and securities of
water required, purpose of water use, efficiency of proposed practices, considerations of existing
access to water and alternative supplies, and potential impacts to other users including the
environment.

Hope this information assists.

Regards,
Kylie Cagney
Senior Advisor Regulatory Services
Water Division | Northern Region
Department of Regional Development, Manufacturing and Water
P: 07 4837 3502 or 1800 822 100
E: Kylie.Cagney@rdmw.qld.gov.au
A: Level 1, 209 Bolsover Street, Rockhampton QLD 4700 | PO Box 1762,
Rockhampton, QLD 4700
W: Water | Business Queensland
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Appendix H – DMRW Advice – Surface Water Take
Limitations and Licencing
Hi Janice,

Hopefully the below information clarifies the overland flow provisions that apply.

Our site is east of Emerald, well upstream of the Barrage, so if we are taking water for
non-stock, non-domestic supply Div 9, 110(2) (b) (ii) indicates we are limited to take 50
ML.
Section 110 of the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011 provides limiting provisions for the take of
overland flow in the Plan area. You are correct in that where you are located, the provisions
allow for the take of overland flow water for any purpose (without the need for a water licence)
so long as the capacity of the works do not exceed 50 ML. In addition, the works associated
with this overland flow capture do not require a development application, provided you have
carried out a self-assessment to make sure you comply with the relevant code. One aspect of
the code for limited capacity works is that the storages must be constructed independently to
other works ie. they are not to be connected hydrologically (on the same drainage feature) or
physically through pipes/pumps. The codes can be found on the Business Queensland Page at
https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energywater/water/authorisations/assessment-approvals/accepted-with-requirements .

I would like to understand if this is applicable for any stormwater harvesting activities?
Overland flow is water, including floodwater, that is urban stormwater or is other water flowing
over land, otherwise than in a watercourse or lake—
(a) after having fallen as rain or in any other way; or
(b) after rising to the surface naturally from underground.

Overland flow water does not include—
(a) water that has naturally infiltrated the soil in normal farming operations, including infiltration
that has occurred in farming activity such as clearing, replanting and broadacre ploughing; or
(b) tailwater from irrigation if the tailwater recycling meets best practice requirements; or
(c) water collected from roofs for rainwater tanks.

Further general information on overland flow and it’s management can be found on the
Business Queensland Page at https://www.business.qld.gov.au/industries/mining-energywater/water/authorisations/overland-flow .

A water license is required to undertake greater than 50ML per Div 9, 110(2) (b) (ii)? If so,
how much water is available?
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This is correct. As mentioned above, section 110 of the Water Plan (Fitzroy Basin) 2011
provides limiting provisions for the take of overland flow in the Plan area. One of these
provisions is a person can take overland flow under a water licence, noting any additional water
would only be available through unallocated water. However, there is no further surface water
available in this area under the general reserve.

If water licenses are available, are they associated with the land /property on which they
are taken?
As there is no additional surface water available in the area you have specified, a water licence
would not be available. However, generally, a water licence attaches to land, ie. water must be
used on the land to which it attaches, unless the licensee is a prescribed entity – see sections
104 and 106 of the Water Act 2000.

Note, I work part time but I will be available to further discuss this on Monday or Tuesday of next
week.

Regards,

Kylie Cagney
Senior Advisor Regulatory Services
Water Division | Northern Region
Department of Regional Development, Manufacturing and Water

P: 07 4837 3502 or 1800 822 100
E: Kylie.Cagney@rdmw.qld.gov.au
A: Level 1, 209 Bolsover Street, Rockhampton QLD 4700 | PO Box 1762,
Rockhampton, QLD 4700
W: Water | Business Queensland
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Central Highlands Regional Council
Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure
Water Demand Assessment
September 2021
This document is in draft form. The contents, including any opinions, conclusions or recommendations contained in, or which may be implied from,
this draft document must not be relied upon. GHD reserves the right, at any time, without notice, to modify or retract any part or all of the draft
document. To the maximum extent permitted by law, GHD disclaims any responsibility or liability arising from or in connection with this draft
document.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

The Central Highlands region is home to around 30,000 people who reside in thirteen unique
communities, these being Arcadia Valley, Bauhinia, Blackwater, Bluff, Capella, Comet, Dingo,
Duaringa, Emerald, Rolleston, Sapphire Gemfields, Springsure, and Tieri.
The region’s diverse economy is based on:


A globally competitive coal mining industry, with continuing expansions and developments



Traditionally robust and resilient agriculture and horticultural industries, including beef,
grain, cotton, grapes, melons and citrus



A growing tourism market.

In support of facilitation of economic development within the region, Central Highlands Regional
Council (CHRC) has zoned a 2000+ ha portion of land to the east of Emerald, namely the
Yamala Enterprise Area (YEA) located approximately 17 km east of Emerald (as indicated in
Figure 1-1 below). Under CHRC’s planning scheme, a portion of this area is zoned Special
Industry (including the CQ Inland Port) with the remaining land zoned Industry Investigation.

Figure 1-1 Locality Plan
CHRC successfully obtained funding for the “YEA Water Infrastructure and Design Study,”
resulting in the need for a business case investigating supply of raw and potable water to the
YEA industrial precinct. This report investigates the potential land uses and associated potential
water demands for the site (refer to ).
The YEA is zoned both Industry Investigation (orange) and Special Industry (blue), see below,
under the Central Highlands Planning Scheme 2016 1 (the Planning Scheme). The site is

1

Central Highlands Planning Scheme 2016
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accessed via Bonnie Doon Road and sits adjacent Capricorn Highway and the Blackwater
System rail line.

Figure 1-2 YEA Planning Scheme Zoning

1.2

Scope of Works

The scope of work covered by this report regards an assessment of potential future water
demands for the site, and comprises:


Leveraging earlier work undertaken



Engagement with Council and other stakeholders regarding current and potential future
water demands



Review of provisions within the planning scheme for permissible development



Development of a water demand profile aligned with a conceptual project development
timeframe and identified water needs.

1.3

Purpose of Report

The purpose of this report is to document findings of an assessment of potential water demand
for the YEA site. This assessment is to substantiate the level of potential water demand for the
project across a range of uses, including but not limited to abattoirs, holding yards, cotton gin
and truck washdown facilities aligned to the Special Industry and Industry Investigation zonings
listed within the planning scheme. The findings from this demand assessment will be used as
key inputs into the economic and financial assessment for the reference project in informing the
Business Case (BC).
The limitations of the assessment are described in Section 1.4.

1.4

Limitations

This report has been prepared by GHD for CHRC and may only be used and relied on by CHRC
for the purpose agreed between GHD and CHRC as set out Section 1.2 of this report.
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GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than CHRC arising in connection
with this report. GHD also exclude implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally
permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those
specifically detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by CHRC, and others who
provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which GHD has not
independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept
liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the
report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.

1.5

Assumptions

This study aims to identify elements of potential water supply demand for the YEA development.
In completing the study, a number of assumptions have been made in relation to the scope of
works, which have been summarised below:


This study is based upon information freely available in the public domain or information
GHD is aware of and is not constrained by confidentiality limitations. The veracity of all
information is not warranted by GHD however appropriate assumptions have been made to
enable order of magnitude estimations consistent with this high-level investigation.



Specific assumptions in regard to potential water demand for facilities are as listed in
Section 4.4, based on similar reference projects or styles of development from GHD
experience. The final configuration and demand profile for developments will require further
detailed review at detailed planning stage.

1.6

Glossary

Abbreviation

Description

AD

Average Day

CMDG

Capricorn Municipal Development Guidelines

CHRC

Central Highlands Regional Council

CQIP

CQ Inland Port

EP

Equivalent persons

ET

Equivalent tenement

LGA

Local Government Area

MDMM

Mean Day Maximum Month
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Abbreviation

Description

QGSO

Queensland Government Statistician’s Office

YEA

Yamala Enterprise Area
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2.

Site Overview and Approach
2.1

Site Overview2

Development of the YEA originally occurred in the 1980’s with the establishment of a cotton gin
at Yamala. The Yamala site was subsequently earmarked as a transport and industry hub by
the State Government and in 2006, as part of Emerald Shire Council’s planning scheme
revision, the State Government requested that this portion of land be included as a special
industry area at Yamala. Further studies by the Queensland Department of Main Roads (2013)
into Freight Movement Strategies highlight Yamala as a key component of these strategies. This
led to the development of the Central Queensland Inland Port and funding the upgrade of the
intersection of the Capricorn Highway and Bonnie Doon Road. Surrounding the “Special
Industry Area” in which the Central Queensland Inland Port (CQIP) lies, is an Industry
Investigation Area, zoned by Council to enable investigation of further supporting industrial
development within this region.
2.1.1

Central Queensland Inland Port 3

CQIP is a freight intermodal facility central to the YEA with direct access to the Capricorn
Highway and main western rail line. The intermodal facility is designed for the handling and
transfer of freight from one transport mode to another. This 24/7 multi-functional, multiuser
facility provides efficient transit of goods and materials imported and exported from the Central
Highland region. Other services available at the facility include transhipment of container and
break bulk, warehousing and storage, (including cold storage options) cleaning, repairs and
inspections of containers, quarantine, pre-assembly, packing, unpacking, repacking and value
adding.
The CQIP site comprises:


$18.5 million Graincorp bulk grain handling facility



Intermodal and container terminal



57 Lot special industrial park providing for 24/7 operations for major industrial activities



New road interchange and upgraded local roads



New 1.6 km rail siding.

The proposed facility will:


Allow the movement of significant volumes of commodities through a road to rail intermodal
and bulk commodity facilities connecting to major ports of Brisbane, Gladstone, Mackay
and Townsville



Drive greater utilisation of rail investment for enhanced and more efficient freight transport
outcomes



Provide the infrastructure required for the movement of bulk and containerised freight from
the site



Enable a platform for increased inter-modal container traﬃc and for the packing, storage
and value adding activities across resources and agricultural sectors.

Features of the facility will include:

2

http://www.centralhighlands.qld.gov.au/building-planning-projects/council-projects/yamala-enterprisearea/
3 https://cqinlandport.com.au/ (Accessed 15/03/2021)
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Prime location - Type 1 Road Train Access to Capricorn Highway



Adjacent to major freight rail network



Container terminal and bulk logistics



24-hour site access



Options of 3 phase mains or renewable power



Option of purchase or lease



Existing sheds, caretaker’s residence, office complete with 250,000 litre water tank and
mains power on 7.5 ha.

Central to facilitating the development is the establishment of a reliable water supply based on
understanding the potential water demand over time. This may comprise both potable and nonpotable services, to facilitate economically viable development at the YEA.

2.2

YEA Site Zoning

The YEA is zoned both Industry Investigation and Special Industry, see Figure 1-2. The following
sections describe permissible development within the planning scheme.
2.2.1

Special Industry

Under the planning scheme, the following activities are accepted under lots zoned Special
Industry. Note only those activities relevant to the YEA are mentioned here.
Table 2-1 Accepted Development Special Industry
Land Use

Details

Examples

Utility Installation

Premises used to provide the public with the following
services:-

Sewerage
treatment plant,
mail depot,
pumping station,
water treatment
plant

• Supply or treatment of water, hydraulic power or gas
• Sewerage, drainage or stormwater services
• Transport services including road, rail or water
• Waste management facilities
• Network infrastructure.
The use includes maintenance and storage depots and
other facilities for the operation of the use.
High Impact
Industry (Code
Assessable)

Premises used for industrial activities that include the
manufacturing, producing, processing, repairing, altering,
recycling, storing, distributing, transferring, treating of
products and have one or more of the following attributes:• Potential for significant impacts on sensitive land uses
due to offsite emissions including aerosol, fume, particle,
smoke, odour and noise

Abattoirs, concrete
batching plant,
boiler making and
engineering and
metal foundry.

• Potential for significant offsite impacts in the event of
fire, explosion or toxic release
• Generates high traffic flows in the context of the locality
or the road network
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Land Use

Details

Examples

• Generates a significant demand on the local
infrastructure network
• The use may involve night-time and outdoor activities
• Onsite controls are required for emissions and
dangerous goods risks.
Special Industry
(Code
Assessable)

Premises used for industrial activities that include the
manufacturing, producing, processing, repairing, altering,
recycling, storing, distributing, transferring, treating of
products and have one or more of the following attributes:• Potential for extreme impacts on sensitive land uses due
to offsite emissions including aerosol, fume, particle,
smoke, odour and noise
• Potential for offsite impacts in the event of fire, explosion
or toxic release

Tanneries,
rendering plants,
oil refineries,
waste incineration,
manufacturing or
storing explosives,
power plants,
manufacturing
fertilisers

• Onsite controls are required for emissions and
dangerous goods risks
• The use generally involves night-time and outdoor
activities
• The use may involve the storage and handling of large
volumes of dangerous goods
• Requires significant separation from non-industrial uses.
Transport Depot
(Code
Assessable)

Premises used for the storage, for commercial or public
purposes, of more than one motor vehicle. The use includes
premises for the storage of taxis, buses, trucks, heavy
machinery and uses of a like nature. The term may include
the ancillary servicing, repair and cleaning of vehicles
stored on the premises.

Contractor’s depot,
bus depot, truck
yard, heavy
machinery yard

Emergency
Services (Code
Assessable)

Premises used by government bodies or community
organisations to provide essential emergency services,
disaster management services including management
support facilities for the protection of persons, property and
the environment

State emergency
service facility,
ambulance station,
rural fire brigade,
auxiliary fire and
rescue station,
urban fire and
rescue station,
police station,
emergency
management
support facility,
evacuation centres

Service Station
(Code
Assessable)

Premises used for the sale of fuel including petrol, liquid
petroleum gas, automotive distillate and alternative fuels.

The use may
include, where
ancillary, a shop,
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Land Use

Details

Examples
food and drink
outlet,
maintenance,
repair servicing
and washing of
vehicles, the hire
of trailers, and
supply of
compressed air.

Food and Drink
Outlet (Code
Assessable)

2.2.2

Premises used for preparation and sale of food and drink to
the public for consumption on or off the site. The use may
include the ancillary sale of liquor for consumption on site.

Bistro, café, coffee
shop, drivethrough facility,
kiosk, milk bar,
restaurant, snack
bar, take-away,
tearoom

Industry Investigation

Under the planning scheme, the following activities are accepted under lots zoned Industry
Investigation. Note only those activities relevant to the YEA are mentioned here.
Table 2-2 Accepted Development - Industry Investigation
Land Use

Details

Examples

Animal Husbandry

Premises used for production of animals or
animal products on either native or improved
pastures or vegetation.

Cattle studs, grazing
of livestock, nonfeedlot dairying

The use includes ancillary yards, stables and
temporary holding facilities and the repair and
servicing of machinery.
Rural Industry

Premises used for storage, processing and
packaging of products from a rural use. The use
includes processing, packaging and sale of
products produced as a result of a rural use
where these activities are ancillary to a rural use
on or adjacent to the site.

Utility Installation

As Table 2-1 above.

Emergency Services
(Code Assessable)

As Table 2-1 above.

Packing shed
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2.3

Demand Assessment Approach

Determination of potential water demand for the site has been undertaken through the following
approach:


Understanding of land uses proposed on the site based on planning scheme



Review of local regional economy and industries that may be supported by the site



Liaison with local stakeholders (CHRC, CQIP, Louis Dreyfus Cotton Gin) to understand
visions and potential land development proponents for the site



Determination of a potential development profile for the site based on the above



Analysis of demands based on available resources and GHD experience.
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3.

Regional Economic Overview
3.1

Regional Economic Context5

The Central Highlands region is in Central Queensland, Australia. The region encompasses an
area of around 60,000 square kilometres, making it just short of the size of Tasmania. The
region is rich in minerals and agriculture, reliant on irrigation sourced from water storage on the
Nogoa and Comet rivers. The region claims the largest sapphire-producing fields in the
Southern Hemisphere.
The region is also home to a major coal mining industry with a significant portion of Australia’s
largest coal reserve, the Bowen Basin. Agricultural and horticultural industries include beef,
grains, macadamias, cotton, grapes, melons and citrus. Between Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing Industries, the Central Highlands region exports approximately $240 M per annum.
A growing tourism market is also supported by pristine natural attractions, such as Carnarvon
Gorge and the Sapphire Gemfields.
Major health and education services include a GP Super Clinic, a CQUniversity campus and the
Emerald Agricultural College and a range of dynamic small and medium businesses.
Economic diversification is an ongoing challenge for the region. The mining industry is
particularly vulnerable to shifting commodity prices, which leaves mining-based economies and
towns susceptible to booms and busts and results in fluctuating local populations.
While resource extraction and export will continue to be a major focus for the region, potential
exists to strengthen other sectors, such as agriculture, and diversify into sub-industries with
value-adding potential, improving the region’s long-term economic sustainability and
contributions to the State economy.
Major freight routes through the region include the north-south link between Charters Towers
and northern New South Wales—identified as the inland transport alternative between Cairns
and Melbourne.6

3.2

Population forecast

Projected population estimates were sourced from the Queensland Government Statistician’s
Office (QGSO) for the Central Highlands LGA (SA1) below in Table 3-1. Low, medium, and high
series growth profiles have been included from 2016 to 2041. There is a large spread of
changes in the growth profiles, with population in the low series declining by 3.7% in the period
from 2016 to 2041, compared to a growth of 10.8% in the high series.
Table 3-1 Central Highlands LGA (SA1) Population Growth Estimates 7
Series
Growth
Profile

2016

2021

2026

Low

28,783

28,331

28,093

28,069

27,957

27,749

Medium

28,783

28,658

28,845

29,319

29,755

30,133

2031

2036

2041

5

Urannah Water Scheme, Preliminary Business Case, SMEC, 2019, pp 42, 43
https://www.centralhighlands.qld.gov.au/about-central-highlands/ (Accessed 15/3/2021)
7 Queensland Government population projections, 2018 edition; Australian Bureau of Statistics,
Population by age and sex, regions of Australia, 2016 (Cat no. 3235.0).
6
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Series
Growth
Profile

2016

2021

2026

High

28,783

29,000

29,631

2031

30,566

2036

2041

31,440

32,260

Table 3-2 below details the population growth data from the 2018 QGSO/ABS SA2 Projections.
This data shows an annual average growth rate for Emerald of approximately 0.8%.
Table 3-2 2018 SA2 Projected Population (Medium Series)

2016

2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

Annual
Average
Growth
Rate

Central
Highlands
- East

7,515

7,123

6,776

6,511

6,251

5,996

-0.9%

Central
Highlands
- West

8,278

7,964

7,923

7,987

8,066

8,151

-0.1%

Emerald

13,982

14,530

15,075

15,731

16,329

16,857

0.8%

3.3

Mining

Central Highlands LGA is primarily located within the Central and Southern Regions of the
Bowen Basin8. The Bowen Basin contains the largest coal reserves in Australia, running from
Collinsville in the north, south to Theodore, covering an area of over 60,000 km29.
As of June 2020, the Central Highlands LGA hosts 16 resource operations and projects
(existing and under construction). Three of Queensland’s top 10 highest producing saleable
coal mines are located within the Central Highlands LGA, being Blackwater, Curragh, and
Rolleston, totalling 40,327,819 tonnes of production in 201910. Table 3-3 below lists the existing
resources operations and projects under construction in the Central Highlands LGA.
Table 3-3 Existing resource operations and projects under construction in
Central Highlands LGA (June 2020)11
Operation/Project Name

Company Name

Blackwater

BHP

Bluff

Carabella Resources

Curragh

Coronado Coal

8

Coal mine production data for Bowen Basin produced by DNRME describes the Central Region as
follows: “The Central boundary is defined as being between 22°38’S and 24°S latitude which passes
through the town of Calliope.”
9 Bowen Basin Coal Mines, Bowen Basin Underground Geotechnical Society,
https://bbugs.org.au/bowen-basin-coal-mines/
10 2019 calendar year – Coal production statistics, Queensland Government Open Data Portal, May
2020
11 Bowen Basin Population Report, QGSO, June 2020
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Operation/Project Name

Company Name

Denison North (Rolleston)

Denison Gas

Ensham

Ensham Resources

GLNG Drilling and Completions

GLNG

GLNG Surat Operations and Gas Gathering

GLNG

Gregory Project

Sojitz Blue

Jellinbah East

Jellinbah Group

Jellinbah Plains

Jellinbah Group

Kestrel

Kestrel Coal Resources

Meteor Downs South

Sojitz Blue

Minerva

Sojitz Blue

Oaky Creek

Glencore Coal

Rolleston

Glencore Coal

Yarrabee

Yancoal Australia

3.4

Agriculture12

The Central Highlands region has a growing and diverse agricultural industry. Between 2011
and 2016, the region’s gross value of agricultural production increased by 12% to $740 M.
Different agricultural activities that currently exist in the region include:


Beef production (cattle)



Broadacre Cropping (including Chickpea, Sorghum, Wheat, Mungbeans)



Cotton



Horticulture (including Citrus, Lemons, Limes, Table Grapes).

3.4.1

Beef Production

Beef production is the region’s largest agricultural activity, accounting for 70% of the total
agricultural output of the Central Highlands region. Across the region, there are approximately
1,370,000 head of cattle, across 600 livestock enterprises, with 59 feedlots. With 5.5% of the
national herd within the region, the production value was estimated to be $540 M in 2015/16.
3.4.2

Broadacre Cropping

The main five broadacre crops grown in the region are grain, chickpea, sorghum, wheat, and
mungbeans. 400 operations across the region grow grains, pulses, and oilseeds, with grain
handling facilities at Dingo, Emerald, Capella, Gindie, and Springsure. Chickpeas grown in
2015/16 was estimated to be worth $28 M, grown across 31,000 ha, Sorghum averaged
70,000 ha in the 2007/08 to 2015/16 period with yields of 2.35 T per ha, while wheat averaged
90,000 ha in the 2007/08 to 2015/16 period with yields of 1.80 T per ha, on par with Australian
12

Agribusiness Capability Statement, Central Highlands Development Corporation, 2018
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averages. The Mungbean crop in the Central Highlands region was valued at $22 M and
comprises of 15% of the national crop. During the 2010/11 to 2014/15 period, approximately
20,000 tonne of mungbean were produced annually.
3.4.3

Cotton

Cotton is the principal irrigated crop in the Central Highlands, with the industry valued at $58 M
and comprising 5% of the national crop. Across more than 30 cotton enterprises, 14,000 ha on
average is planted each season, approximately 60% of the total irrigation area (up to 25,000ha).
Two cotton gins for processing are currently located at Emerald and Yamala.
3.4.4

Horticulture

Horticulture in the region is mostly comprised of citrus and table grapes, currently grown on
1,005 ha and 1,310 ha of irrigated land, respectively. Approximately $40 M of citrus is grown in
the Central Highlands, generally made up of mandarins, lemons and limes, while table grapes
contribute $22 M, approximately 5% of the national crops. Other emerging crops include
lychees, macadamias, melons, peanuts, and potatoes.
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4.

Demand Assessment
4.1

Lot and zoning configuration

YEA lot details regarding zoning, Lot Plan and area are provided in Table 4-1 below.
Also note that the balance of Lot 1 SP210526 and Lot 2 SP224248 (A & B) are rural and not
considered as a part of this investigation. Only the area applicable to the YEA is shown for Lot A
and B.
Table 4-1 YEA Lot Details
Lot

Zoning (per scheme)

Lot Plan

A

Industry Investigation

Lot 1 SP210526

Area
(Ha)
673.0

B

Industry Investigation

Lot 2 SP224248

338.0

C

Special Industry

Lot 1 SP282150

47.5

D

Special Industry

Lot 56 SP314246

133.8

E

Special Industry

Lot 3 SP314246

31.2

F

Special Industry

Lot 5 SP308983

120.8

G

Special Industry

Lot 4 SP314246

20.2

H

Industry Investigation

Lot 1 SP308958

15.2

I

Industry Investigation

Lot 10 RP867798

210.4

J

Industry Investigation

Lot 11 RP867798

80.5

K

Industry Investigation

Lot 9 RP867798

40.0

L

Industry Investigation

Lot 8 RP867798

40.0

M

Industry Investigation

Lot 7 RP867798

40.0

N

Industry Investigation

Lot 6 RP867798

40.0

O

Industry Investigation

Lot 5 RP867798

40.0

P

Industry Investigation

Lot 12 RP867798

102.6

Q

Industry Investigation

Lot 13 RP867798

105.9

Total area

4.2

2,079.1

Net Usable Land

A potential Land Use Plan developed by Integrated Infrastructure Planning (2019) refers to an
earlier Stormwater Draining Master Plan (ACS, 2018). The drainage master plan recommended
the retention of existing drainage channels and associated vegetation to create a system of
parkland for rehabilitation and stormwater management. The Land Use Plan (Integrated
Infrastructure Planning, 2019) has subsequently reserved a portion of the site for parkland and
stormwater management (Figure 4-1). It has therefore been assumed that the same areas are
to be retained for such purposes as part of the YEA demand assessment, and as such, no
development outside of these purposes will occur in these areas.
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Figure 4-1 – Stormwater/Open Space Reserve at YEA (IIP 2019)

4.3

Selection of Relevant Land Uses

Consideration of both accepted development and stakeholder liaison assisted in informing how
land uses were selected for the YEA. Primarily, the YEA is proposed as an agricultural-industrial
precinct, meaning processing of crops relevant to the Central Highlands. Review of the Central
Highlands Economic Profile13 report identifies the following cropping activities as relevant to the
Central Highlands:


Beef



Cotton



Table Grapes



Sorghum



Wheat



Pulses



Mandarins



Melons.

As such, the following agricultural-industrial processes may be expected on-site over time:

13



Abattoir – water used for cleaning, steam



Cattle holding facility - water primarily for cattle drinking water, dust suppression etc



Cotton gin – water used for climate control, dust suppression and processing

Central Highlands Economic Profile (June 2020)
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Fruit grading, packing and processing – water used for wet dump washing, waxing, dust
suppression, biosecurity, processing



Sorghum stockfeed processing – water primarily for moisture addition



Wheat/pulse storage and handling, stockfeed processing or milling – no water
requirements.

Ancillary activities to the above that can also be expected on-site include, office and amenity
facilities, truck washing facilities, warehousing, and machinery workshops.
A concrete batching plant, fast food service and laundromat have also been identified as
feasible on-site.

4.4

Assignment of land uses to land parcels

Both IIP (2019) and ACS (2018) have presented various configurations of land uses against
land parcels as part of their studies. For the purposes of demand assessment, GHD has
undertaken a high-level assignment of land uses to land parcels based on size only, identifying
feasible uses within each parcel. The final configuration for the site is considered variable until
the formal adoption of a master plan for the area. It is also noted that the potential development
will evolve over time in response to markets and opportunities.
4.4.1

General requirements considered

It is anticipated that the YEA will be:


Provided with both a treated and raw water supply by CHRC



Be bounded by a vegetated buffer approximately 10 m wide with additional vegetated
buffers internally assisting shield some activities. The vegetated buffer and gardens are
anticipated to cover approximately 45 ha of the total site area. It is not anticipated that this
area be irrigated14.

4.4.2

Meat processing, cattle yards, wastewater treatment and irrigation
area – Lot A (673 ha)

A new meat processing facility would be anticipated to operate for approximately 275 days/year.
75,000 head is an indicative annual capacity for a new abattoir in this region, however capacity
could potentially range between 30,000 to 200,000. The average annual cattle throughput
between 2008-2018 was approximately 93,000 head per plant. However, there is a trend
towards smaller "boutique" abattoirs e.g., Signature Onfarm's 30,000 head Clermont abattoir,
currently under construction.
In addition to factory operations, human sewage and sullage generated from staff amenities in
the factory and offices is expected to range from 5 – 10kL/d15. It is anticipated that the facility
will incorporate a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP), sewage treatment plant (STP), onsite
recycled water irrigation scheme and have the capacity to manage WWTP and STP
requirements from other YEA land uses. As such Lot A is anticipated to incorporate:


Heavy vehicle access



Livestock unloading and handling facilities



Livestock holding pens

14

Based on CHRC advice from meeting held on 31/03/2021.
APMC Representative Cattle Processor Model, G. Revell/Australian Meat Processor Corporation,
March 2019
15
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Meat processing train



Carcass Chillers and cool store



Building ventilation and air-conditioning system



Product loadout facility



Offal collection and processing



Blood collection



Skin’s processing



Manure handling



Factory trade wastewater treatment plant



Contaminated stormwater pond (CSP) to manage potential run-off from the site



Sewage treatment plant



Rainwater collection (tanks)



Fire water system



Chemical storage



Maintenance area



Office and amenities



Staff and visitor carpark



Clean stormwater drainage



Recycled water irrigation areas16.

Factory Water Use
Based on the above assumptions, the facility’s:


Water supply demand is anticipated to be approximately 0.55 ML/day or 150 ML/year (at
275 operating days).



Wastewater treatment plant is expected to have a capacity of ~0.5 ML/day (or ~136
ML/Year)



Sewage treatment plant for office and worker amenities is anticipated to require a capacity
of ~5-10 kL/day (or ~3 ML/Year).
It is noted that this facility is likely to have the capacity to meet all YEA potential demand.

It is anticipated that recycled water will be used on site across approximately 200 ha of flood
irrigated forage cropping to assist meet cattle ration requirements.
A typical daily water use breakdown is as follows:

16



Holding pens (underfloor washdown) and Truckwash: 15 – 20%



Slaughter floor (sterilisers, washdown, carcass wash): 40 – 50%



Offal processing: 10 – 20%



Other plant and equipment cleaning: 15 – 20%



Plant services (2 – 5%) such as:

Ibid
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–

hot water boiler makeup

–

drinking, kitchen and amenities

–

toilet flushing

–

fire services, testing and top-up

–

landscape garden watering

–

other minor uses.

4.4.3

Cotton processing, and storage area – Lot F (120.8 ha)

Louis Dreyfus Cotton Gin is already based at the site. The cotton gin processes 100,000 cotton
bales per a year, which produces 23,000 tonnes of cotton lint and 25,000 tonnes of cotton seed
for international export17. Further consultation with the Louis Dreyfus Cotton Gin was
undertaken to confirm their water demands and ultimate development profile, however the data
was inconclusive.
A new cotton gin facility would be anticipated to be located on the same site as the above
existing cotton gin. The new facility would be anticipated to operate 24/7 for four months of the
year. By way of example in 2017, Southern Cotton (Whitton) commences ginning operations at
the start of May and runs through to September and employs 40-plus seasonal workers and 29
full-time staff.
The primary constraints to consider for the establishment of a cotton gin are the size of site and
the utility requirements to enable the site.
An aerial study of large gins in St George, Dalby, Whitton and Moree identifies the need for at
least 6 ha for ginning operations with approximately three major utility enabled structures and a
total land size of at least 60 ha for the storage of raw cotton before it is processed by the facility.
This storage area needs to be clear and flat terrain to allow for safe machinery access but does
not require utilities. Figure 4-2 indicates the size requirements for a gin in Whitton, New South
Wales and Dalby, Queensland; with operational and total size labelled.

17

https://cqinlandport.com.au/inland_port_location.html (Accessed 16/3/2021)
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Figure 4-2 Whitton and Dalby cotton gin footprint
In addition to ginning operations the facility would require a dedicated warehouse to hold cotton
lint bales for a peak period of between 10 to 12 weeks. The warehouse needs to consider the
holding of lint bales under good conditions to ensure the integrity of the stored bales for export.
The site specifications for the warehouse would typically include:


Polished concrete floor



Fire suppression system



Low roof height to assist in temperature control



Installed temperature control system for hot or humid regions



Large area for stacking of lint bales and forklift access.

The warehouse may have the ability to load containers on a drive through basis with storage of
lint bales in close proximity to the container loading operation.
Cotton Facility Water Use
As previously stated, the water requirements for a cotton facility were attempted to be calculated
using the local water deliveries to Louis Dreyfus Cotton Gin, however their usage could not be
accurately determined. The facility’s peak water requirement is likely to be in the order of 9.5 L/s
during the ginning period. Assuming an operating period of 600 hours per year, the total annual
water demand will be approximately 21 ML. Fruit washing, packaging, storage and processing –
Lots P and Q (102.6 and 105.9 ha respectively)
A range of fruit washing, packaging, processing, and storage facilities could conceptually be
developed on Lots P and Q. By way of example, fruit packaging related activities could include:


Rinsing/washing



Commodity movement



Cooling



Ice making



Postharvest fungicide and wax



Handwashing



Cleaning and sanitizing



Any water that directly contacts food contact surfaces.

In fruit processing water is used extensively during the packaging process. Packhouse
operations use process-water to cool, clean and to transport produce throughout the packing
operation. Packhouses can incur high costs for both water usage and wastewater discharge
tariffs. This can limit packhouse operations due to shortages of fresh water, as well as land for
wastewater discharge. In terms of the YEA it is anticipated that a shared treatment facility will be
established on Lots A and B with the increased treated water capacity supporting irrigated
cropping as outlined for the meat processing facility.
Water used through the washing stages must be of a high microbiological quality. Any
pathogens introduced at this stage are likely to survive on the fruit and so food safety risks are
high.
The level of management and control of wash water required depends on how the water is
used, for example:


Recycled wash water can create a significant risk of microbiological hazards.
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Is the water held in the system between uses, and if so, for how long?



Is the temperature of the wash water controlled?



Is there a build-up of organic material and other debris in the wash tanks?



Do animals and birds have access to wash water?

How wash water is discarded after use will also impact on the likelihood of cross-contamination
to equipment and produce from splash and aerosols.18
Many packhouses are investigating options to decrease water usage and reduce wastewater
tariff costs through the reuse of process water. Wastewater generated in packhouses is
characterized by a high presence of solids creating high turbidity and total suspended solids
(TSS) level and thus solids separation is the main focus in their water treatment. Traditionally,
solids separation processes are dependent on the density difference between the water and the
particles. Particles either have a higher density than water and will settle or will have a lower
density and float. In packhouse wastewater, many particles have a density that is very close to
that of water. In this case, to achieve a highly efficient process of solids separation, separation
by density difference is very challenging. However, there are ongoing innovations in this area.
Fruit Packaging Facility Water Use
The volume of water potentially used by a fruit packaging facility is heavily influenced by the
type of fruit being processed, season length, opportunity to integrate multiple fruit types (based
on season), and the level of recycled water introduced back into the system. As with other
facilities treated/potable supplies will also be required for:


Drinking, kitchen and amenities



Toilet flushing



Fire services, testing and top-up



Landscape garden watering



Other minor uses.

The objective of any prospective developer would be to maximise the utilisation of the facility,
optimise efficiency, and maximise returns. However, for a typical single crop three-month
packaging operation the water usage would be in the order of 5 ML for a relatively large facility.
Assuming a 12-month operation based on four sequential crops over the course of the year, this
would translate to an annual usage in the order of 20 ML.
Fruit Processing Facility Water Use
The volume of water potentially used by a fruit processing facility varies considerably and is
influenced by several factors such as the commodity processed, the process unit operations
used, the daily-production performance level, and the seasonal variation, for example growing
condition and crop age at harvest. Typically, a fruit processing facility will use in the order of
twice that of an equivalent packaging facility, in the order of 10 ML for a three-month crop
window or 40 ML/year if spread over four sequential crops over the course of the year.
Conceptually the area of Lots P and Q could support multiple operations. For the purposes of
estimating potential water demand it has been assumed that two packaging and two processing
facilities are developed and support 12 month/year operations generating an annual water
demand of 150 ML.

18

Guidelines for the management of microbial food safety in fruit packing houses
, T. Portman et al/WA Government DPIRD, 2002,
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4.4.4

Pulses and grains, storage, handling, processing, and transport – Lot I
(210.4 ha)

The size of Lot I provides capacity to support a range of pulse and grain related activities
including:


Multiple weighbridges and delivery points/dump pits for grain and pulse segregation



Grain and pulse sampling/testing facilities



Multiple storage and handling facilities including conveyors, augers etc



Grain/pulse blending facilities



Multiple pulse and grain processing facilities



Truck/rail/transport out-loading facilities



Cleaning and maintenance facilities



Office and administration.

Receival, Storage and Handling Facilities
Typically, these facilities have limited water needs outside of truck washdown and dust
suppression (together with office and amenities).
Processing
This could involve developing a pelletising feed production facility to enhance regional stock
feed rations and increase the robustness of regional supply chains. Currently, feed costs
constitute 60–70% of livestock production costs and technologies to improve nutrient and
energy uptake can result in significant economic benefits. 11.5–12 million tonnes of animal feed
are used in Australia per year (Stock Feed Manufacturers' Council of Australia), over 90% of
which is manufactured domestically. While traditional feed grains are in short supply, there are
significant quantities of agricultural residues (biomass) from crop wastes that contain significant
amounts of energy. However, the amount of energy that animals can extract from this material
is often limited by the poor digestibility of the material, which is dependent upon the composition
and structure of the fibres. Approximately 680 million tonnes of animal feed is produced globally
each year (GVP of $370 billion, Compound Annual Growth Rate of 3.7%), a technology that
improves the nutritional value, and hence dollar value of biomass offers potential opportunities.
Stock feed manufacture would be expected to deliver animal feed products that result in more
rapid weight gain in animals (initial focus on cattle and aquaculture products) and, hence,
deliver significant commercial benefit to feed producers and farmers at a regional scale initially
with capacity to expand.
Pulse and Grain Receival, Storage and Handling Facilities Water Use
For the purpose of generating an estimate of water use for these activities it is estimated that a
significant facility will use in the order of 10 ML/facility per annum with the vast majority of use
occurring during crop harvest windows.
Cattle Feed Processing Facility Water Use
The volume of water potentially used by a feed processing facility can vary considerably
depending upon the feed preparation process used. The different feed preparation processes
can be broadly defined as ‘wet’ (e.g., tempering, steam flaking, reconstitution) and dry’
processing (rolling).


Tempering - increases the moisture content of grain to 18–22% and requires the addition of
73 – 128 litres of water per tonne of grain (0.073 – 0.128 litres of water per kg of grain).
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Steam flaking - usually results in grain with a moisture content similar to that of tempered
grain (18–22 %) but may require up to twice the volume of water to account for that lost as
escaping steam.



Reconstitution - usually results in grain with a moisture content of 28–32%. Increasing the
moisture content of one tonne of grain from 12% to 30% requires approximately 257 litres
of additional water (0.257 litres of water per kg of feed).

Processing can also involve the addition of molasses-based feed supplements and vegetable oil
to enhance farm productivity in beef cattle, sheep, dairy cattle and other domestic livestock fed
under a variety of systems and with differing nutritional needs.
For Australian feedlots, average water for grain processing ranges from 90 to 390 l/t of grain
processed depending on the system employed, grain type, target moisture and management of
the system.
Conceptually the area of Lot I could support multiple operations. For the purposes of estimating
potential water demand it has been assumed that Lot I encompass:


Amenities and landscaping for 40 full time staff at 150 litres/person/day for 275 days i.e. 1.7
ML/annum



4 x grain/pulse receivals, storage and handling facilities i.e., 4 ML/annum



3 x grains/pulse processing facilities assuming an average water for grain/pulse processing
of 240 litres/t of grain processed and processing approximately 60,000 tonnes of
grain/pulses i.e., 14.4 ML/annum.

A review of development application for stockfeed manufacturing on site showed less than 0.5
ML/a for processing currently being used.

4.5

Demand Unit Rates

Unit rates for the above potential activities were formulated and are provided below in Table 4-2.
It should be noted, CQIP provided estimated consumption for parties that have expressed
interest in establishing at the CQIP Industrial Estate. These figures are as follows:


Industrial laundry: 135 kL/d



Waste to energy: 10 kL/d



Stockfeed manufacturing: 1000 L/d



Intermodal operation: 5000 L/d



Heavy plant maintenance: 1000 L/d

The stockfeed manufacturing, and intermodal operation figures have been adopted for use as
per the following table.
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Table 4-2 Land Use Water Demand Unit Rates
Land Use

Unit Rate

Beef Processing/Abattoir

150 ML/yr

GHD Meat Processing Similar
Project

Cotton gin

21 ML/yr

NT Farmers Association –
Business Case for the
Construction of a Cotton Gin in
the Northern Territory (2019)
Business Case for the
Construction of a Cotton Gin in
the Northern Territory (PWC,
2019)

Fruit grading and packing

150 ML/yr

GHD Fruit Grading and Packing
Similar Project

Sorghum stockfeed processing

0.365 ML/yr

CQIP Estimated Consumption

Wheat/pulse storage and
handling, stockfeed processing
or milling

10 ML/yr

CQIP Estimated Consumption

Graincorp

54.75 ML/yr

CQIP Estimated Consumption

Intermodal Facility

1.825 ML/a

CQIP Estimated Consumption

31.5 ML/yr

Pilbara Truck Wash Feasibility
Assessment (2017), Pilbara Truck
Wash Feasibility Assessment
report , PDC.pdf (agric.wa.gov.au)

Truck wash facility

Notes

Typical gin requires 9.5 L/s per second to meet peak water
demand. Assumed 600 hours per year

Assuming 12-hour operation of the truck wash per day

Source
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Land Use

Unit Rate

Warehousing

0.125 L/d/m2

Machinery workshop

4.6 L/d/m2

Concrete batching plant

4.6 L/d/m2

Fast food service

10 L/d/m2

Laundromat

0.7 L/d/m2

Notes

Source

Townsville City Council
Representative (2019), Irwin and
De Jong (2019) Townsville's
water supply and sewerage
demand by land use (191010).pdf
(intersearch.com.au)
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4.6

Demand Determination

4.6.1

Methods of Assessment

Potential water demands for the YEA site were developed on both a Planning Scheme and
Land-use basis. The demands presented in the following section have been revised down
following a Demand Meeting held on 31 March, 2021.
Planning Scheme Basis
To capture major agricultural processes within the demand assessment, each of the above
facility types (Table 4-2) were assigned to a relevant YEA lot considering facility size. Three
truck washes were assigned to the YEA as a whole. This in turn left demand for the remainder
of the YEA (general industry) to be calculated.
CMDG19 outlines the following unit rates as applicable to CHRC:


AD = 2500 L/ET/d



MDMM = 4000 L/EP/d (1.6 x AD).

Utilising the Planning Scheme’s unit rates for land zoned Industry Investigation (10 EDUs/ha)
and Special Industry (10 EDUs/ha) in combination with the above unit rates, a water demand
can be determined for the YEA balance. Note that 1 EDU = 1 EP, 1 x ET = 2.9 EP and that only
70% of balance land is considered developable. As per the previous ‘Yamala Enterprise Area
Land use and infrastructure assessment’, approximately 450 ha has been removed, in total,
from the demand estimate to account for potential Open Space.
See Table 4-3 below for resulting demands.

19

D11 WATER DESIGN (cmdg.com.au) 2020
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Table 4-3 Planning Scheme Basis Demand Assessment

Lot

Zone

Area
(ha)

Beef
Processing
150

Cotton
Ginning

Fruit
Grading
and
Packing

Sorghum
Wheat/
Intermodal
stockfeed
pulse
Grain Corp
Facility
processing processing

Central
Services

Potential AD
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand AD
(ML/d)

Potential
MDMM
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
MDMM (ML/d)

181.5

0.497

181.5

0.497

0.0

0.000

0.0

0.000

86.3

0.236

138.1

0.378

178.2

0.488

285.1

0.781

1.8

0.005

2.9

0.008

21.0

0.058

33.6

0.092

44.5

0.122

71.2

0.195

56.9

0.156

91.1

0.250

10.4

0.028

10.4

0.028

A

Lot 1
SP210526

Industry
Investigation

673

B

Lot 2
SP224248

Industry
Investigation

338

C

Lot 1
SP282150

Special
Industry

47.5

D

Lot 56
SP314246

Special
Industry

133.8

E

Lot 3
SP314246

Special
Industry

31.2

F

Lot 5
SP308983

Special
Industry

120.8

G

Lot 4
SP314246

Special
Industry

20.2

H

Lot 1
SP308958

Industry
Investigation

15.2

I

Lot 10
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

210.4

J

Lot 11
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

80.5

144.5

0.396

144.5

0.396

K

Lot 9
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

40

88.1

0.241

141.0

0.386

L

Lot 8
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

40

88.1

0.241

141.0

0.386

M

Lot 7
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

40

88.1

0.241

141.0

0.386

N

Lot 6
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

40

88.1

0.241

141.0

0.386

O

Lot 5
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

40

88.1

0.241

141.0

0.386

P

Lot 12
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

102.6

75

75.0

0.205

75.0

0.205

Q

Lot 13
RP867798

Industry
Investigation

105.9

75

75.0

0.205

75.0

0.205

1315.6

3.604

1813.2

4.968

54.75

1.83
21

56.94
0.365

10

Note it is anticipated that water demands throughout the YEA will be fairly constant (no demand peaks experienced).
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Land-use based Analysis
In addition to the above analysis, several other water demand scenarios were considered,
taking into account actual general industry (auxiliary service) unit rates as opposed to unit rates
as per CMDG/Planning Scheme to calculate general industry demand. Three scenarios were
considered, each applying a differing contributing area percentage for general industry land
uses to YEA balance. These land uses are defined as follows:


Warehousing – 0.46 ML/ha/a



Medium Industry – 3.2 ML/ha/a



Heavy Industry (e.g., concrete batching plant, machinery workshop) – 16.9 ML/ha/a.

A specific land use calculation was performed for the central services on Block H. As per the
planning scheme, only 70% of the 15 ha site is available for development, allowing a building
development of 10.5 ha. This was divided into:


Laundromat: 5000 m2



Fast Food & Service Station: 30,000 m2



Truck Wash: 20,000 m2



Warehousing: 50,000 m2

Using the unit rates from Table 4-2, the total water use for the site was calculated.
General industry contributing percentage breakdowns for the three scenarios are outlined in
Table 4-4 below.
Table 4-4 General Industry contributing percentages
General Industry
Land Use

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Light Industry
(Warehousing)

80%

50%

90%

Medium Industry

10%

45%

7%

Heavy Industry

10%

5%

3%

See Table 4-5 below for resulting demands noting that as above, the following demand
analyses remain consistent:


Removal of open space from lots for demand calculation



Only 70% of balance land is considered developable



Major agricultural process demands consistent (remain the same as per Planning Scheme
Basis assessment) in regard to both demand magnitude and location of demand.
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Table 4-5 Land-Use Basis Demand Assessment
Scenario 1

Lot

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Zone

Area
(ha)

Potential
AD (ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
AD
(ML/d)

Potential
MDMM
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
MDMM
(ML/d)

Potential
AD
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
AD
(ML/d)

Potential
MDMM
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
MDMM
(ML/d)

Potential
AD
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
AD
(ML/d)

Potential
MDMM
(ML/yr)

Potential
Demand
MDMM
(ML/d)

A

Lot 1 SP210526

Industry Investigation

673

181.5

0.50

181.5

0.5

181.5

0.5

181.5

0.5

181.5

0.5

181.5

0.5

B

Lot 2 SP224248

Industry Investigation

338

0.0

0.00

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

C

Lot 1 SP282150

Special Industry

47.5

86.3

0.24

138.1

0.4

86.3

0.2

138.1

0.4

86.3

0.2

138.1

0.4

D

Lot 56 SP314246

Special Industry

133.8

134.2

0.37

214.8

0.59

141.0

0.39

225.6

0.62

64.4

0.18

103.1

0.28

E

Lot 3 SP314246

Special Industry

31.2

1.8

0.01

2.9

0.0

1.8

0.0

2.9

0.0

1.8

0.0

2.9

0.0

F

Lot 5 SP308983

Special Industry

120.8

21.0

0.06

33.6

0.1

21.0

0.1

33.6

0.1

21.0

0.1

33.6

0.1

G

Lot 4 SP314246

Special Industry

20.2

33.5

0.09

53.6

0.15

35.2

0.10

56.3

0.15

16.1

0.04

25.7

0.07

H

Lot 1 SP308958

Industry Investigation

15.2

56.9

0.16

91.1

0.25

56.9

0.16

91.1

0.25

56.9

0.16

91.1

0.25

I

Lot 10 RP867798

Industry Investigation

210.4

10.4

0.03

10.4

0.0

10.4

0.0

10.4

0.0

10.4

0.0

10.4

0.0

J

Lot 11 RP867798

Industry Investigation

80.5

108.8

0.30

174.2

0.48

114.3

0.31

182.9

0.50

52.3

0.14

83.6

0.23

K

Lot 9 RP867798

Industry Investigation

40

66.4

0.18

106.2

0.29

69.7

0.19

111.5

0.31

31.9

0.09

51.0

0.14

L

Lot 8 RP867798

Industry Investigation

40

66.4

0.18

106.2

0.29

69.7

0.19

111.5

0.31

31.9

0.09

51.0

0.14

M

Lot 7 RP867798

Industry Investigation

40

66.4

0.18

106.2

0.29

69.7

0.19

111.5

0.31

31.9

0.09

51.0

0.14

N

Lot 6 RP867798

Industry Investigation

40

66.4

0.18

106.2

0.29

69.7

0.19

111.5

0.31

31.9

0.09

51.0

0.14

O

Lot 5 RP867798

Industry Investigation

40

66.4

0.18

106.2

0.29

69.7

0.19

111.5

0.31

31.9

0.09

51.0

0.14

P

Lot 12 RP867798

Industry Investigation

102.6

75.0

0.21

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

Q

Lot 13 RP867798

Industry Investigation

105.9

75.0

0.21

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

75.0

0.2

Total

1116.4

3.1

1581.1

4.3

1147.0

3.1

1630.0

4.5

800.1

2.2

1075.0

2.9
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A summary of the above assessments is provided below in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6 Demand Assessment Summary
Planning
Scheme
Basis

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Total AD
(ML/yr)

1,320

1,210

1,150

810

Total AD
(ML/d)

3.60

3.40

3.20

2.20

Demand

Land-Use Basis

.
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5.

Indicative Water Demand Profile
Developments such as those proposed for the YEA typically occur over an extended timeframe
as markets, opportunities and investors emerge. Other similar developments in other regions
have been in place for over 30 years and still haven’t reached their full development capacity.
For the purpose of generating a water demand profile it has been assumed that:


The area assigned to the Special Industry Zone aligns with the first stage of development
which occurs over a 5-year period



Remaining area is developed incrementally over the following twenty years.

Based on the above assumptions Table 5-1 provides a corresponding potential water demand
profile for the YEA.
Table 5-1 Potential water demand profile for the YEA
Year

2022

2027

2032

2037

2042

2047

Water Demand (ML/d)

0

1.01

1.66

2.31

2.96

3.61

Water Demand (ML/y)

0

368

605

842

1079

1316
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6.

Summary
This report has presented analysis of potential development and associated water demand for
the YEA.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of this report

The purpose of this report is to provide information to assist Central Highlands Regional Council in making an
informed decision regarding the supply of water to the Yamala Enterprise Area (YEA). This report reviews
infrastructure requirements to bring water from identified supply sources to the site, along with the site-specific
infrastructure needs. This report presents:
1.

Review of applicable design guidelines.

2.

Assessment of expected on-site demand

3.

Assessment of potential potable demands

4.

Development of options, and sizing of required infrastructure for each option

5.

High level Cost comparisons

6.

Multi-criteria assessment of all options

1.2

Scope and limitations

This report has been prepared by GHD for Central Highlands Regional Council and may only be used and relied
on by Central Highlands Regional Council for the purpose agreed between GHD and Central Highlands Regional
Council as set out in section 1.1 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Central Highlands Regional Council arising in
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically detailed
in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered and
information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation to update this
report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by GHD
described in this report (refer section(s) 1.3 of this report). GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
GHD has prepared the preliminary cost estimates set out in section 5 of this report (“Cost Estimate”) using
information reasonably available to the GHD employee(s) who prepared this report; and based on assumptions
and judgments made by GHD.
The Cost Estimate has been prepared for the purpose of comparative costing and must not be used for any other
purpose.
The Cost Estimate is a preliminary estimate only. Actual prices, costs and other variables may be different to those
used to prepare the Cost Estimate and may change. Unless as otherwise specified in this report, no detailed
quotation has been obtained for actions identified in this report. GHD does not represent, warrant or guarantee
that the project can or will be undertaken at a cost which is the same or less than the Cost Estimate.
Where estimates of potential costs are provided with an indicated level of confidence, notwithstanding the
conservatism of the level of confidence selected as the planning level, there remains a chance that the cost will be
greater than the planning estimate, and any funding would not be adequate. The confidence level considered to be
most appropriate for planning purposes will vary depending on the conservatism of the user and the nature of the
project. The user should therefore select appropriate confidence levels to suit their particular risk profile.

1.3

Assumptions

Assumptions used in preparing this report have been stated throughout the document where relevant.
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2.

Design Criteria

The aim of this project was to determine a preferred option to supply water to the users at the YEA. The
infrastructure that has been sized is broken into two components of the supply:
–

Bulk Transfer (supply from source to the YEA)

–

Distribution Network (on-site supply to users at YEA)

The infrastructure included in each of the components are listed below:
–

–

Bulk Transfer
•

Bulk Transfer pumps

•

Bulk Transfer supply mains

•

Reservoir Storage (Ground Level)

Distribution Network
•

Treatment Plant

•

Distribution Booster Pump Station

•

Distribution Mains

The Capricorn Municipal Development Guidelines (CMDG) – Water Supply Network guidelines have been used to
design the required infrastructure for the options development. This section will detail these criteria/standards.

2.1

Demands

The design demands that have been used are detailed in Table 1 (extracted from CMDG Table D11.07.01 –
Design Demands).
Table 1

Design Demands (CMDG)

Mean Day Max Month (MDMM)

Max Day (MD)

Max Hour (MH)

1.6xAD

1.85xAD

1.5xMD

2.2

Bulk Transfer Infrastructure Capacity Requirements

The CMDG – Water Supply Network guidelines do not specify capacity requirements for trunk infrastructure. As
such, trunk infrastructure capacity requirements have been assessed against Department of Energy and Water
Supply (DEWS) guidelines, with a summary of key infrastructure needs provided below.
Table 2

Pump and Pipeline Parameters

Parameter

Value

Pump Parameters
Bulk Transfer Pumps

MDMM over 20 hrs

Pipeline Parameters
Bulk Transfer Supply Mains

MDMM over 20 hrs

Maximum Velocity

2.5 m/s

Reservoir Storage (Ground Level)

3 (PD – MDMM) + Fire Fighting Storage (see Table 3)

Table D11.07.03 Fire Fighting Requirements in the CDMG, does not contain any criteria for CHRC. Therefore, the
minimum fire provisions provided in Section 6.6.3 of the Planning Guidelines for Water Supply and Sewerage
(DEWS, 2014) will be used. These guidelines include the following:
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Table 3

Fire Fighting Requirements

Flow Provision

Residual Required
Pressure

Duration

Emergency Storage
Volume

30 L/s

12 m

4 hrs

0.432 ML

2.3

Distribution Network Capacity Requirements

Table 4 contains a summary of key infrastructure sizing requirements for the distribution network at the YEA. This
sizing has been based on guidelines from the CMDG – Water Supply Network guidelines, and also the
Department of Energy and Water Supply (DEWS) guidelines
Table 4

Distribution Network Parameters

Parameter

Value

Treatment Plant

MDMM over 20 hours

Distribution Booster Pump Station

PH + fireflow
PH + fireflow

Distribution Mains
Max velocity 2.5 m/s @ PH
Minimum Design Pressure

22 m

Maximum Desirable Pressure

50 m

Absolute Maximum Pressure

80 m
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3.

Demand

An assessment of the potential future water demands for the YEA was undertaken as part of this project, in the
report ‘Yamala Enterprise Area Water Demand Assessment’ (GHD, 2021). Demands were determined for a range
of scenarios regarding development profiles with the following resulting demand:
Table 5

Demand Assessment Summary

Planning Scheme
Basis

Demand

Land-Use Basis
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Baseline
Development profile
for major uses, plus
balance lots
developed with
demand at Planning
Scheme Rate of 10
EP/Ha (8620 L/ha/d)

Baseline
Development profile
for major uses, plus
balance lots
developed 80% light
industry, 10% medium
impact industry and
10% high impact
industry

Baseline
Development profile
for major uses, plus
balance lots
developed 50% light
industry, 45% medium
impact industry and
5% high impact
industry

Baseline
Development profile
for major uses, plus
balance lots
developed 90% light
industry, 7% medium
impact industry and
3% high impact
industry

Total AD (ML/year)

1,320

1,210

1,150

810

Total AD (ML/d)

3.60

3.40

3.20

2.20

Description

For the purpose of the Business Case development, to be conservative, the worst-case demand profile (Planning
Scheme Basis) was taken. An assumed development rate (as per Section 3.2) was applied to determine full site
supply requirements. It should be noted detailed economic assessment or market assessment hasn't been
undertaken to justify the proposed development rates and potential uptake.

3.1

Demand and development profile

For the purpose of development of the business case, it was necessary to assume a development profile and
staging at the YEA. Given that the Central Queensland Inland Port development is underway with subdivided lots
in place, along with existing uses on site, it is assumed that this would be the first stage of development. It is
further assumed that this would occur over a 5-year period from 2022, with the remaining development taking a
further 20 years. The stages comprise the following lots, as per Figure 1.

Figure 1

YEA Lot Identification
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The staging is as follows:
1.

Stage 1: CQIP (Lots C, D, E, F, G, H)

2.

Stage 2: All remaining lots (Lots A, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q)

Table 6 details the demands for both Stage 1, and the ultimate (at the conclusion of Stage 2).
Table 6

Demand Calculations

Potential AD
(ML/yr)

Potential AD
(ML/d)

Potential
MDMM
(ML/yr)

Potential
MDMM (ML/d)

MDMM (ML/d)
in 20 hrs

MDMM (L/s)
in 20 hrs

Method 1

367.73

1.01

588.37

1.61

1.93

23

Scenario 1

312.80

0.86

500.47

1.37

1.65

20

Scenario 2

321.22

0.88

513.96

1.41

1.69

20

Scenario 3

225.59

0.62

360.94

0.99

1.19

14

Method 1

1315.64

3.60

2105.02

5.77

6.92

81

Scenario 1

1116.39

3.06

1786.22

4.89

5.87

68

Scenario 2

1146.96

3.14

1835.13

5.03

6.03

70

Scenario 3

800.08

2.19

1280.13

3.51

4.21

49

Stage 1 Demands

Ultimate Demands

3.2

Demand Profile

For the purpose of generating a water demand profile it has been assumed that:
–

The area assigned to the CQIP aligns with the first stage of development which occurs over a 5-year period

–

Remaining area is developed incrementally over the following twenty years.

Based on the above assumptions, Table 7 provides a corresponding potential water demand profile for the YEA,
with Figure 2 displaying this profile.
Table 7

Potential water demand profile for the YEA

Year

2027

2032

2037

2042

2047

Water Demand
(ML/d)

1.01

1.66

2.31

2.96

3.60

Water Demand
(ML/y)

367.73

604.71

841.68

1078.66

1315.64
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Figure 2

3.3

Demand Profile

Potable Treatment

A Potable/Non-Potable split was undertaken to determine the approximate potable supply that would be required
for the YEA if a potable supply option was selected. An analysis utilising the Plumbing Code of Australia, Volume 3
2019 – Amendment 1 (National Construction Code, 2020) and the Managing the work environment and facilities –
Code of Practice (Workplace Health and Safety Queensland, 2021) was undertaken, with the results displayed in
Table 8. This analysis found that per lot in the YEA, 0.0034 ML/d of potable supply would be required, with
0.0571 ML/d required across the entire YEA, resulting in approximately 1% of potable to non-potable supply. In the
estimate, 5% was utilised for a conservative approach.
Table 8

Potable/Non-Potable breakdown

Number per
site

Flow Rate
per Facility
(L/d)

Flushes/day
(Toilets
only)

Total Usage
Per Lot
(L/d)

Total Usage
Per Lot
(ML/d)

Toilets

2

600

100

1200

0.0012

1 per 20 males, 1 per 15
females

Wash
basins

2

540

1080

0.0011

6.5L for a full flush, 3.5 L for a
reduced flush (B1.2, NCC Vol
3)

Kitchen
water
supply

1

540

540

0.0005

Assume 20 workers per site,
5 flushes per day each, 100
flushes

0.0005

1 per 30 males, 1 per 30
females, max flow rate of
9L/min (B1.3, NCC Vol 3),
assume on for 1 hour max
per day

Shower
facilities

1

540

540

Per Lot

0.0034

Total YEA (17 Lots)

0.0571

% of Potable to Non-Potable

Notes

1%
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4.

Infrastructure Options and Sizing

4.1

Source Options Considered

The ‘Yamala Enterprise Area Supply Source Review Report’ (GHD, 2021) proposed a shortlist of 12 supply
options. From these options, a total of 3 options were considered suitable for supply. These options are detailed in
the following table.
Table 9

Shortlisted Considered Options

Option
Number

Option Description

Constraints

Viability

Progressed?

1

All YEA water
demand is sourced
from unallocated
strategic surface
water reserve for
State purpose

Required to demonstrate
State Purpose (e.g.,
Business Case to support
application), would require
IQQM modelling to support
case and subsequent
consideration by
DNRME/DRDMW.

Not considered further as state reserves
typically for securing water for urban
supplies in the long term.

No

2

Strategic
unallocated surface
water for Indigenous
purposes

As per above plus support
from relevant traditional
owner group.

Not considered further as state reserves
typically for securing water for urban
supplies in the long term.

No

3

Strategic
unallocated
groundwater reserve

As per above plus volumes
and water quality issues
identified.

Not considered further.

No

4

General unallocated
groundwater

As per above.

Not considered further

No

5

Accessing water via
the temporary
transfer market

Amounts available subject
to seasonal conditions.

Considered that this option would not
provide the level of water security
ultimately required to drive business
investment in the YEA. Potential
opportunity as a ‘stop-gap’ measure
during early development phase.
To be considered as part of long-term
infrastructure action plan

No

6

Purchase high
security water
allocation from
willing
sellers/miners.

High level of underutilisation but little is sold.

Not viable – allocation is ultimately held
by Sunwater. Miner also expected to hold
allocations until mine closure.
Monitor the freeing up of water from mine
usage as part of long-term supply plan.

No

7

Purchase general
security (medium
priority) water
allocation from
willing sellers within
the NMWSS and
convert to high
priority water
allocation.

Any volumes paid for
would be reduced by
conversion factor of 1:3
(1/3).
This would reduce the
water allocation available
to irrigators.

Option to consider the conversion of
water to HP. Consider access off
Weemah Channel with offstream storage
to account for supply outages expected
in the channel.

Yes

8

Trade allocations to
facilitate increased
take at Emerald
Treatment Plants

Allocations either through
trading or potentially a
larger increase of strategic
reserve, if this is sought for
the town itself.

Consider as basis of cost comparison,
however unlikely to need a full potable
supply on site.

Yes

9

Negotiate supply
arrangement with

Requires obtaining an
allocation from Sunwater

Potential solution. New pump station
and pipeline from Nogoa River.

Yes
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Option
Number

Option Description

Constraints

Viability

Progressed?

Sunwater direct from
the river
10

Stormwater
Harvesting

Capped at 50 ML per
annum and only suitable
for 15 Ha sites or less.

Due to a need to install a system on
every site, and take limitations of 50
ML/a, it is deemed that this solution
would not be a viable supply to the YEA,
when compared to central servicing
options.

No

11

Rainwater Tanks

Limited supply available
from rainwater harvesting.
Subject to available roof
capture area.
May be suitable for
sanitation and drinking
water only, provided there
is sufficient buildings area
to service anticipated
worker demand.

Not considered a bulk supply option for
YEA. CHRC may decide to continue the
provisioning of rain tanks on
developments however recommended
that a justification of tank size/investment
vs. demand applies to proposed
developments.

No

12

Recycled Water
(STP Effluent)

Unviable, insufficient
volumes

Not considered further

No

Following this shortlisting, feasible source options as permitted in the Fitzroy Water Plan were identified.
Thereafter, based on the identified sources, GHD determined possible methods of taking water from these
locations to the site. The finalised list of possible supply options is therefore shown in Table 10.
Table 10

GHD
Shortlist
Option
Number

7

8

9

Supply Options

Option Description

Purchase general security (medium priority)
water allocation from willing sellers within the
NMWSS and convert to high priority water
allocation.

Trade allocations to facilitate increased take at
Emerald Treatment Plants

Supply
Option
Number

Option Description

2A

Raw supply from Emerald urban supply
location at Selma Weir

4A

Raw supply from Weemah Channel

3A

Potable connection at Opal St WTP

3B

Raw supply from Opal St WTP supernatant

3C

Supply from Opal St WTP potable
supernatant

1A

Raw supply from Nogoa River (GHD selected
alignment)

1B

Raw supply from Nogoa River (Sunwater
selected alignment)

Negotiate supply arrangement with Sunwater
direct from the river

The two Nogoa River supply options are based on two differing alignments: one assumed by GHD (1A), and one
provided from correspondence with Sunwater (1B).
The supply options from the Opal St WTP supernatant have been included following correspondence from CHRC.
These options will be described further in Section 4.3
Infrastructure has therefore been sized for the seven supply options developed. This will be detailed in the
following sections.
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4.2

Assessment of Infrastructure Needs

4.2.1

Staging

Staging of development at the YEA has been a key consideration as part of this project. A comparison between
building to ultimate (construction of infrastructure to full supply size) or staging of the project was completed,
determining how the sizing would vary between the two options. The difference in the infrastructure sizing is
shown below.
Table 11

Ultimate vs Staging Pipeline Sizing

Ultimate
Demand
Scenario

Stage 1

Stage 2

Required
Diameter
(mm)

Pipe
Diameter
(mm)

Required
Diameter
(mm)

Pipe
Diameter
(mm)

Required
Diameter
(mm)

Pipe
Diameter
(mm)

Method 1

321.14

300

171.13

250

271.75

250

Scenario 1

294.25

300

159.58

250

247.22

250

Scenario 2

298.54

300

159.58

250

252.31

250

Scenario 3

249.78

250

133.51

200

211.10

200

Staging was determined as the preferred option, with the YEA to be developed across two stages. The first stage,
consisting of lots making up CQIP, is assumed to be developed over a five-year period commencing in 2022.
Following this, from 2027 to 2047, the remaining area will be developed incrementally. As seen in Figure 3, Stage
1 infrastructure would be constructed in 2022, while Stage 2 infrastructure would be constructed in 2027, and be
suitable for the ultimate design.

Figure 3

4.2.2

Infrastructure Staging

Water Allocations

Water allocations from providers including Sunwater and Fairbairn Irrigation Network have been considered in the
options assessment. It has been assumed that the allocation will be purchased to cover demands required for
Stage 1 in 2022, then another purchase in 2027 to supply Stage 2 demands for 10 years, and then a final
purchase to cater for the ultimate demands in 2037. Figure 4 displays the water allocation staging.
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Figure 4

4.3

Water Allocation Staging

Final Source Option Selection

AS discussed in Section 4.1, the following are the proposed options for source supply to the YEA:
1.

Option 1A – Raw supply from Nogoa River (GHD selected alignment)

2.

Option 1B – Raw supply from Nogoa River (Sunwater selected alignment)

3.

Option 2A – Raw supply from Weemah Channel

4.

Option 3A – Potable connection at Opal St WTP

5.

Option 3B – Raw supply from Opal St WTP supernatant

6.

Option 3C – Supply from Opal St WTP potable supernatant

7.

Option 4A – Raw supply from Emerald urban supply location at Selma Weir

This section will detail the infrastructure required for each of the supply options, with the infrastructure sized
initially for Stage 1, and then any additional infrastructure required for Stage 2. Infrastructure common to all
options is shown in Table 12.
Table 12

Common Infrastructure

Infrastructure Component

Stage 1

Stage 2

Transfer Mains

DN250

DN250 + DN250

Raw Water Reservoir

3.14 ML

*Full size constructed in Stage 1

4.3.1

Option 1A – Raw supply from Nogoa River (GHD Alignment)

Option 1A involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from Nogoa River. The infrastructure required for
this option includes:
–

Channel intake structure/pump station

–

110 ML offstream storage

–

22,800 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

This option includes the taking of water from Nogoa River, at the end of Bauhinias Road. The river has a
mandated period of at least 3 weeks per year where no water can be extracted, thus a 110 ML offstream storage
is required to be constructed in close proximity to the channel to buffer the shortfalls in supply. An intake consisting
of a screen, and 2 No. submersible pumps pumping the water into the transfer mains would be used to transfer
water from the river into the offstream storage. From the storage, water would be transferred through transfer
mains, buried DN250 pipelines (ultimate), and run through the Bauhinias Road corridor to the Capricorn Highway,
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then in the northern road corridor of the Capricorn Highway. The transfer mains will enter the YEA approximately
2.3 km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water entering an on-site raw water
storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2 SP224248, at an elevation of
approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site (based on elevation data from Queensland
Globe).

4.3.2

Option 1B – Raw supply from Nogoa River (Sunwater
Alignment)

Option 1B involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from Nogoa River. The infrastructure required for
this option includes:
–

Channel intake structure/pump station

–

110 ML offstream storage

–

18,900 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

This option includes the taking of water from Nogoa River, in the easement between Lot/Plan 1SP117842 and
6DSN808887. The river has a mandated period of at least 3 weeks per year where no water can be extracted,
thus a 110 ML offstream storage is required to be constructed in close proximity to the channel to buffer the
shortfalls in supply. An intake consisting of a screen, and 2 No. submersible pumps pumping the water into the
transfer mains would be used to transfer water from the river into the offstream storage. From the storage, water
would be transferred through transfer mains, buried DN250 pipelines (ultimate), and run through the road corridor
from Codenwarra Road, through to Foleys Road, then in the northern road corridor of the Capricorn Highway. The
transfer mains will enter the YEA approximately 2.3 km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn
Highway, with water entering an on-site raw water storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern
corner of Lot 2 SP224248, at an elevation of approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site
(based on elevation data from Queensland Globe).

4.3.3

Option 2A – Raw supply from Weemah Channel

Option 2A involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from Weemah Channel. The infrastructure
required for this option includes:
–

Channel intake structure/pump station

–

110 ML offstream storage

–

13,400 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

This option includes the taking of water from the Weemah Channel, near Foleys Road and Lot/Plan 1SP117842.
The channel is operated by Fairbairn Irrigation Network Ltd and has a mandated shut-down period of at least 3
weeks per year for maintenance, thus a 110 ML offstream storage is required to be constructed in close proximity
to the channel to buffer the shortfalls in supply. A small intake consisting of a mechanical weir and bore pump
configuration would be constructed at the channel and pumped into the storage. From the storage, the water
would be transferred through transfer mains, buried DN250 pipelines (ultimate), and will run through the northern
road corridor of the Capricorn Highway. The transfer mains will enter the YEA approximately 2.3 km west from
Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water entering an on-site raw water storage. This reservoir
is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2 SP224248, at an elevation of approximately RL 200 m,
determined to be the highest point on site (based on elevation data from Queensland Globe).

4.3.4

Option 3A – Potable connection at Opal St WTP

Option 3 involves the supply of the YEA with potable water directly from the Emerald Water Treatment Plant at
Opal Street. Currently, Opal St WTP treats 7.26 ML/d, and has a capacity of 20 ML/d, leaving 12.74 ML/d spare
capacity for used at the YEA, which is larger than the required 6.92 ML/d (MDMM in 20 hours). The infrastructure
required for this option includes:
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–

Booster pump station at Opal St WTP

–

23,000 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

–

On-site re-chlorination facility

This option includes the taking of water from the Opal St WTP clear water line and transferring through a booster
pump station into buried DN250 transfer mains (ultimate). These mains would run through the road corridors of
Opal St, Max Gorlick Drive, and the Capricorn Highway to the YEA. The transfer mains will enter the YEA
approximately 2.3 km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water entering an on-site
raw water storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2 SP224248, at an elevation of
approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site (based on elevation data from Queensland
Globe). A re-chlorination facility will be required on site to ensure the water quality remains at an appropriate
potable level following the transfer.

4.3.5

Option 3B – Raw supply from Opal St WTP supernatant

Option 3B involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from the existing Emerald Opal St WTP
supernatant. The infrastructure required for this option includes:
–

Booster pump station at Opal St WTP

–

23,000 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

–

On-site dewatering treatment

This option includes the taking of water from the Opal St WTP supernatant, and transferring through a booster
pump station into buried DN250 transfer mains (ultimate). These mains would run through the road corridors of
Opal St, Max Gorlick Drive, and the Capricorn Highway to the YEA. The transfer mains will enter the YEA
approximately 2.3 km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water entering an on-site
raw water storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2 SP224248, at an elevation of
approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site (based on elevation data from Queensland
Globe). Dewatering treatment will be required on site to ensure the supernatant is of a standard appropriate to
supply to users.

4.3.6

Option 3C – Supply from Opal St WTP potable supernatant

Option 3C involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from the existing Emerald Opal St WTP
supernatant. The infrastructure required for this option includes:
–

Booster pump station at Opal St WTP

–

23,000 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

–

On-site UV treatment

This option includes the taking of water from the Opal St WTP supernatant, and transferring through a booster
pump station into buried DN250 transfer mains (ultimate). These mains would run through the road corridors of
Opal St, Max Gorlick Drive, and the Capricorn Highway to the YEA. The transfer mains will enter the YEA
approximately 2.3 km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water entering an on-site
raw water storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2 SP224248, at an elevation of
approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site (based on elevation data from Queensland
Globe). Additional treatment (UV) will be required on site to retreat the supernatant to standard.

4.3.7

Option 4A – Raw supply from Emerald urban supply location at
Selma Weir

Option 4A involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from the existing Emerald Town supply location
at Selma’s Weir. The infrastructure required for this option includes:
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–

River intake structure/pump station

–

24,700 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

–

On-site water storage

This option includes the taking of water from the Nogoa River at a wet-well, intake structure just upstream of
Selma Weir. This intake would include a screen, with 2 No. submersible pumps pumping the water into the transfer
mains. These transfer mains, buried DN250 pipelines (ultimate), will run through the road corridors of Pressler
Road, Rifle Range Road, Campbell Ford Drive, Peacey Road, and the Capricorn Highway. The transfer mains will
enter the YEA approximately 2.3 km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water
entering an on-site raw water storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2
SP224248, at an elevation of approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site (based on
elevation data from Queensland Globe).

4.4

Potable versus non potable supply

Previously, it was decided that there would be a potable and non-potable supply to the YEA. The proposed land
uses in the YEA are for the vast majority agricultural industrial users, and as such do not specifically require a
potable supply. Additionally, GHD completed a comparison into potable requirements for industrial users, with the
percentage of potable supply to non-potable being just 1% (see Section 3.3), with manufacturers usually providing
their own specific treatments as required by their industry. As such, the distribution network across the YEA has
been assessed as a non-potable scheme. This is further confirmed within the whole of life costing assessment in
section 5.

4.5

Distribution Options

GHD has considered a high-level comparison of a number of options for possible distribution on site, to complete a
holistic look at the site operation. The following options have been considered:
1.

Dual Supply

2.

Non-Potable

3.

Potable

This section will detail each of the above options for the ultimate distribution supply.

4.5.1

Dual Supply

The dual supply option considers the supply of both potable and non-potable water to the industrial users within
the YEA. The infrastructure required in this option is as follows:
–

On-site Booster Pump Station

–

Water Treatment Plant (including Coagulation, Flocculation, Chlorination, and UV)

–

Potable Storage

–

Reticulation network (as per description in Section 4.6)

The water that is required for potable supply would be taken from the raw water storage considered in the source
options, and treated, before being supplied to users through a potable reticulation network (assumed to be DN100
pipework following the same alignments as the non-potable pipework).

4.5.2

Non-Potable

The non-potable supply option considers the supply of non-potable water to the industrial users within the YEA.
The infrastructure required in this option is as follows:
–

On-site Booster Pump Station

–

Reticulation network (as per description in Section 4.6)

The water would be transferred from the raw water storage through a booster pump station, before being supplied
to users through a non-potable network.
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4.5.3

Potable

The potable supply option considers the supply of potable water to the industrial users within the YEA. The
infrastructure required in this option is as follows:
–

On-site Booster Pump Station

–

Water Treatment Plant (including Coagulation, Flocculation, Chlorination, and UV)

–

Potable Storage

–

Reticulation network (as per description in Section 4.6)

The water would be transferred from the raw water storage to a water treatment plant, before being supplied to
users through a booster pump station, and then a potable network.

4.6

Reticulation Network

A high-level investigation into the reticulation network requirements on site at the YEA was undertaken. A
WaterCAD model was developed to determine the infrastructure sizing of the reticulation network (pipework and
pressure booster pump). The network was set out in the model as per Figure 5. This network is considered at a
high level to enable options comparison. It will require further detailed assessment by CHRC once a master plan
for the site is confirmed.

Figure 5

Reticulation Network Layout

The previously determined demands for each lot, were placed on junctions. A steady state and fire flow scenario
were run to determine the preferred sizing of pipework based on elevation obtained from Google Earth, and
velocity through the pipes (1-1.5 m/s). The infrastructure sized for the reticulation network are detailed in Table 13
and Table 14.
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Table 13

Table 14

Pipework Infrastructure

Pipe Diameter (mm)

Length (m)

DN150

9,768

DN200

2,838

DN300

2,050

DN375

188

Pressure Booster Pump Requirements

Flow (L/s)

Head (m)

116

28

For the dual supply option, DN100 pipework has been used across the reticulation network for the potable supply.
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5.

High Level Cost Comparison

A high-level cost comparison was completed for each of the described source and distribution options. These
included infrastructure costs based on relevant previous GHD projects, and water allocation costs for both the
Nogoa-Mackenzie System (Sunwater) and Fairbairn Irrigation Network.

5.1

Source Costs

Table 15 details the 2021 capital, 15- and 30-year NPV costs for each source option.
Table 15

Source Costs

Supply Option

2021 Capital

15 Year NPV

30 Year NPV

Option 1A

$24,167,000

-$58,652,000

-$96,098,000

Option 1B

$21,597,000

-$50,998,000

-$82,056,000

Option 2A

$18,132,000

-$41,127,000

-$66,055,000

Option 3A

$17,898,000

-$51,350,000

-$86,592,000

Option 3B

$19,461,000

-$52,914,000

-$87,309,000

Option 3C

$19,466,000

-$53,359,000

-$89,050,000

Option 4A

$20,701,000

-$47,712,000

-$69,408,000

The 30 Year NPV values have been included in the MCA as the ‘Whole of Life Costs’. These have been scaled
based on a percentage of the lowest option (Option 2A).

5.2

Distribution Network Costs

For completeness, cost estimates have been developed for the whole system from supply source through to user.
Table 16 details these costs for four developed full system options.
Table 16

Distribution Network Costs

Distribution Option

Option Description

2021 Capital

15 Year NPV

30 Year NPV

Dual Supply

Option 4A + Dual
Supply

$34,181,000

-$64,288,000

-$90,966,000

Non-Potable

Option 4A + NonPotable

$28,149,000

-$57,201,000

-$82,470,000

Option 4A + Potable

$32,359,000

-$63,669,000

-$95,466,000

Option 3A + NonPotable

$25,346,000

-$60,840,000

-$99,654,000

Potable
Potable Alternate
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6.

Multi-Criteria Assessment

A Multi-Criteria Assessment was undertaken to determine the preferred supply option. An MCA is a technique
commonly used to evaluate options when monetary units do not solely measure the relative merit of those options.
Instead, the performance of the options is assessed against a multiple assessment criteria. MCA techniques
attempt to measure the effectiveness and not the absolute worth of each option.
The form of the MCA we propose for this study is known as the Goals Achievement Matrix (GAM) method. The
primary focus of the GAM method is on the selected project outcomes as opposed to the effects of the project per
se.

6.1

Criteria

The YEA Business Case is seeking to identify the water supply option which offers the best balance between:
–

Technical suitability goals (35%)

–

Economic goals (40%)

–

Environmental/governance goals (17.5%)

–

Social/community goals (7.5%).

These primary goals provide the base on which the MCA tool has been developed. The approach proposed will
involve developing a series of nested selection criteria which measure how well a water supply option is likely to
meet each of the required goals. Each goal is broken into a series of criteria and sub-criteria until a point is
reached where the sub-criteria are easily evaluated for each project option. The final leaf on each branch of the
tree represents an assessment criterion that will be used in the evaluation and ranking of water supply options.
An initial workshop was held on May 13, 2021 via Microsoft Teams, to cover:
–

Overview of shortlisted options

–

Infrastructure assessment methodology

–

Determination of the criteria and weightings of the MCA

–

Infrastructure assessment methodology

The criteria and weightings that were selected are detailed in Table 17.
Table 17

Multi-Criteria Assessment

Criteria

Comments

Weighting (%)

Susceptibility of source to external influences e.g., intake
damage during flood; climate change, aiming for 95%
reliability

10

Diversity/redundancy of sources

e.g., whether independent supply sources are considered
within option

5

Integration into existing system and
utilisation of existing assets

Does solution integrate well, or are further network
modifications required downstream, consider also
communications/telemetry network

10

Technical Suitability
Supply Resilience, reliability

Does solution aim to maximize use of
existing assets?
Operability

5
Eg. Can existing labour force operate new propose
system? Training investment needed? Set and forget
(automation of process) vs. ongoing operational tuning,
Availability of chemicals, Staff travel

5

Economic
Whole of Life Cost

20
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Criteria

Comments

Opportunities for optimised capital
delivery

Packaging of construction with other capital items
(common trenching); Ability to stage solution

Local economic benefit (including
employment opportunities)

During construction and ongoing

Ability to service additional customers

This provides potential for additional economic benefit to
be realised for the region

May impact on water allocation of other
licensees

Weighting (%)
5
5
5
5

Environment / Governance
Energy usage for scheme (& carbon
footprint)

Consider power, ability for renewable energy, ability for
low tariff operation

Infrastructure footprint/ corridor has
likely impact on existing valued
environmental areas
Complex and/or long approvals
processes required to facilitate solution
(consider also confidence in gaining
approvals)

2.5

5
Consider EPBC, State and Local approval needs

Easements and land acquisition
required

2.5

5

Option may cause flooding

2.5

Social / Community
Stakeholder equity/impact

2.5

Cultural Heritage potentially affected by
solution

2.5

Community support for project and
Community amenity

2.5

6.2

Scoring

A five-level scoring system is proposed as shown in Table 18 to evaluate water supply options, where a higher
overall score indicates a preferential outcome. A score of 1 indicates that the option would contribute poorly to the
criteria outcome while a score of 5 would indicate a significant contribution beyond that required to just meet the
criteria outcome.
Table 18

MCA scoring system

Score

Description

1

Clearly does not meet the assessment criteria requirement

2

Unlikely to meet the assessment criteria requirement

3

Likely to meet the assessment criteria requirement

4

Likely to exceed the assessment criteria requirement

5

Likely to significantly exceed the assessment criteria requirement

Following the initial meeting, attendees were asked to score the different supply options as per the above scoring
system, based on the decided criteria. The responses received from CHRC were from:
–

Coordinator Planning & Compliance – Water Utilities, Infrastructure & Utilities

–

Coordinator Planning & Compliance – Water Utilities, Infrastructure & Utilities

–

Manager Project Development and Contract Delivery, Infrastructure & Utilities

–

Consultant to YEA BC project - Project Coordination, Infrastructure & Utilities
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-

GHD Business Case Consultant also scored the supply options.

The scores provided were collated, with any outliers removed from averaging. A summary of these scores can be
seen below in Table 19, while Figure 6 and Figure 7 show these results.
Table 19

Summary of MCA Scores

Option 1A

Option 1B

Option 2A

Option 3A

Option 3B

Option 3C

Option 4A

Technical Suitability

1.06

1.06

0.92

1.29

1.21

1.29

1.21

Economic (excl.
costs)

0.68

0.68

0.56

0.68

0.66

0.68

0.66

Environment/
Governance

0.52

0.52

0.59

0.60

0.55

0.60

0.55

Social/ Community

0.24

0.24

0.26

0.27

0.28

0.27

0.28

Overall (excl. costs)

2.50

2.50

2.33

2.84

2.70

2.84

2.70

Overall (incl. costs
% based)

3.18

3.30

3.33

3.60

3.45

3.58

3.65

Totals (Weighted)

Figure 6

Non-Cost Options Comparison
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Figure 7

6.2.1

Options Comparison

Consideration of impact of potable vs. non-potable supply

Comparative costs were evaluated for potable, non-potable and dual supply systems for consideration by CHRC.
Table 20

High Level Infrastructure Costs for Distribution and Reticulation System

Option

Dual Supply

Non- Potable

Potable

Infrastructure Configuration

–
–

–

–
–
–

–
–

Potable retic network
Non-potable retic
network
Small WTP for potable
supply
On-site potable water
storage (raw water
storage on-site costed in
bulk costs)

–

Non-potable retic
network
No storage included –
included in bulk costs

Potable retic network
WTP for full supply
On-site potable water
storage (raw water
storage on-site costed in
bulk costs)

Cost Summary
2021 Capital

$13,481,000

$7,448,000

$11,659,000

15 Year NPV (7%)

-$16,577,000

-$9,490,000

-$15,958,000

30 Year NPV (7%)

-$21,558,000

-$13,062,000

-$26,058,000

These costs were then considered in conjunction with the highest scoring non-potable and potable bulk supply
options as determined through the MCA.
Bulk has been used with the three above distribution options. Another potable option (Potable Alternate) has been
developed using Option 3A Bulk and retic distribution pipework on site to compare with the other potable option.
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The non-potable option has the smallest 15- and 30-year life costs of all options. The potable alternate (Option 3A,
with potable retic on site), has the smallest capital costs, due to no intake structure or treatment.
Table 21

Whole of Life Cost Comparison considering Downstream Infrastructure

Option

Dual Supply

Non-Potable

Potable

Potable Alternate

2021 Capital

$34,182,000

$28,149,000

$32,360,000

$25,346,000

15 Year NPV (7%)

-$64,288,000

-$57,202,000

-$63,670,000

-$60,840,000

30 Year NPV (7%)

-$90,966,000

-$82,470,000

-$95,466,000

-$99,654,000

The above demonstrates that a non-potable solution has the lowest whole of life cost.
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7.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the analysis undertaken as part of the Business Case, Option 4A (Emerald Connection [Selma Weir –
Raw Supply]), with a non-potable was determined as the preferred option, and as such, is considered as the
reference project to be taken through to further detailed analysis as part of the business case.
Key findings include:
-

Option 4A aligns well with the strategic objectives of CHRC.

-

Option 4A has relatively low WoL costs. These are supported by a high technical suitability for the
project. This option also had the highest total score within the economic benefits category.

-

Option 4A performed moderately well in aligning with environmental and governance strategic targets,
however long approval processes and significant easements and land acquisitions are likely to be
required.

-

Option 4A scored highly in community support and impact, likely meaning that there would be
relatively high alignment with stakeholder and community expectations.
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Appendices
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This document is in draft form. The contents, including any opinions, conclusions or recommendations contained in, or which may be implied from, this draft document
must not be relied upon. GHD reserves the right, at any time, without notice, to modify or retract any part or all of the draft document. To the maximum extent permitted
by law, GHD disclaims any responsibility or liability arising from or in connection with this draft document.

Appendix A
Option Layout Sketches
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MCA Scores
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Yamala Enterprise Area
Source Options MCA Scoring

Position:
Department:

Coordinator Planning & Compliance
Water Utilities, Infrastructure & Utilities
S1
OPTION

1

100%

Criteria

Comments

Low Score Definition High Score Definition Weighting

Supply Resilience, reliability

Susceptibility of source to external influences
e.g. intake damage during flood; climate
change, aiming for 95% reliability

Climate dependent

Diversity/redundancy of sources

Technical Suitability

5

Max
Score

S2A

S2B

S3

Weemah Channel

Emerald Connection (Potable)

Emerald Connection (Selma
Weir - RAW)

Nogoa River

Allocations

TRADE NMWSS - Convert MP
to HP

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Sunwater Allocation

Availability
Confidence

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Infrastructure
Needs

Offtake, pump station, pipeline
and offstream storage

Booster Pump station, pipeline

Intake at weir, pipeline

River intake

meets 95% reliability

e.g. whether independent supply sources are
considered within option

Integration into existing system and utilisation Does solution integrate well, or are further
of existing assets
network modifications required downstream,
consider also communications/telemetry
network
Does solution aim to maximise use of existing
assets?
Operability
e.g.'s Can existing labour force operate new
propose system? Training investment needed?
Set and forget (automation of process) vs.
ongoing operational tuning
Availabilty of chemicals, Staff travel
Flexibility of solution

10%

5

2

4

4

3

5%

5

2

2

3

4

10%

5

3

3

4

2

5%

5

2

4

3

2

5%

5

3

2

4

4

20%

5

3

2

4

4

5%

5

2

3

2

2

5%

5

3

3

4

4

5%

5

3

4

3

2

5%

5

2

3

3

4

2.5%

5

4

2

3

3

5%

5

4

4

4

2

2.5%

5

3

4

2

2

5%

5

4

3

3

2

2.5%

5

4

4

4

4

2.5%

5

3

4

3

3

2.5%

4

4

4

3

2.5%

3

1

3

3

2.88

2.98

3.53

3.05

Whole of Life Cost

Economic

Opportunities for optimised capital delivery

Local economic benefit (including
employment opportunities)
Ability to service additional customers

Packaging of construction with other capital
items (common trenching); Ability to stage
solution
During construction and ongoing

This provides potential for additional economic Low potential to
benefit to be realised for the region
service other
customers

High potential to
service other
customers

May impact on water allocation of other
licensees

Environment / Governance

Energy usage for scheme (& carbon footprint) Consider power, ability for renewable energy,
ability for low tarrif operation

Infrastructure footprint/ corridor has likely
impact on existing valued environmental areas
Complex and/or long approvals processes
required to facilitate solution (consider also
confidence in gaining approvals)

potential high impact very low impact

Consider EPBC, State and Local approval needs Long timeframe for
approval process,
potential hoops

Easements and land acquisition required

Option may cause flooding

Flooding causing
No flooding
impact to established
properties

Stakeholder equity/impact

Social/Community

Straight forward
approval process,
short timeframes

Drop in level of
service expected

Cultural Heritage potentially affected by
solution

High Impact

Community support for project and
Community amenity

No support, adverse
reputational impact /
Impacts amenity of
community and/or
their facilities

95%

Similar level of service
or opportunity
provided to all
stakeholders
No impact

High community
support / Nil or
Beneficial impact on
amenity

Overall Score

4.75

Yamala Enterprise Area
Source Options MCA Scoring

Position:
Department:

Coordinator Planning & Compliance
Water Utilities, Infrastructure & Utilities
S1
OPTION

1

Comments

Low Score Definition High Score Definition Weighting

Supply Resilience, reliability

Susceptibility of source to external influences
e.g. intake damage during flood; climate
change, aiming for 95% reliability
e.g. whether independent supply sources are
considered within option

Climate dependent

Local economic benefit (including
employment opportunities)
Ability to service additional customers

Packaging of construction with other capital
items (common trenching); Ability to stage
solution
During construction and ongoing

This provides potential for additional economic Low potential to
benefit to be realised for the region
service other
customers

High potential to
service other
customers

Technical Suitability
Environment / Governance

May impact on water allocation of other
licensees
Energy usage for scheme (& carbon footprint) Consider power, ability for renewable energy,
ability for low tarrif operation
Infrastructure footprint/ corridor has likely
impact on existing valued environmental
areas
Complex and/or long approvals processes
required to facilitate solution (consider also
confidence in gaining approvals)
Easements and land acquisition required

Straight forward
approval process,
short timeframes

Flooding causing
No flooding
impact to established
properties

Stakeholder equity/impact

Drop in level of
service expected

Cultural Heritage potentially affected by
solution
Community support for project and
Community amenity

95%

Weemah Channel

S2B

S3

Emerald Connection (Selma
Emerald Connection (Potable)
Weir - RAW)

Nogoa River

Allocations

TRADE NMWSS - Convert MP
to HP

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Sunwater Allocation

Availability
Confidence

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Infrastructure
Needs

Offtake, pump station, pipeline
and offstream storage

Booster Pump station, pipeline

Intake at weir, pipeline

River intake

10%

5

3

4

3.5

3.5

5%

5

3

4

3

3

10%

5

1

4

2

2

5%

5

2

5

3

3

2

3

3

3

5%

5

20%

5

5%

5

2

3

2

2

5%

5

2.5

3

3.5

3.5

5%

5

3

4

3.5

3.5

5%

5

1

4

4

3

2.5%

5

3

4

3

3

5%

5

3.5

3

2.5

2.5

2.5%

5

3.5

3

2.5

2.5

5%

5

3

2.5

2

2

2.5%

5

4

4

4

4

2.5%

5

2

3

3

3

2.5%

3.5

3

2.5

2.5

2.5%

3

3.5

3.5

3.5

1.98

2.89

2.34

2.29

potential high impact very low impact

Consider EPBC, State and Local approval needs Long timeframe for
approval process,
potential hoops

Option may cause flooding

S2A

meets 95% reliability

Integration into existing system and utilisation Does solution integrate well, or are further
of existing assets
network modifications required downstream,
consider also communications/telemetry
network
Does solution aim to maximise use of existing
assets?
Operability
e.g.'s Can existing labour force operate new
propose system? Training investment needed?
Set and forget (automation of process) vs.
ongoing operational tuning
Availabilty of chemicals, Staff travel
Flexibility of solution
Whole of Life Cost
Opportunities for optimised capital delivery

Social/Community

100%

Criteria

Diversity/redundancy of sources

Economic

5

Max
Score

Similar level of service
or opportunity
provided to all
stakeholders

High Impact

No impact

No support, adverse
reputational impact /
Impacts amenity of
community and/or
their facilities

High community
support / Nil or
Beneficial impact on
amenity

Overall Score

4.75

Yamala Enterprise Area
Source Options MCA Scoring

Position:

Manager Project Development and Contract Delivery
Infrastructure & Utilities

Department:

S1
OPTION

1

Comments

Low Score Definition High Score Definition Weighting

Supply Resilience, reliability

Susceptibility of source to external influences
e.g. intake damage during flood; climate
change, aiming for 95% reliability
e.g. whether independent supply sources are
considered within option

Climate dependent

Integration into existing system and
utilisation of existing assets

Operability

Does solution integrate well, or are further
network modifications required downstream,
consider also communications/telemetry
network
Does solution aim to maximise use of existing
assets?
e.g.'s Can existing labour force operate new
propose system? Training investment needed?
Set and forget (automation of process) vs.
ongoing operational tuning
Availabilty of chemicals, Staff travel

Whole of Life Cost

Economic

Opportunities for optimised capital delivery

Local economic benefit (including
employment opportunities)
Ability to service additional customers

Packaging of construction with other capital
items (common trenching); Ability to stage
solution
During construction and ongoing
This provides potential for additional
Low potential to
economic benefit to be realised for the region service other
customers

High potential to
service other
customers

Environment / Governance

May impact on water allocation of other
licensees
Energy usage for scheme (& carbon footprint) Consider power, ability for renewable energy,
ability for low tarrif operation
Infrastructure footprint/ corridor has likely
potential high impact very low impact
impact on existing valued environmental
areas
Complex and/or long approvals processes
required to facilitate solution (consider also
confidence in gaining approvals)

Consider EPBC, State and Local approval needs Long timeframe for
approval process,
potential hoops

Straight forward
approval process,
short timeframes

Easements and land acquisition required
Option may cause flooding

Flooding causing
No flooding
impact to established
properties

Stakeholder equity/impact

Drop in level of
service expected

Similar level of service
or opportunity
provided to all
stakeholders

Cultural Heritage potentially affected by
solution

High Impact

No impact

Community support for project and
Community amenity

No support, adverse
reputational impact /
Impacts amenity of
community and/or
their facilities

High community
support / Nil or
Beneficial impact on
amenity

95%

S2A

S2B

S3

Weemah Channel

Emerald Connection (Potable)

Emerald Connection (Selma
Weir - RAW)

Nogoa River

Allocations

TRADE NMWSS - Convert MP
to HP

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Sunwater Allocation

Availability
Confidence

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Infrastructure
Needs

Offtake, pump station, pipeline
and offstream storage

Booster Pump station, pipeline

Intake at weir, pipeline

River intake

meets 95% reliability

Flexibility of solution

Social/Community

100%

Criteria

Diversity/redundancy of sources

Technical Suitability

5

Max
Score

10%

5

2

3

3

4

5%

5

3

3

4

5

10%

5

3

4

3

3

5%

5

3

4

3

3

5%

5

3

3

3

3

20%

5

5%

5

3

3

3

3

5%

5

4

4

4

4

5%

5

3

4

4

4

5%

5

2

3

3

5

2.5%

5

5%

5

2.5%

5

3

3

3

2

5%

5

2.5%

5

2.5%

5

3

3

4

4

2.5%

5

3

3

3

2

2.5%

5

3

3

4

4

5.00

1.85

2.20

2.15

2.35

Overall Score

Yamala Enterprise Area
Source Options MCA Scoring

Position:

Consultant to YEA BC Project - Project Coordination
Infrastructure & Utilities

Department:

S1
OPTION

1

Comments

Low Score Definition High Score Definition Weighting

Supply Resilience, reliability

Susceptibility of source to external influences
e.g. intake damage during flood; climate
change, aiming for 95% reliability
e.g. whether independent supply sources are
considered within option

Climate dependent

Integration into existing system and utilisation Does solution integrate well, or are further
of existing assets
network modifications required downstream,
consider also communications/telemetry
network
Does solution aim to maximise use of existing
assets?
Operability
e.g.'s Can existing labour force operate new
propose system? Training investment needed?
Set and forget (automation of process) vs.
ongoing operational tuning
Availabilty of chemicals, Staff travel
Flexibility of solution

Economic

Opportunities for optimised capital delivery

Local economic benefit (including
employment opportunities)
Ability to service additional customers

This provides potential for additional economic Low potential to
benefit to be realised for the region
service other
customers

High potential to
service other
customers

Environment / Governance

May impact on water allocation of other
licensees
Energy usage for scheme (& carbon footprint) Consider power, ability for renewable energy,
ability for low tarrif operation
Infrastructure footprint/ corridor has likely
impact on existing valued environmental areas
Complex and/or long approvals processes
required to facilitate solution (consider also
confidence in gaining approvals)

Straight forward
approval process,
short timeframes

Easements and land acquisition required
Flooding causing
No flooding
impact to established
properties

Stakeholder equity/impact

Drop in level of
service expected

Similar level of service
or opportunity
provided to all
stakeholders

Cultural Heritage potentially affected by
solution

High Impact

No impact

Community support for project and
Community amenity

No support, adverse
reputational impact /
Impacts amenity of
community and/or
their facilities

High community
support / Nil or
Beneficial impact on
amenity

95%

S3

Emerald Connection (Selma
Emerald Connection (Potable)
Weir - RAW)

Nogoa River

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Strategic Reserves (in addition
to Town supply needs)

Sunwater Allocation

Availability
Confidence

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Infrastructure
Needs

Offtake, pump station, pipeline
and offstream storage

Booster Pump station, pipeline

Intake at weir, pipeline

River intake

4

5

5

4

3

4

4

4

3

4

3

3

4

5

4

3

4

3

4

4

3

4

3

3

4

3

4

4

4

3

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

5

4

3

3

4

3

3

5

5

5

4

3

4

4

3

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

2.53

2.90

2.78

2.53

10%

5

5%

5

5

5%

5

5%

5

20%

5

5%

5

5%

5

5%

5

5%

5

2.5%

5

5%

5

2.5%

5

5%

5

2.5%

5

potential high impact very low impact

Consider EPBC, State and Local approval needs Long timeframe for
approval process,
potential hoops

Option may cause flooding

Weemah Channel

S2B

TRADE NMWSS - Convert MP
to HP

10%

Packaging of construction with other capital
items (common trenching); Ability to stage
solution
During construction and ongoing

S2A

Allocations

meets 95% reliability

Whole of Life Cost

Social/Community

100%

Criteria

Diversity/redundancy of sources

Technical Suitability

5

Max
Score

5

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

Overall Score

4.75

S1
OPTION

Max
Score

S2A

S2B
S3
Emerald Connection (Selma Weir RAW)
Strategic Reserves (in addition to
Town supply needs)

Weemah Channel

Emerald Connection (Potable)

Allocations

TRADE NMWSS - Convert MP to HP

Strategic Reserves (in addition to
Town supply needs)

Availability
Confidence

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Infrastructure
Needs

Offtake, pump station, pipeline and
offstream storage

Booster Pump station, pipeline

Intake at weir, pipeline

River intake

5

3

5

5

4

5

1

1

1

1

5

2

3

3

1

5

2

3

3

1

5

3

5

5

4

5

2

3

3

5

May impact on water allocation of other licensees

5

2

3

3

5

CRITERIA 6

5

5

5

5

4

3

5

5

5

4

3

5

5

5

5

4

5

3

4

4

4

Flooding causing impact No flooding
to established properties

5

5

5

5

5

Stakeholder equity/impact

Drop in level of service
expected

Similar level of service or
opportunity provided to
all stakeholders

5

3

4

4

5

Cultural Heritage potentially affected by solution

High Impact

No impact

5

5

3

3

Community support for project

No support, adverse
reputational impact

High community support

3

3

3

4

Community amenity

Impacts amenity of
community and/or their
facilities

Nil or Beneficial impact
on amenity

4

5

3

3

1.73

2.18

2.05

1.58

1
Criteria

Comments

Additional notes

Supply Resilience, reliability

Susceptibility of source to external influences e.g.
intake damage during flood; climate change

Low Score Definition

5
High Score Definition

100%
Weighting

Nogoa River
Sunwater Allocation

10%
Diversity/redundancy of sources

e.g. whether independent supply sources are
considered within option

Integration into existing system

Does solution integrate well, or are further network
modifications required downstream, consider also
communications/telemetry network
Does solution aim to maximise use of existing assets

Technical Suitability

5%

Utilisation of existing assets

5%

5%
Operability

CRITERIA 1

e.g.'s Can existing labour force operate new propose
system? Training investment needed? Set and forget
(automation of process) vs. ongoing operational

5%
5
5%

CRITERIA 2

CRITERIA 3

Whole of Life Cost

5
30%

Opportunities for optimised capital delivery

Packaging of construction with other capital items
(common trenching); Ability to stage solution

5
5%

Economic

Local economic benefit (including employment opportunities)
During construction and ongoing

Ability to service additional customers

Energy usage for scheme (& carbon footprint)

This provides potential for additional economic benefit
to be realised for the region

Does the infrastructure itself
create jobs? Is the size of the
infrastructure suited to local

5
5%
Low potential to servie
other customers

High potential to service
other customers

Consider power, ability for renewable energy, ability
for low tarrif operation

5
2.5%

Infrastructure footprint/ corridor has likely impact on
existing valued environmental areas

potential high impact

very low impact

Complex and/or long approvals processes required to Consider EPBC, State and Local approval needs
facilitate solution (consider also confidence in gaining
approvals)
Easements and land acquisition required

Long timefram for
approval process,
potential hoops

Straightforwards approval
process, shirt timeframes

Environment / Governance

10.0%

Consider as part of approvals
processes?

2.5%

5.0%
Potential for impact on seasonal flows

Watercourse works, aquatic ecosystems?

Option may cause flooding

Social/Community

CRITERIA 9

5%

100%
Overall Score

5.00
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RISK, ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
REGISTER

RISK REGISTER
RISK IDENTIFICATION

Likelihood

1

Risk

Business Case
development

Global Pandemic - delays to project
delivery as a result of absence of key
project members/stakeholders

Team

Minor

Possible

2

Risk

Business Case
development

Key Stakeholder input missing

GHD Project Manager Major

Possible

3

Risk

Business Case
development

Not finding sufficient and affordable water GHD Project Manager Major

Possible

4

Risk

Business Case
development

Business case wont stack up

Possible

5

Risk

Business Case
development

Probity risk - privately owned by 1 owner

GHD Project Manager Minor

6

Risk

Business Case
development

Community not supporting project

CHRC

7

Risk

Business Case
development

Inadequate project funding at delivery

GHD Project Manager Catastrophic

8

Risk

Business Case
development

Change in regulatory framework,
particularly around allocations

GHD Project Manager Moderate

9

Risk

Business Case
development

Council not endorsing BC

CHRC

10

Risk

Business Case
development

Raising expectations that this will lead to
delivery - landowner/developer

CHRC

Risk

Business Case
development

Raising expectations that this will lead to
delivery - community

11

Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives

Initial Risk Rating

Planned / Existing Treatments & Mitigations

Medium

Follow direction from Govt. Health advisory

Minor

Possible Medium

High

Ensure wide range of stakeholders engaged. Ensure input it
received from all.

Major

Unlikely Medium

High

Consider option for development profile to be low water
usage projects to still enable development to proceed.

Major

Possible High

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Business case well written and articulates avenues explored
to facilitate development at site.

Moderate

Possible Medium

Unlikely

Reputation and External
Low
Stakeholders

Keep minutes of all meetings and any issues to be raised with
Minor
CHRC.

Unlikely Low

Possible

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Business case well written and presents benefits to
community as part of document.

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Possible

Financial

Extreme

Concept design needs to be well documented enough to
enable accurate cost estimate. No QS presently engaged on
project.

Catastrophi
c

Unlikely High

Unlikely

Technical

Medium

Discuss any potential changes with regulator as part of
stakeholder engagement

Moderate

Minor

Possible

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Low costs incurred by council to get to this point, few people
Minor
for reputational

Possible Medium

Minor

Almost Certain

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Business case to be transparent and balanced

Minor

Possible Medium

Unlikely

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Business case to be transparent and balanced

Moderate

Possible Medium

Unlikely Low

GHD Project Manager Moderate

CHRC

Primary Impact
Category

Moderate

Moderate

rare

12

Risk

Design

Land tenure

GHD Project Manager Minor

Possible

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

13

Risk

Design

Land tenure

CHRC

Moderate

Possible

Financial

Medium

Subject to land values and expected compensation

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

14

Risk

Business Case
development

Demand uncertainty - volumes, quality
required by ultimate end users

Team

Major

Possible

Financial

High

Need to be able to control the development profile to suit
the available supply such that infrastructure is viable.

Major

Unlikely Medium

Almost Certain

Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives

High

Consider operational needs along with staffing needs to
enable management of additional infrastructure

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Medium

Potential for impact of proposed development profile to
have secondary impact on project costings for management
of associated waste. While this is beyond scope it should be Moderate
part of considerations. Potentially include it within MCA
criteria.

Possible Medium

Medium

Identify necessary approvals as early as practicable in project
Major
program

Unlikely Medium

High

Subject to land values and expected compensation

Risk

Business Case
development

Asset owner buy in

CHRC

Moderate

16

Risk

Business Case
development

Estimation of the value - cost estimate
accuracy and capturing of whole water
cycle costs (e.g. Sewerage)

GHD Project Manager Moderate

Possible

17

Risk

Design

Approvals

Team

Major

Unlikely

18

Risk

Design

Ability to acquire land

CHRC

Major

Possible

Possible High

Reputation and External
High
Stakeholders

Solution too focussed on just water and not
whole of site servicing needs (don’t forget Team
the space needed for other infrastructure)

Moderate

Possible

Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives

Medium

Refer also item 15

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Financial Investment
Decision

Demonstrated rigour in options

Major

Unlikely

Financial

Medium

Options to be considered in sufficient detail to enable
identification of the true preferred option.

Major

Unlikely Medium

Business Case
development

Lack of Data and need to make
assumptions, and accuracy

Extreme

Make assumptions based on most accuate currenlty available
Major
data, review from multiple disciplines

Possible High

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Minor

Possible Medium

Time associate with land and approvals

20

Risk

Business Case
development

21

Risk

Risk

Risk

Business Case
development

Risk

Business Case
development

CHRC

Team

Team

Corporate knowledge in council - complete
CHRC
picture
Competing goals of stakeholders

GHD Project
Manager/CHRC

Major

Moderate

Minor

Likely

Financial

Possible

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Subjec to data availability from council. Need to capture
whole picture for development site from its fruition to
understand and communicate its limitations.

Possible

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

Need to offer unbiased business case, but also consider all
stakeholders.

Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives

Risk

Business Case
development

Pinpointing stakeholder responsibilities for
CHRC
certain decisions

26

Risk

Business Case
development

Climate Change - impact on availability of
supply

Team

Catastrophic

Possible

27

Risk

Business Case
development

Program and loss of funding

GHD Project Manager Catastrophic

Possible

28

Risk

Business Case
development

Cultural heritage

Team

Major

Possible

29

Risk

Business Case
development

Recycled Water Yuck Factor

Team

Major

Unlikely

30

Risk

Business Case
development

Power Supply

Team

Moderate

Possible

31

Risk

Business Case
development

Local flood risk -

Team

Insignificant

Unlikely

32

Risk

Business Case
development

Not getting an affordable outcome

Team

Major

Possible

Financial

33

Risk

Business Case
development

Not tainting the MCA

GHD Project
Manager/CHRC

Moderate

Unlikely

Reputation and External
Medium
Stakeholders

25

Possible High

Possible

Construction /
Commissioning

24

Major

major

Risk

23

Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives

Complete necessary approval documentation as early as
practicable in the project program. Identify as part of project major
implementation plan for preferred option.

19

22

Financial

Print Date: 22/09/2021

Moderate

Possible

Medium

Program risk where key assumptions need approval by CHRC.
Moderate
Raise as early as possible in process.

Unlikely Medium

Extreme

Consider climate change rainfall change within calcs for any
harvesting options

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Council don't have budget outside of this funding to explore
the project. Funding tied to certain timeframes. Need to
Moderate
monitor project resourcing and effort to meet timeframes.

Unlikely Medium

High

Identify cultrual heritage constraints as early as practicable in
Moderate
project program

Unlikely Medium

Medium

Communication option and associated management is
critical to any recycled water options.

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Medium

Need to consider availability of power supply to any
infrastructure considered.

Moderate

Unlikely Medium

Low

Analyse flood risk for each option

Insignificant Unlikely Low

High

This is a possible outcome. Optioneering process to consider
best "bang for buck" option along with alternative methods Major
to achieve a viable project.

Possible High

Diverse range of stakeholders engaged in MCA process

Unlikely Medium

Reputation and External
Extreme
Stakeholders
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives
Service
Delivery/Strategic
Objectives

Page 1 of 1

Moderate

Recommended Additional Treatments / Mitigations or
Opportunity Actions

Risk Treatment
Strategy

Assessment
Scenario (text)

Comments

Risk Owner

Depends on solution
however pipework
connection ~20km

Low

Need to be careful with communication of alignments as part
of any options. Land titles searches for public/freehold land Minor
etc as part of process.

15

Comments

Level

Consequence

Likelihood

Risk Owner

Consequence

Risk/Opportunity
Description

Level

Phase where
Risk/Opportunity is
Material

RISK TREATMENT
TARGET RISK RATING

Likelihood

Risk
Category

Consequence

Ref #

RISK ASSESSMENT
CURRENT RISK RATING

12541668-2020Q317C- Risk Register.xlsx
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of this report

The purpose of this report is to outline the assumptions, inputs and results of the economic and financial analysis
as part of the Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure Business Case.

1.2

Scope and limitations

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Central Highlands Regional Council and may only be used and relied
on by Central Highlands Regional Council for the purpose agreed between GHD and Central Highlands Regional
Council as set out in section 1.1 of this report.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Central Highlands Regional Council arising in
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically detailed
in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered and
information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report. GHD has no responsibility or obligation to update this
report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by GHD
described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect.
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2.

Project overview

The Central Highlands region is located in central Queensland. With a population almost 30,000, the region is
significant in size, commercial diversity and importance. The Local Government Area (LGA) of the Central
Highlands covers an area of approximately 59,834km2 (with a population density of 0.47 persons/km2), placing it
within the top 10 LGA’s by size in the State.
The LGA was created through an amalgamation of four municipalities in 2008, which resulted in an area with a
larger economy, more capable of sustaining and managing a larger scope of operations. The LGA contains many
rural centres, including Emerald, Blackwater, Springsure, Rolleston and Capella. The region has a prosperous and
vibrant economy based on:
–

A globally competitive coal mining industry, with continuing expansions and developments

–

Traditionally robust and resilient agriculture and horticultural industries, including beef, grain, cotton,
grapes, melons and citrus

–

A growing tourism market.

The LGA is administered locally through the CHRC, a progressive Council which helps facilitate economic
development in the Central Highlands region for the broader community. The region’s location has resulted in it
being an important player in connecting the East Coast of Queensland, including Brisbane, the Gold Coast and
Rockhampton, to Central and Western Queensland.
The Central Highlands delivers approximately $839 million per annum in agricultural value through a variety of
different vectors, ranging from cattle grazing to cotton farming. The region also boasts a thriving horticulture sector
including table grapes and citrus valued at over $100 million per annum. Key to the value of agriculture in the
region is the ability to import and export goods, with the skills based Central Highlands Strategic Advisory Group
identifying a significant advantage of the region being the connection to competitive supply chains and the ability to
increase and strengthen these. Agricultural freight is predominantly moved by road at present as rail haulage is
mostly composed of mining products, with agriculture a secondary priority.
Partially funded by the local, state and federal governments, Yamala intermodal rail freight hub will connect the rail
and the Capricorn Highway and provide better logistical options for producers of this district. The intermodal hub is
designed to improve supply chain efficiency and incentivise a greater utilisation of rail.
The YEA is located approximately 17km east of Emerald (as indicated in Figure 2-1), Queensland, and is
approximately 2,000 hectares in size. Previous land use was farming with no established stormwater controls,
other than farm dams, and limited additional water control mechanisms. This area was repurposed as such in
2016 following investigations into the need for an inland port and intermodal terminal that would service much of
Queensland. The planning for the inland port was given 360 hectares of land, which has since been rezoned as a
“Special Industry Zone”. The CQIP has been established within the Special Industry Zone but remains largely
undeveloped with only a few facilities on site (cotton gin, grain storage facility).
The long-term strategic plan for the area is to provide a vital connection between urban and rural Queensland in
the form of the YEA, but also to capitalize on the economies of scale that could be created by co-locating other
industries in the area and in the surrounding industry investigation zone, that is, within the overall YEA.
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Figure 2-1: Locality plan

Examples of the growing industry in the area are already present, with GrainCorp, one of the largest companies in
the Australian agriculture sector1, building one of its largest processing facilities at the YEA in response to the
announcement of the inland port.
CHRC is backing the project that will bring broader economic benefits to the Central Highlands community. stage 1
of the YEA is the area noted as Special Industry Zone in Figure 2-2 below, on land shown as Lot 1 on SP224248.
This centralised state-of-the-art inland freight hub is a significant step closer to reality after its developer confirmed
GrainCorp will set up a grain receival business at the Yamala facility. The proposed intermodal freight hub is a
substantial road to rail interface to support the movement of grain to the port of Gladstone and reduce the impact
on local roads. A significant tonnage of Central Queensland grain is forecast to be taken off roads, to take
advantage of the 20-tonne axle loading and capacity that the electrified central rail line offers.

1

Agricultural companies in Australia (2020). Source: https://www.bestofhealthindia.com/food/list-of-agricultural-companies-in-australia
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Figure 2-2: Yamala Enterprise Area

The YEA was developed to also allow for the separation of industry and residential zoning, with the intention of
improving the efficiency of the YEA site. In doing so the CHRC hopes to not only increase the economic
productivity of the region, but also improve the satisfaction of residents in the region.
One critical aspect of this development in the supply of water both for the YEA and for the Central Highlands
region as a whole. Since 2006, there has been a variety of studies assessing the overall feasibility of the site, and
water supply for the area has been regularly identified as being a problem. The primary source of water for the
Central Highlands region is the Nogoa-Mackenzie water supply scheme, which is provided by Queensland’s
Statutory water provider, Sunwater along with the Fairbairn Irrigation Network. A report was commissioned in 2019
to identify all possible options for water supply to the region. These options included:
-

Sandhurst Creek

-

Groundwater extraction

-

On-site storage of surface water

-

Supply from Emerald reticulation network

-

Supply from Nogoa-Mackenzie Water Supply Scheme.

The report recommended the final three options were to be the most effective in providing a sufficient and reliable
source of water to the site, and went further to support the idea that a hybrid of these options may be the best
option. These options are not without their own challenges, the main one being securing water allocations under
the Fitzroy Water Plan. CHRC presently has an excess supply for its town’s needs at Emerald, however this is
expected to be exhausted by existing demand growth (excluding the YEA), within a period of 10 years. Works
undertaken under this business case have explored and identified options permissible within the Fitzroy Water
Plan that may be suitable for supply to the YEA.
CHRC has been successful in obtaining funding for the “YEA Water Infrastructure and Design Study” and as a
result require a business case exploring the viability of the supply of raw and potable water to this industrial
precinct. It aims to assess the overall economic effects and impacts of water sources to the YEA, as well as
assess varying options’ ability to provide this.
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3.

Project Option

A strategic options assessment completed as part of business case development concluded that provision of new
infrastructure to supply water to the site was the only feasible option to meet the objectives of the project. This led
to a second tier of options analysis, which concluded that supply off the Nogoa River system, be it off the Nogoa
River, Weemah Irrigation Channel or through connection to existing infrastructure within Emerald as the most
suitable source of water. Thereafter a total of seven infrastructure options were identified for detailed assessment.
These options were as follows:
-

Option 1A: Nogoa River (GHD Alignment)

-

Option 1B: Nogoa River (SunWater Alignment)

-

Option 2A: Weemah Channel

-

Option 3A: Emerald Connection (Potable)

-

Option 3B: Emerald Connection (Non-Potable)

-

Option 3C: Emerald Connection (Potable, Supernatant)

-

Option 4A: Emerald Connection (Selma Weir – Raw Supply)

An MCA was undertaken as part of the Business Case to determine the preferred option/s to take forward for
further detailed consideration. The criteria for the MCA were generated to cover project benefits (aligned to the
ILM), impacts, deliverability considerations and cost.
Based on the analysis undertaken as part of the Preliminary Business Case, Option 4A (Emerald Connection
[Selma Weir – Raw Supply]) was determined as the preferred option, and as such, is considered to be the
preferred option
Key findings of this include:
-

Option 4A aligns well with the strategic objectives of CHRC;

-

Option 4A has relatively low WoL costs, and that these are supported by a high technical suitability for the
project. This option also had the highest total score within the economic benefits criteria category.

-

Option 4A performed moderately well in aligning with environmental and governance strategic targets,
however long approval processes and significant easements and land acquisitions are likely to be
required.

-

Option 4A scored highly in community support and impact, likely meaning that there would be relatively
high compliance with stakeholder and community expectations.

Option 4A involves the supply of the YEA with non-potable water from the existing Emerald Town supply location
at Selma’s Weir. The infrastructure required for this option includes:
-

River intake structure/pump station

-

24,700 m dual transfer pipelines (Stage 1 and Stage 2)

-

On-site water storage

This option includes the taking of water from the Nogoa River at a wet-well, intake structure just upstream of
Selma Weir. This intake would include a screen, with 2 No. submersible pumps pumping the water into the transfer
mains. These transfer mains, buried DN250 pipelines (ultimate), will run through the road corridors of Pressler
Road, Rifle Range Road, Campbell Ford Drive, Peacey Road, and the Capricorn Highway. The transfer mains will
enter the YEA approximately 2.3km west from Bonnie Doon Road along the Capricorn Highway, with water
entering an on-site raw water storage. This reservoir is to be located in the north-eastern corner of Lot 2
SP224248, at an elevation of approximately RL 200 m, determined to be the highest point on site (based on
elevation data from Queensland Globe).
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4.

Cost Benefit analysis

4.1

Introduction

A Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is an economic appraisal tool that isolates the costs and benefits of the project over
the evaluation period, relative to the base case scenario, and then uses discounted cash flow analysis to
determine the net benefit to society. Results of a CBA provide decision makers with a view of the net advantages
and disadvantages of a project.
This section of the report outlines the identified impacts, values and results of the CBA for the project.

4.2

Methodology and approach

The economic appraisal of the Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure (the Project) has been undertaken
using a CBA. Where the economic impacts are not able to be quantified or are able to be quantified but not
monetised in a robust way, the economic appraisal utilises a qualitative comparison to highlight the differences
between the options.
The core economic appraisal compares and evaluates the direct impacts of the project, however, does not extend
to cover the wider indirect economic impacts that may arise from the project.

4.3

Cost benefit analysis

The CBA for this project involved the following steps:
-

Identification of the community / communities of interest (or referent group) for the project.

-

Identification of relevant economic, social and environmental costs and benefits applicable to each option.

-

Quantification of the identified costs and benefits, where possible.

-

Comparing and contrasting the quantified costs against the benefits over the evaluation period.

-

Generating economic appraisal performance measures including the Net Present Value of net benefits
(NPV) and Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)

-

Sensitivity analysis and scenario testing to assess the sensitivity of performance measures to changes in
key variables.

4.3.1

Communities of interest

The community of interest of the Project is the group of economic agents deemed by the decision maker to be
relevant to the analysis, sometimes referred to as the referent group. The first step in conducting the economic
appraisal is to define the community / communities of interest, and to identify both the potential bearers and
beneficiaries of the incremental costs and benefits that lie within the community of interest and those that fall
outside it.

4.3.2

Economic appraisal parameters

There are several inputs and assumptions that are key components to the CBA methodology for this project.
These are outlined in the table below.
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Table 1: Economic appraisal parameters

Parameter

Assumption

Basis

Discount rate

7% p.a. real discount rate.
(sensitivities at 4% and 10%)

Aligned to the central discount rate
as prescribed by the State and
Federal Governments

Base date for NPV

1 July 2021

This aligns with the project appraisal
decision timeframe.

Price Year

FY21

Assessment to be in real FY21
dollars for the assessment.
Prices inflated to FY21 dollars based
on ABS CPI.

Evaluation Period

A total 31 years assessment period
for construction and operation (with a
30-year operational period once all
stages have been completed)

Best practice guidelines prescribe an
evaluation period of 20-30 years for
new capital expenditure.

Community of Interest

Central Highlands Region,
Queensland

Location of the project and its future
role as a premier regional sport
complex serving local and regional
communities

4.3.3

Options assessed.

The options considered in this analysis are:
-

Base case (do nothing): infrastructure is not built, and subsequently the industrial precinct is not enabled
to be developed

-

Option 4a: construction of the preferred option as identified in section 3.

4.4

Social, environmental and economic impacts

The costs and benefits associated with the project can be divided into social, environmental and economic
impacts. They can further be broken down into the following categories, depending on the ease with which they
can be quantified in market based monetary terms:
-

Quantifiable – those impacts which can be readily identified and valued in monetary terms.

-

Partially quantifiable – those impacts which can be readily identified and valued in non-monetary terms
(e.g. quantifiable in quantities).

-

Non-quantifiable – those impacts which can be identified but not precisely quantified in monetary terms.

The identified costs and benefits of the project are outlined in the table below, along with the category of impact
and to what extent they are quantifiable. These impacts are then explored further, and where possible quantified,
in the following sub-sections.
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Table 2: Identified project impacts

Impact

Description

Bearer

Cost
Category

Quantifiable

Economic

Yes

Economic

Yes

Economic

Yes

Economic

Yes

Economic

No

Economic

No

Economic

No

Cost
Capital expenditure

The construction costs

Central Highlands

associated with the construction

Regional Council

of the Project
Lifecycle costs

The ongoing capital replacement,

Central Highlands

maintenance and operational

Regional Council

costs associated with the Project.
Environmental

Any negative environmental

Central Highlands

impacts

impacts resulting from the

Regional Council

Project.

Benefit
Enabled

The additional employment

Central Highlands

employment

enabled as a result of the new

Regional Council

infrastructure facilitating the
industrial precinct development.
Enabled capital

The enabled/induced capital

Central Highlands

expenditure

expenditure from new businesses

Regional Council

operating out of the industrial
precinct
Increased economic

A more diverse economic base,

Central Highlands

diversity

increasing the resilience and

Regional Council

diversity of the Central Highlands
economy
Increased regional

An increase in the number of

Central Highlands

population

people who would live within the

Regional Council

Central Highlands Regional
Council area as a result of people
moving into the area for
employment opportunities, and
bringing their families with them

4.4.1
4.4.1.1

Socio-economic costs
Capital expenditure

The capital expenditure considered for this CBA is based on the real capital costs for the project. Costs for the
project have been prepared by GHD, including contingencies, fees and preliminaries, and excluding escalation.
The table below outlines the capital costs of each option used for this cost benefit analysis.
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Table 3: Capital expenditure

Capital expenditure ($M)

Project

Real total capital expenditure

$49.86

NPV (7%, Jul 21)

$33.98

4.4.1.2

Lifecycle costs

The lifecycle expenditure of the project covers all recurring and one-off maintenance, capital replacement and
operational costs over the life of the asset. Lifecycle costs for the project have been prepared by GHD. As the
base case is already occurring, no additional operating expenditure estimates have been estimated as part of this
business case. Because a CBA assesses the incremental costs and benefits of a project against the base case.
The table below outlines the total lifecycle cost of the project used for this CBA.
Table 4: Lifecycle costs

Lifecycle costs ($M)

Project

Real total lifecycle costs

$15.25

NPV (7%, Jul 21)

$5.20

4.4.2

Socio-economic benefits

4.4.2.1

Increased local employment

The major benefit of the project option involves the enabling and inducement of additional employment within the
Central Highlands Region. This increase in employment will be enabled through the development of businesses
and industries within the precinct, upon development of the project.
Enabled employment numbers have been estimated based off benchmarks of other similar sized businesses as
per the demand assessment. Based off this, the following employment estimates have been assumed to be
enabled due to the development of the project.
Table 5: Assumed employment estimates

Business

Beef processing
Cotton ginning
Fruit grading and packing

Employment estimate
702
29 full time3
40 part time
25

Sorghum stockfeed processing

10

Wheat/pulse processing

10

In order to identify the annual benefits from the enabled employment as a result of the project, the national
minimum wage of $772.60 per week (or $40,175 per annum) was applied to the employment numbers to identify
the additional level of income received within the Region.
These values were then calculated over the evaluation period, as outlined in the table below.

2
3

Benchmarked as per https://www.beefcentral.com/processing/central-qld-beef-processing-project-on-track-following-5m-govt-grant/
Benchmarked as per https://az659834.vo.msecnd.net/eventsairaueprod/production-aapevents-public/60321b63d7bd4778a95579680cac25f2
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Table 6: Enabled employment benefit

Enabled employment benefit ($M)

Project

Real total enabled employment benefit

$142.03

NPV (7%, Jul 21)

$46.21

4.5

Qualitative impacts

In addition to the quantifiable benefits which have been incorporated into the cost benefit analysis, several nonquantifiable benefits have been identified. The following section outlines these non-quantifiable benefits of the
Project.
Enabled Capital Expenditure
The project will enable additional capital expenditure throughout the region. By providing the CHRC with a stable
industrial zone in the YEA, there exists the ability for additional business to operate out of the area. Providing
secure access to water will allow more business to select the YEA as their point of operation, and possibly provide
businesses previously located outside the YEA with incentive to relocate to the YEA. The addition of these
business will increase capital expenditure within the region, increasing overall activity in the region, which would
likely see flow-on effects to the rest of the CHRC community.
Increased Economic Diversity
The project will allow for an increased level of diversity within businesses, resulting in increased economic
resilience. The project will allow for a wider range of business to locate at the YEA, ranging across a number of
different sectors. Specifically for this project, it would provide the opportunity for both low water usage and high
water usage industries to select the YEA as their location. In providing easy access for businesses more broadly
will also encourage a wider range of industries and business to locate within the CHRC boundary In doing this, the
CHRC will be provided with a more resilient economy that is significantly more insulated from economic shocks
that previously, and is able to better support the region’s economy in the long term.
Increased Regional Population
Delivery of this project is likely to bring with it an increase in the regional population due to the additional
employment opportunities added to the region. Offering additional employment opportunities will draw workers into
the regional population of the area as many will choose to relocate their homes in order to be closer to work.
These workers and employees will likely bring their families with them, further adding to the regional population of
the area. This increase of regional populations will yield a variety of benefits for CHRC that will help to sustain
regional economic growth and development for the LGA.

4.6

Results

This section of the report outlines and discusses the results of the cost benefit analysis, plus several other
complementary analyses to assist decision makers to better understand the economic appraisal of the Project.
The results of the cost benefit analysis for the project are outlined in the table below.
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Table 7: Cost benefit analysis results

Project

NPV (7%, $FY21) $m

Costs
Construction cost

$33.98

Lifecycle costs

$5.20

Total costs

$39.18
Benefits

Employment benefit

$46.21

Total benefits

$46.21

Net benefit

$7.03

Benefit cost ratio

1.18

Based on the benefits which have been able to be quantified, the project achieves a positive net benefit, or a
benefit cost ration in excess of 1. This means that the quantified benefits of the project are larger than the
quantified costs (under a 7% discount rate).

4.7

Sensitivity testing

Sensitivity analysis examines how sensitive key economic indicators are within the cost benefit analysis, and how
changes to these indicators may impact the overall economic viability of the project. Sensitivity analysis has been
conducted on six key assumption categories for this analysis. These are the:
-

Discount rate

-

Capital expenditure

-

Lifecycle cost

-

Enabled employment

4.7.1

Discount rate

Aligned with the central discount rate as prescribed by the Queensland Government, a real seven percent discount
rate has been used as the basis for the CBA. In addition to the real seven percent discount rate, sensitivity tests
have been conducted on the economic net present value and benefit cost ratios to understand the impact the
discount rate has on the Project.
The following table outlines the impacts of differential discount rates of four percent, seven percent and ten
percent have on the CBA results for the project.
Table 8: Discount rate sensitivity tests

Discount rate

Net Present Value ($M)

BCR

4%

$25.76

1.56

7%

$7.03

1.18

10%

-$3.22

0.91
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4.7.2

Capital expenditure

The capital costs are a key driver of the cost benefit analysis, and changes to the capital expenditure of a project
often has significant impact on the overall economic viability. The effect on varying the capital expenditure of the
Project is outlined in the table below.
Table 9: Capital expenditure sensitivity tests

4.7.3

Discount rate

Net Present Value ($M)

BCR

-20%

$13.82

1.43

Base

$7.03

1.18

+20%

$0.23

1.01

Whole of life expenditure

Whole of life costs, including major replacement costs, maintenance and operational costs, are a key driver of the
ongoing economic costs associated of the Project. The effect on varying these costs in the CBA is outlined in the
table below.
Table 10: Whole of life expenditure sensitivity tests

4.7.4

Discount rate

Net Present Value ($M)

BCR

-20%

$7.06

1.18

Base

$7.03

1.18

+20%

$6.99

1.18

Enabled employment

The key benefits of the project is the additional employment which is enabled as a result of the project. Changes to
the level of enabled employment would have a significant impact on the overall level of benefits generated from
the project. The effect on varying the enabled employment of the project are outlined in the table below.
Table 11: Enabled employment sensitivity tests

Discount rate

Net Present Value ($M)

BCR

-20%

-$2.21

0.94

Base

$7.03

1.18

+20%

$16.27

1.42
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5.

Financial analysis

This section details the financial analysis associated with the Project. This financial analysis has been prepared for
the purpose of assessing potential financial impacts and future cash flow of the Project to inform the Yamala
Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure Business Case. The presents the net present costs and annual costs
required to recover the capex and opex of the project.
While much of the incremental cost and benefit (such as economic benefits) of the project will not be captured
within the financial analysis, it is important to provide an analysis of the potential financial operations of the
proposed facilities under each of the different options.

5.1

Approach

The financial model for the Project has been developed to calculate the estimated net present cashflow for each of
the identified options based on the inputs identified. In addition to the ‘raw’ costs provided, a risk or ‘contingency’
adjustment was made, the results of which are outlined below.
The estimated financial impact of each option has been calculated based on the following:
-

Construction cashflow (having regard to the scope of works to be undertaken and proposed project
delivery program)

-

Assumed operational and cost

-

Assumed maintenance and lifecycle allowance over the project term (assumed to be 30 years following
construction)

-

Appropriate risk or contingency allowances, escalation rates and discount factors.

The results for the financial assessment are reported in three ways, these being:
-

Real cashflow/values – values which are presented in 2021 dollars (todays dollars)

-

Nominal cashflow/values – values which have been inflated based off projected CPI increases (future
dollars)

-

Net present costs/values – the discounted nominal cashflow

5.2

Key assumptions

The financial model was developed to support the assessment of the identified project options for the project. The
purpose of this model is to assist in informing the decision of the option by identifying the potential future cash
inflows and outflows resulting from each identified option

5.2.1

General Assumptions

The following assumptions have been used for the purposes of the financial modelling, with the reasoning
provided within the table.
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Table 12: Analysis assumptions

Input

Assumption

Reference
Timing inputs

Construction period

Stage 1: FY22
Stage 2: FY27

Based on the project staging plan completed for this
project.

Operations phase timing

FY23 – FY52

Based on a 30 year operating period, upon
completion of all project stages

Discounting base year

1 July 2021
Financial inputs

Capital cost escalation

2.5% pa

As per RBA inflation targets and long term trend
CPI.

Lifecycle cost escalation

2.5% pa

As per RBA inflation targets and long term trend
CPI.

Revenue escalation

2.5% pa

As per RBA inflation targets and long term trend
CPI.

Nominal discount rate

1.6%

15 year Australian Government coupon bond rate,
as at 22 July 2021.
Cost, risk and revenue inputs

Capital costs

As per cost report

Construction cost estimates have been provided by
GHD.

Lifecycle costs

As per cost report

Operating cost estimates have been provided by
GHD.

5.3

Financial analysis and results

5.3.1

Capital costs

The estimated total construction costs have been prepared by GHD. The construction of the Project occurs across
two different stages. It has been assumed that the project in each option will commence operations in the month
following the end of construction. The table below outlines the construction commencement year for each of the
stages.
Table 13: Construction cost

Capital expenditure ($M)

Construction Cost

Construction commencement

Stage 1

$22,635,000

FY22

Stage 2

$12,527,800

FY27

Additional water allocations

$14,699,133

FY22 to FY52
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5.3.2

Operational costs

The lifecycle expenditure of the project covers all recurring and one-off maintenance, capital replacement and
operational costs over the life of the asset. Lifecycle costs for the project have been prepared by GHD.
Annual lifecycle costs, as prepared by GHD are outlined in the figure below.
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Figure 5-1: Annual operating cost

5.3.3

Results

The section below summarises the results of the financial assessment.

5.3.3.1

Capital costs

The table below presents the capital costs in real, nominal and Net Present Cost (NPC) terms for the project
option.
Table 14: Construction cost

Description

Total capital cost

5.3.3.2

Real ($M)

Nominal ($M)

Net Present Cost
($M)

$49.9

$57.0

$52.2

Operational costs

The table below presents the operational costs in real, nominal and Net Present Cost (NPC) terms for the project
option.
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Table 15: Operational cost

Description

Real ($M)

Nominal ($M)

Net Present Cost
($M)

$16.6

$26.6

$19.6

Total operational cost

The figure below shows the total lifecycle costs in nominal and NPC terms for the Project option
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Figure 5-2: Project option annual operating cost

5.3.3.3

Total Project Cost

The table below outlines the annual net operating cost of the project, based off the available, and identified
construction costs and lifecycle costs.
Table 16: Total project cost

Description

Total project cost

Real ($M)

Nominal ($M)

Net Present Cost
($M)

$66.5

$83.6

$71.8

This is also demonstrated in the figure below.
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Figure 5-3: Project option annual operating cost
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Based off these construction and operational costs, the annual charge per ML was calculated in order to identify
the cost recovery rate per ML of water consumed at the industrial precinct. The figure below outlines the annual
charges per ML for cost recovery of the operational expenditure (as per the identified water demand.

Water Demand ML per year

Figure 5-4: Annual cost recovery charge for operational costs per ML

Excluding the early years of the project, where water demand is still increasing, once the water demanded hits the
steady state, there would be a required cost recovery charge of $518/ML to recover the operational costs in real
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2021 dollars. In addition to this, to recover the construction cost would likely require an additional charge of
$1,896/ML in real 2021 dollars over the life of the project’s evaluation period (30 years).
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Central Highlands Regional Council
Risk Adjusted Construction Cost Estimate
Yamala Enterprise Area Water Infrastructure Business Case

Friday, 30 July 2021

Author:

Description

Unit

Quantity

Minimum
Unit Rate

Most Likely
Unit Rate

Maximum
Unit Rate

1.0
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.07
1.08
1.09
1.10
1.11

PRELIMINARIES
Provision for project management and administration
Mobilisation and demobilisation
Site facilities (Container incl. minor plant and equipment , Site office , Ablutions etc.)
Location of existing services
Survey and set out of the works
Handover data including AS CONSTRUCTION documentation
Temporary fencing and hoarding
Environmental and Construction Control Plans
Inspection testing plans and records
Provision of Environmental Protection & Management
Traffic control

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1,600,000
136,500
136,500
67,500
67,500
1,500
67,500
67,500
67,500
67,500
67,500

1,660,000
139,000
139,000
70,000
70,000
28,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000
70,000

1,700,000
141,500
141,500
72,500
72,500
30,500
72,500
72,500
72,500
72,500
72,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,456,000.00
1,660,000.00
139,000.00
139,000.00
70,000.00
70,000.00
28,000.00
70,000.00
70,000.00
70,000.00
70,000.00
70,000.00

2.0
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
2.09
2.10

Siteworks, Temporary Works and Earthworks
Temporary fencing and provision of access to site
Potholing on site to determine service locations and levels
Provision for traffic control/security
Provision for Erosion and Sediment Control
Provision for riverine sediment control
Design, provision, installation and certification of temporary works
Clearing, grubbing, stripping and stockpiling of top soil, , excluding that associated with the Access Road (separate item).
Excavation for the intake structure, including pump wells, pits, support works and maintenance of the excavations.
Preparation of platform for intake structure
Rock protection, excluding that associated with the Access Road (separate item).

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3,000
3,000
2,000
6,500
11,000
26,500
10,000
9,000
12,000
8,000

4,108
4,133
2,481
8,589
13,799
33,078
12,566
11,245
15,047
9,979

5,500
5,500
3,000
11,000
17,000
40,000
15,500
13,500
18,500
12,000

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

115,024.68
4,108.20
4,132.80
2,480.91
8,589.09
13,799.37
33,078.39
12,565.68
11,244.66
15,046.59
9,978.99

3.0
3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04
3.05

INTAKE/PUMPSTATION STRUCTURE
Concrete works for intake structure, including pre-cast sections, cast in-situ sections, cast-in pipework, cast-in conduits and earthing.
Tremie concrete works for intake structure base.
Supply and installation of fabricated steel trash screens, including all fixings.
Supply and installation of all pump station covers.
Scour protection, including gabion baskets

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
1
1
1
1

250,000
251,500
116,500
55,500
83,500

307,688
309,552
143,459
68,614
102,858

365,500
368,000
170,500
82,000
122,500

$
$
$
$
$
$

932,170.26
307,688.19
309,551.64
143,458.59
68,614.32
102,857.52

3.0
3.01
3.02
3.03

PUMPSTATION PIPEWORK AND FITTINGS
Pump intake pipework, valves and specials.
Pipework connecting to the new Yamala Raw Water Rising Main (separate Contract), inclusive of all pipework, valves and fittings to complete connection.
Hydrostatic testing and flushing mains

Item
Item
Item

1
1
1

37,500
18,500
4,000

46,217
22,851
4,962

55,000
27,500
6,000

$
$
$
$

74,030.01
46,217.25
22,850.94
4,961.82

3.0
3.01
3.02

PUMPSTATION MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
Supply, delivery and installation of pumping equipment including 2 No. submersible pumpsets, complete with discharge pedestal, guide rails and lifting chains.
Testing and commissioning of all equipment.

Item
Item

1
1

157,500
6,000

193,932
7,440

230,500
9,000

$
$
$

201,371.91
193,931.64
7,440.27

4.0
4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04

PIPEWORK AND VALVES
General Pipeline Construction (DN250 RRJ DICL including fitting allowance and restoration factor)
Supply and construction of DN280 HDD Crossing of Rail Corridor incl. Materials
DN80 Air Valves
Scour Valves

m
m
Item
Item

24335
480
4
4

300
750
750
1,500

377
1,010
1,000
2,500

500
1,500
2,000
3,500

$
$
$
$
$

9,663,361.00
9,164,561.00
484,800.00
4,000.00
10,000.00

4.0

RESERVOIR

$

1,676,342.30

Item

D.Gangemi

30/07/2021

30/07/2021

Checked:

Most Likely Amount
($AUD)

4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05
4.06
4.07
4.08
4.09
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20
4.21

Earthworks
Supply and constrcut base pavement below reservoir floor
Supply and construct asphault surfaceing below reservoir floor
Supply and construct reinforced concrete ring beam
Supply and construct column foundations
Supply and construct welded steel reservoir floor
Protective coatings to floor plates
Supply and construct welded steel reservoir walls
Supply and construct access hatches
Supply and construct pipework penetrations
Protective coatings to internal walls and pipework
Protective coatings to external walls
Supply and construct welded steel reservoir columns
Protective coatings to steel columns
Supply and construct steel roof rafters
Protective coatings to steel roof rafters
Supply and construct purlins with downturn lips
Supply and construct roof sheeting
Supply and construct steel access ladders, platforms and cages
Protective coatings to access ladder and cage
Supply and construct platform, roof access hatch, guardrails and other miscellaneous items

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

268,000
8,000
26,000
23,500
7,000
48,500
45,000
320,000
5,000
5,500
59,500
69,000
15,000
3,000
15,500
2,000
9,000
39,000
27,500
1,000
29,500

437,393
13,727
42,655
38,341
11,443
79,199
73,270
522,107
8,696
9,123
97,023
112,883
24,893
4,282
24,817
3,965
14,025
63,742
45,243
1,983
47,532

606,500
19,000
59,000
53,000
15,500
109,500
101,500
724,000
12,000
12,500
134,500
156,500
34,500
5,500
34,000
5,500
19,000
88,000
62,500
2,500
65,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

437,392.70
13,727.23
42,654.56
38,340.51
11,443.33
79,199.23
73,270.30
522,107.05
8,695.86
9,123.37
97,022.79
112,883.26
24,893.00
4,282.33
24,817.30
3,965.12
14,024.98
63,741.77
45,242.70
1,982.56
47,532.37

5.0
5.01
5.02

PUMP STATION ELECTRICAL WORKS
Supply and installation of switchboard, controls, MCC and telemetry
Supply and installation of conduit, junction box and electrical pits

Item
Item

1
1

213,500
86,500

263,018
106,893

313,000
127,500

$
$
$

369,911.43
263,018.28
106,893.15

6.0
6.01
6.02
6.03
6.04
6.05

RESERVOIR ELECTRICAL WORKS
Concrete testing
Hydrostatic testing of discharge pipework and pump station commissioning
Hydrostatic test, clean and commission new reservoir
Pressure testing, disinfecting and commissioning of inlet and outlet water mains
Commissioning of reservoir operational controls

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
1
1
1
1

20,500
42,500
16,000
3,500
3,500

33,486
69,356
25,930
6,225
5,948

46,000
96,000
35,500
8,500
8,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

140,944.74
33,485.77
69,356.37
25,929.70
6,225.23
5,947.67

6.0
6.01
6.02
6.03
6.04
6.05

COMMISSIONING
Concrete testing
Hydrostatic testing of discharge pipework and pump station commissioning
Hydrostatic test, clean and commission new reservoir
Pressure testing, disinfecting and commissioning of inlet and outlet water mains
Commissioning of reservoir operational controls

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

1
1
1
1
1

2,500
2,500
48,500
41,500
21,000

34,800
34,800
54,400
48,400
28,200

40,000
40,000
60,000
55,000
35,000

$
$
$
$
$
$

200,600.00
34,800.00
34,800.00
54,400.00
48,400.00
28,200.00

$

15,829,756.34

Project Subtotal

Allowance for Engineering Oncosts 10%
Contingency 30%

Total (excl. GST)

$
$

1,583,000.00
5,224,000.00

$ 22,635,000.00

GHD has prepared the preliminary cost estimate provided using information reasonably available to the GHD employees who prepared the estimate; and based on assumptions and judgments made by GHD.
The Cost Estimate has been prepared for the purpose of order of cost estimate and must not be used for any other purpose. The Cost Estimate is a preliminary estimate only. Actual prices, costs and other variables may be different to those used to prepare the Cost Estimate and may change. Unless as otherwise specified, no detailed quotation has been obtained for actions identified in
this estimate. GHD does not represent, warrant or guarantee that the options assessed can or will be undertaken at a cost which is the same or less than the Cost Estimate.
Where estimates of potential costs are provided with an indicated level of confidence, notwithstanding the conservatism of the level of confidence selected as the planning level, there remains a chance that the cost will be greater than the planning estimate, and any funding would not be adequate. The confidence level considered to be most appropriate for planning purposes will vary
depending on the conservatism of the user and the nature of the project. The user should therefore select appropriate confidence levels to suit their particular risk profile.
This estimate is to be used by Central Highlands Regional Council as an order of estimate (only) for the purpose of comparing Contractor quotations. This estimate is not to be used for final allocations of budget for Construction. GHD is not liable for any inconsistencies in project budget resulting from the use of this estimate.

